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ABSTRACT 
This thesis explores the relations between English teaching in state schooling and 
critical theory. The published works develop a position on English teaching that 
reinterprets the grounds of its claims to integrity and authority. They present a series 
of arguments for the transformation of the subject based on rethinking its premises in 
the light of critical theory. They also propose ideas and materials to provide directions 
and specific practices for change. The published works express a developing concern 
with the cultural politics of the subject and its role in state schooling arguing that 
dominant forms of English teaching are rooted in ideas and practices that are 
culturally and linguistically restricted and exclusive. The argument for the 
transformation of the sub ect is most fully developed in Critical Theory and the j 
English Teacher which attempts to offer an accessible account of poststructuralist 
theories and applies them to three main areas of English teaching: reading, writing and 
oracy. 
The deposition demonstrates the personal-professional context in which theory 
became a significant mechanism for change. The deposition goes on to outline the 
development of the published works and demonstrates the range of critical theory 
brought to bear on English in them. Aspects of critical theory are explicated in relation 
to their relevance to English teaching. These include the 'classic' sociology of 
education, poststructuralist theories of meaning, discourses and subjectivity, 
postmodernist accounts of culture, sociolinguistics, Cultural Studies and Media 
Studies. The relations between the difýýrent elements of theory is explored. The 
impact of critical theory on English in higher education is also examined. Key 
positions and texts are outlined for their implicit critique of the familiar assumptions 
of English teaching. The history of English teaching in state education is then 
investigated through an account of what appear as its key lines of development and is 
then examined through three main and different positions: the liberal version of 
progress, the ideological critique and 'govemmentality'. The recent history and 
contemporary state of English teaching is also explored in the light of these different 
versions of subject history. Some attempt is made to account for current positions in 
relation to English teaching, including perspectives from other national contexts. 
The conclusion of the deposition engages with a critical rethinking of the function of 
critique through a 'governmental' perspective that emphasizes the 'deep' pedagogical 
structures at work in the English classroom and asks questions about how the 
published works may be reconsidered in the light of this perspective. The conclusion 
returns to the question of the cultural politics of subject content, attempting to 
reconcile the critique developed through the published works with the govermniFntal 
position - in order to propose a role for theory that takes account of the historical and institutional context of English teaching. 
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Introduction and Account of Published Works 
INTRODUCTION AND AN ACCOUNT OF PUBLISHED WORKS 
English teachers and other advocates of the subject have been wary of 
theory as dangerous, anti-liberal, anti-social and irrelevant. English in 
schools remains though one of the last bastions to have resisted the 
implications of the theoretical critiques offered by deconstructive 
theories of language textuality and of culture. How has the institution 
of English maintained this not so splendid isolation? Why have English 
teachers distrusted theory? Why are the reading practices of English so 
narrowly restricted? What's at stake in the maintenance of the anti- 
theoretical position shared by advocates of liberal English and Patten 
alike? What would a theorized practice of language and textuality look 
like? These questions will be broached, if not finally laid to rest, in this 
seminar. 
Nick Peim: NATE 1994 York conference seminar brochure. 
The published work I am presenting for consideration for the award of PhD was 
undertaken during the period running from 1985 to 1995 (see list of published works, 
p. 4). The main item for consideration is the book, Critical Theory and the English 
Teacher (1993). As a body of work it constitutes an attempt to elaborate the theme of 
the seminar I held at York in 1994, outlined above. The main focus in the published 
materials is the teaching of English in schooiil, 'conceived as a kind of mass project to 
which the population of schooling is subjected as a whole. ' 
My published work on English teaching argues for a rethinking of the 
foundations of the subject in the secondary school sector and seeks to promote 
changes in its specific practices in the field of language and literacy. The main burden 
was to 'take on' English in secondary schooling in two main ways: firstly, to offer. a 
critical analysis of the structure of the subject; and secondly, to provide a set of 
proposals for reorientation of the subject (or a subject structured under different 
principles). Throughout there was a conscious intention to apply 'theory' to English in 
the school curriculum, specifically in the upper secondary context where I was 
working throughout he period of the publications in question. 
What follows includes a description of my published work on English teaching 
addressing questions of the identity and authority of English. The introduction will 
provide brief accounts of the various contexts of my published work on English 
teaching and the theoretical position that I developed. The following chapters include 
a fuller account of the elements of theory that influenced my thinking on English 
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teaching and an attempt to describe conceptions of English in education embodied in 
various versions of the emergence and development of the subject. In the conclusion I 
consider the challenge to the position I developed from the perspective of 
'governmentality' by way of reco , nsidering its relevance to contemporary conditions in 
and discourses in state education. ' . 
Literary Theory and Beyond 
Theory is an uncertain, historically shifting term, but was commonly used during the 
period of the work for consideration, where the term operates as a kind of shorthand 
for a reorientation of practices and ideas in the field of cultural knowledge. ' Terry 
Eagleton refers to the proliferation of 'theory' as being symptomatic of a condition of 
crisis and acute self-reflection, concerned with signifying practices and modes of 
understanding them. 2 During the period in question 'theory' became a catch-all term 
for post-structuralism especially; but I developed a use of the term to refer to a 
particular kind of reflexivity in and around the subject, English, and that extended into 
elements of social theory. Theory for me would incorporate sociology, 
sociolinguistics, media reception theory, elements of cultural theory, the history of 
education - discourses that would clarify the'context and structure of the subject 
English in state education. While 'literary theory' offered a starting point, it was 
necessary to. go beyond the literary to furnish some account of the social and cultural 
institutional processes of English in schooling. The intention, to use a psychoanalytic 
metaphor, was to bring to consciousness and confront elements of the subject's 
identity - conflicting accounts of its history, for example - that were not present or 
foregrounded in its characteristic, dominant self-descriptions. 3 Theory offered analytic 
and productive tools for performing that reflexive operation and for realizing practices 
- in the field of textuality and language that English occupied - that would be quite 
different from the dominant form of the subject. 
By an uneven process of accumulation, fusion, modification and development 
it was possible to assemble abody of theory from textual and linguistic philosophy, 
sociology, sociolinguistics, cultural theory, histories of subject identity and more 
general histories of state education, and to produce alternative perspectives for the 
analysis of English than were available within the subject itself. 4 Examining the 
structure of early pedagogic relations in the management of urban children, for 
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example, or the formation of the teacher as an 'ethical persona' or the cultivation of 
the self-reflective individual within regimes of pastoral surveillance, meant that the 
simplest and apparently most fundamental scenes of classroom practice could not be 
accounted for in terms of the available historical and contemporary descriptions of 
English. 5 Both liberal and traditionalist versions of the teaching of English have had to 
- or have 'chosen' to - operate without reference to these perspectives, and others. In 
reaction to the static form of the traditionalist/liberal binary, 6 my main intention was 
to deploy theory to render 'strange' the everyday practices and beliefs of English 
teaching in schools, to rethink the textual, linguistic and therefore cultural orientation 
of the subject and its role within the education system - 'deconstructing the obvious' 
in Stuart Hall's phrase. 7 Deconstruction in this sense has the political purpose of 
reaching beyond existing perspectives - 'the obvious' - to open spaces for change. In 
effect, the theory assembled in the work in question gave rise to an attempt to 
foreground the politics of teaching English. 
This emergence of theory coincided with shifts in the definition or application 
of the term 'politics'. In certain academic discourses in the humanities - particularly in 
Cultural Studies and in Media Studies - there was an attempt to identify the political 
in the specific details and practices of everyday life. The political was revealed to be 
at work in language, in the various fields of culture and cultural life, in education, in 
socio-sexual life and in social relations generally: anywhere and everywhere in social 
and 'private' life. 8 After the influence of Louis Althusser and Antonio Gramsci, 
cultural theory and Cultural Studies refreshed old marxisms and produced new forms 
of social critique based on a reconnection of the relations between base and 
superstructure, 9 allied with newly emerging theories of subjectivity, meaning and 
discourses via post-structuralism. In feminism, the fusion of the theoretical, the 
political, the cultural in everyday lived experience seemed particularly clear. Chris 
Weedon's Feminist Practice and Poststructuralist Theory (1987) offered an 
exemplary case of the deployment of poststructuralist theory into the specific politics 
of everyday institutionalized practices and revealed the political at work in reading 
practices. 
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Personal Context / Historical Juncture 
My own career as an English teacher folloWs a certain trajectory through contrasting 
models of sub ect identity. At the beginning, I was working in a school department j 
operating a fairly complex post-Bullock model of English. 10 This project was an 
unlikely and unusual amalgam of tendencies in progressive education, a strong 
commitment to the new politically conscious, egalitarian project of comprehensive 
schooling (the school had been built in 1970; 1 joined in 1976), a Leavisite view of 
culture and literature and a liberal English emphasis on creativity, oral participation 
and workshop models of English pedagogy. In the work of this unusual English 
department, there was a self-conscious desire to provide a framework and practice of 
access for all students in the comprehensive school's catchment to what were 
perceived to be significant cultural experiences. Significant cultural experiences took 
the form of 'real' literature, such as Rasselas, Silas Marner and the novels of 
Turgenev. Canonical literary texts were taught to year ten and year eleven CSE classes 
in the belief that they were worthy of the 'finest' and could engage more meaningfully 
with 'real' literature than with the 'ersatz' literature conventionally served up on CSE 
English textual menus, such as Kes, Joby or Zigger-Zagger. 
This complete commitment to the litei* canon made the teaching of 'great' 
literature a moral cultural enterprise. It was imperative for the English teacher to make 
literature accessible and meaningful. There was a similar, absolute commitment to 
writing in English as a form of creativity, self-expression and mode of personal 
growth/development, giving particular emphasis to creative and expressive forms of 
writing. Aspects of this whole position of English teaching were expressed partially in 
elements of the work of David Holbrook, Anthony Adams and Patrick Creber. 
12 
Adams and Creber had particularly been responsible for the development of revised 
models of professional identity for English teachers in state education in relation to 
the still relatively new comprehensive school idea. In Englishfor the Rejected (1964) 
David Holbrook, a student of F. R. Leavis, proposed a model of creativity in English 
teaching for children labelled as 'less able' providing specific examples Of 
psychologically sensitive modes of 'reading' the power of expression in the non- 
standard writings of such 'rejected' children. 
_ 
Crucial to the motive force of the department's ideas and practices was a kind 
of 'left-Leavisism', within an environment of shared ideas, where banks of resources 
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were communally produced. The department was characterized by an ethos of 
commitment and positive regard for a predominantly working-class clientele, 
classroom practice being mobilized towards enabling high levels of participation. 
While the departmental 'creed' was powerfully influenced by the idea of literary value 
and Leavis's sense of cultural crisis, it had transposed the cultural mission into a 
social context that Leavis would probablý have felt as utterly alien: the modem, 
mixed-ability comprehensive school. 13 A belief in the essential human value of 
literature drove much of the work of the department. There was a serious belief in the 
quality and significance of the cultural experience of making Eliot, Blake and 
Shakespeare available to all. A belief in the politics of action also expressed itself the 
context of the classroom as a commitment to reading that enjoyed considerable 
success in getting working-class school students to read 'quality' fiction on their own 
in a carefully monitored environment where free choice was subject to firm pastoral 
moral/spiritual guidance. 14 Literature, rather than presenting a cultural barrier, was 
seen as the means for realizing access to cultural development and the refinement of 
sensibility rather than social mobility. A strong departmental commitment to this 
position helped to ensure it worked in practice. This formative departmental 
experience was to provide an important model of cultural/political practice for my 
later work with theory' and English teaching as the head of an English department in 
an upper secondary school. 
My gradual engagement with theory partially problematized the model for 
English I had invested in so strongly. I had long been familiar with Wittgenstein's 
philosophy of language expressed in Philosophical Investigations, and with the 
emphasis given to 'language games' and to the relations between language, specific 
language practices and forms of life. 15 This was hardly disconcerting for the integrity 
of subject model I'd been working with, although it did seem to offer an anti- 
essentialist theory of meaning - 'Don't ask for the meaning; look at the useV - and 
seemed to propose an anthropological view of subject identity. 16ft was later, in 
relation to readings of Michel Foucault, Jean-Francois Lyotard and Ian Hunter that 
Wittgenstein reappeared in a more deconstructive incarnation. Questions about the 
function of English in schooling - what were the relations between the language 
game(s) of English and its 'form of life,? - may have pointed towards its local and 
provisional nature, but didn't undermine its claims to cultural authority. 
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Wittgenstein's emphasis on the significance of forms of life in relation to meaning did 
not push for the re-exploration of the relations between forms of life, differentiated 
language practices, institutions, power, culture and class. Language issues, though, 
had appeared from time to time as problematic in my own consciousness of 
professional identity and practice. Forms of public assessment in English seemed 
unable to recognize the power of articulkion in writings such as those analysed by 
Holbrook in Englishfor the Rejected. Non-standard written performances of students 
at CSE were destined to be graded negatively despite their often alarming intensity, 
their linguistic and communicative power. 17 
As a PGCE student I had been briefly introduced to sociolinguistics in the 
context of schooling. I had been vaguely aware that there had been considerable 
discussion about the positions of Basil Bernstein and M. A. K. Halliday. ' 81 had known 
something of sociology, but had displaced its critique of schooling as a form of social 
exclusion with an inclusive notion of creativity. Later in my first teaching 
appointment, aclose colleague was seconded to do research in education at Oxford 
and began to read Louis Althusser and Pierre Bourdieu, 19 and these ideas began to 
destabilise my world view of English teaching. In 1983 1 received from the same 
colleague Francis Mulliern's The Moment ofScrutiny (1979) and a pre-publication 
copy of the early chapters of Terry Eagleton's Literary Theory: an Introduction 
(1983). It soon became very clear that the identity of the subject was being called into 
question, and that theory was directly related to this process. The hitherto unheard of 
dimension of the political was being discussed in relation to the process of 
questioning English, albeit almost entirely in the context of H. E. Re-Reading English 
(1982) contained a number of significant pieces confronting vaHous aspects of the 
subject, including challenges to the supremacy of literature and specific suggestions 
for alternative reading practices contained in Catherine Belsey's Critical Practice 
(198 0) indicated interesting new techniques for reading allied with powerful 
arguments against he established assumptions of literary practices. To a limited 
extent poststructuralist theory had featured in accounts of English teaching, notably 
Richard Exon's 'The Post Structuralist Always Reads Twice ')20 and there appeared 
occasional challenging critiques of English as the liberal subject in the j ournal English 
in Education by Terry Eagleton, Catherine Belsey and others. 21 In the face of a 
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growing body of theoretically-oriented literature, the foundations of the cultural 
mission I had been involved in as an English teacher were considerably less secure. 
The Theory in Question 
Increasingly, poststructuralist theories of language and meaning appeared to be of 
great significance in relation to rethinkifig the politics of English teaching. Certain 
discourses in education were also deploying poststructuralist theories and vocabularies 
to reinterpret education practices in relation to questions about culture and power. 22 
Key poststructuralist works and writers dealt with linguistic/textual issues that seemed 
to demand a sustained rethinking of the English curriculum and its relations to 
language and culture. 'Derrida's work on signification, textuality, writing/speech and 
language - especially in 'Structure, Sign and Play', in Positions and in Of 
Grammatology - proposed a more mobile and decentred theory of language and 
meaning than any imagined by English teaching. 23 Foucault's The Archaeology of 
Knowledge (1977) seemed again to emphasize the provisional nature of meanings, in 
the end implying the close relation between meanings and specific social practices. 
His later thesis of a shift in the nature and scope of government also seemed to have 
serious implications for the normative, practices of education, and was particularly 
interesting in relation to the personalist elements of English. 24 Lacanian theory on the 
subject of language, the positionality of the subject and the symbolic order (reworked 
by Althusser as interpellation) rendered the central idea of writing/speaking as self- 
expression problematic and inverted the established, common-sense assumptions of 
liberal and traditional models of English about language, meaning and the 
individual. 25 
It became difficult to see how English could continue to claim to be the all- 
embracing, liberal space on the curriculum where its subjects could enjoy self- 
realization through writing and the free exploration of self and 'world' through 
literature. 26 Writing turned out to be much less about self-expression than English 
teaching had imagined: writing was an institutionally determined iscursive practice 
that Positioned subjects differently. Literature similarly interpellated its subject 
differently. The emphasis that the practices of English gave to single texts, authors, 
personal responses, creative writing, with its necessary exclusions of alternative forms 
of expression and cultural experiences, now seemed questionable - especially in 
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relation to the normative judgements made by examinations that had significant social 
consequences. The subject, English, could not, within this developing theoretical 
framework, claim to speak univocally to disparate social groups with an evenly 
distributed cultural orientation. If textual meanings were partly dependent on the 
positioning of subjects, and if the identity, status and even the being of texts were 
already dependent on a textual field rathýr than being intrinsic, this seemed to pose 
questions for the subject as a social practice in the field where culture and education 
meet most glaringly. Similarly, if language constituted a symbolic order that 
positioned subjects differently, what sense could it be to make judgements of value 
and quality where one discursive formation dominated others? A return to 
sociolinguistics grimly confirmed the analysis of a structurally-loaded language 
environment unconsciously designed to limit access. 
The decentring effects of poststructuralist theories of text and language 
emphasized the question of the social context of the subject and linked with social 
theory in the form of sociology and sociolinguistics. A break with liberal and 
traditional versions of English teaching and with the 'settlement' represented in The 
Bullock Report involved developing a conscious theory of the institutions of 
education. 27 This meant rethinking the more or less 'functionalist' view that had 
characterized my affiliations with the subject - and that had seemed characteristic of a 
significant mode of professional identity. Powerful, critical, contemporary social 
theory became available (though hardly through ready-to-hand professional channels) 
to effect this shift in the form of the sociology of education, in sociolinguistics, and 
then in the expanding domain of the sociology of culture. Bourdieu's theory of 
cultural capital, symbolic violence and 'habitus' in Reproduction (1977) and Paul 
Willis's study of counter-cultural resistances in Learning to Labour (1979) provided a 
means for re-interpreting the grounds of educational success and failure. A powerful if 
starkly deterministic counter to liberal/teleological versions of state education systems 
was evident in the ma or study of Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis: Schooling in 
Capitalist America (1976). Similarly the work of William Labov and M. A. K. 
Halliday, among others, on language, culture and identity, even when not directly 
addressing the field of education, seemed to have powerful implications for the 
linguistic assumptions of education generally and very specifically for English . 
28 Later 
Norman Fairclough's critical linguistics provided theories and examples for dealing 
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29 differently with both language practices and textual material. Some of these ideas 
seemed to be appearing in discussions about English and were disseminated even in 
popular materials indicating possible new orientations for language work that would 
be more sociolinguistically attuned . 
30 Harold Rosen's 'Language in the Education of 
the Working Classes 31 gave a populist account of a Hallidayan position that was 
made accessible to English teachers viathe mainstream channels of ideas appearing in 
English in Education. 32 
The accumulated impact of critical sociology, critical sociolinguistics, cultural 
and 'literary' theory provided a theoretical nexus for me, enabling a critical rethinking 
of the school as socio/cultural milieu, and alerting me to the cultural bias of the 
curriculum and the language of schooling. English, as I and others like me had known 
it, had been thought of as the space on the curriculum for creativity, for 
empowerment, for self-realization and for the free exploration of self and world 
through literature -a powerfully embracing form of education, always reaching 
beyond itself. In the light of theory, English now seemed pre-eminently to be that 
segment of the curriculum concerned with naturalizing normative forms of language 
assessment, and with promoting a normative view of significant cultural experience - 
especially in the way it divided off certain cultural objects, icons and reading practices 
(established in the discourses of literature) from popular culture. 
Postmodernist accounts of culture that were increasingly influential in Cultural 
Studies and Media Studies proposed quite different models of culture from those 
associated with the form of left-Leavisism that had been my experience of English in 
the comprehensive school. These were also quite different from the dominant liberal 
English model. Counter theories of cultural meaning elaborated by Media and 
Cultural Studies reinforced and developed the sense of the arbitrary imposition of 
models of culture and cultural significance at work in English teaching. Key studies 
on the consumption of popular culture seemed to argue against he reductive idea of 
popular culture as simply hegemonic material imposed on an uncritical, passively 
consuming public. John Tomlinson's (199 1) survey of positions and general thesis in 
Cultural Imperialism indicated a more interesting and more complex'sense of the 
interactions between media and media users. Audience theory produced some 
convincing and often bracing ethnographic studies of popular culture: the work of Eric 
Michaels, 33 for example, and Ien Ang's Watching Dallas (1985). len Ang's 
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subsequent elaborations in Desperately Seeking the Audience (199 1) and Living Room 
Wars (1996) epitomized a movement away from a monolithic view of popular culture. 
John Fiske and others gave credence to the significance of popular cultural practices 
in specific accounts, eliding the distinctions between text, language and lived 
ekperiences within institutional formations. 34 Although not directly related to 
education, nor to the specific cultural prhctices and habits of thought of English, this 
work seemed to suggest that the popular was being excluded on notional grounds of 
cultural superiority. The questioning of the category of literature implicit in the history 
and deconstruction of textual identities suggested that the realm of literature, even its 
more generous, liberal formulation, was a 'cultural arbitrary' imposed on the 
curriculum and was the symptomatic trace of a lingering Leavisism in English. 
Bourdieu's study on culture and social class differences, Distinction (1986), 
closely elaborated the identification of forms of culture with social class. Different 
class groups were found to be differently interpellated by different forms of cultural 
expression. Patterns of use and attitudes to cultural products and processes could be 
identified as being specific to class groups - echoing Labov's correlation between 
class and specific language forms. 35 At the same time, the history of imperialism 
seemed to suggest that current forms of English were not entirely unrelated to a 
history of cultural colonialism - whereby English was an element in the imposition of 
cultural norms on subject populations. Edward Said (1978) and Gayatri Spivak (1990) 
had written about the post-colonial in relation to the field of literature and others had 
also indicated the use of English as a vehicle for cultural hegemony in India and other 
colonial contexts. Again, the significance of English - language and culture - seemed 
to be related to maintaining a kind of cultural dominion. Masks of Conquest: Literary 
Study and British Rule in India by Gauri Viswanathan (1989) gives an account of the 
imperialist significance of literary study and the practices of English teaching and 
offers an alternative view to the singular development represented as the history of 
English in familiar historical accounts of English as a narrative of liberal progress. 36 
Other specific critiques of liberal, personal versions of English appeared. 
According to Ian Hunter, the centrality of English in state education curricula was not 
. 
simply about naturalizing dominant forms of language and specific configurations of 
culture as embodied in literature; it was more importantly about a specific mode of 
engaging with the self, via cultural objects, and was fundamentally a particular form 
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of cultivation of the self. 37 Terry Eagleton identified the personalist mania of English 
in a series of questions: 
Why does it insist so dogmatically on abstracting personal values and 
qualities from the whole concrete context - political society - in which 
they are embedded? Why does it continually offer us the cerebral 
abstraction of something called "interpersonal relationships' or 
'personal growth' or 'immediate experience', when a moment's 
thought is enough to reveal that such things gain their fully concrete 
significance only in the whole political and historical context which 
shapes theM? 38 
Hunter's work on the figure of the English teacher and the role of English in state 
education in Culture and Government (1988) foregrounds the significance of the 
personalist discourses of English and makes this aspect of the subject the basis for its 
very existence and the explanation for its persistence. It is, for Hunter, precisely as a 
form of 'moral technology' that the reading practices of English are put to work - with 
their emphasis on the adjudication and adjustment of personal responses, providing a 
mechanism for the production of the intransitively self-reflective subject. It is the 
cultivation of this form of subjectivity that Hunter sees as explaining the centrality of 
English in the curriculum. For Hunter, the self-monitoring, self-regulating subject is 
the historically-rooted end point of mass education systems as developed in the 
nineteenth century. The logic of 'pastoral discipline', elaborated extensively in 
Rethinking the School (1994), can be seen at work in the context of English teaching. 
It is possible to reinterpret Hunter's notion of pastoral discipline as the pedagogic 
mechanism supporting the role of literature and standard English as markers of 
'distinction 39 
The elements of theory I had put together seemed coherent in suggesting the 
textual practices of English were limited, culturally biased and orientated significantly 
towards traditional literature and a limited range of reading practices. Theory had put 
canonicity and the concept of literature as a discrete, self supporting textual realm at 
least under provisional erasure. Theory as I read and constructed it denied the 
essentialist view of literature as a discrete category or distinct set of practices. The 
valorization of literature was a particular form of institutionalized iscursive practice, 
modelled on a quite distinct notion of literacy. Theory revealed the reading practices 
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of English as being overly invested with the personalist discourses of liberal education 
that denied the social and political contexts of meaning and that operated reading 
modes and techniques that were neither transparent nor explicit nor accessible equally 
to all the subject groups of English in schooling. As Brian Street has argued, literacy 
is a contested field and definitions of it involve the interplay of ideology and power. 40 
The particular form of English I had been working with, and the dominant, 
mainstream forms of English teaching operating at the time, had no means of 
addressing such issues opened up by theory. 
The Project of Critical Theory and the English Teacher 
The task of taking on English that found its fullest expression in Critical Theory and 
the English Teacher wasn't designed to displace and unmask the ideological structure 
of English in order to reach towards an ideologically free identity and practice. Nor 
was its intention to restore the subject to its true liberationist mission. The idea was 
rather to promote a theory and practice of the subject in schooling that was aware of 
various elements that had not been accounted for in the dominant versions of the 
subject. I had developed a position via theory that had the effect of destabilizing the 
idea of literary studies, and problematizing theý language practices of English in its 
institutionalized powerful forms and embodied in its authorized discourses. Although 
English might have represented itself as open, nebulous and productively ill-defined 
(as The Bullock Report and Brian Cox had claimed in favour of the subject's 
centrality), English was actually powerfully specific and instituted. Exam syllabuses, 
institutionalized ideas and ingrained habits at all levels determined English as a 
restricted set of practices. 41 The culturally biased practices of English in the field of 
literacy and language had been thoroughly institutionalized according to normative 
models of competence. Variations between traditionalist versions, liberal versions and 
utilitarian versions could not conceal an underlying substratum. Critical Theory and 
the English Teacher wanted to counter the hegemonic version of English by insisting 
on foregrounding the cultural politics at stake in the subject. In this latter phase of my 
published work on English teaching the offer of alternative ideas and practices was 
intended to take English on at the constitutional level. 
During the period of the writing of these pieces and of the production of the 
book Critical Theory and the English Teacher, I was a full-time English teacher 
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(latterly becoming also a teacher of Media Studies) leading a large English department 
in a 14 - 19 state secondary school. For the English teacher, the period from 1983 to 
1995 was marked by significant changes, and the occasional flaring of often polarized 
debates about the proper identity, structure and function of the sub ect (latterly as the 
42 centrepiece of the National Curriculum). As a practising English teacher and 
department head I was involved in the day-to-day implications of changing the subject 
- becoming more consciously aware of the various forces at work in the process of 
challenging and sustaining models of subject identity. 
Conditions in English Teaching 
During the period of the publications, an extraordinary degree of freedom had been 
granted to teachers by Sir Keith Joseph's reforms of 16+ examinations (1987). The 
amalgamation of GCE and CSE schemes into the unitary GCSE exam had produced a 
sudden proliferation of 100% coursework GCSE schemes of assessment. 43 many 
syilabuses in English were characterized by their open-ended structures: for example, 
the Northern Examinations and Assessment Board's 'syllabus D' at GCSE and at the 
AEB 660 syllabus at A level. For the English teacher aspiring to develop a model of 
the subject based in critical theory, liberal exam structures meant that the possibilities 
suggested by theory could be realized in practice. The English department could 
determine the content of the syllabus. Departments could devolve this authority to 
determine the content of the subject to individual teachers. This was a heyday of 
professional autonomy for the English teacher. A gradual influx of newly-qualified 
graduates whose experience of theory on degree courses was part of their experience 
of English promised to be a significant factor to impel change. On the other hand, the 
powerful determinations of subject identity - specific to English in schools - meant 
that the wider political forces were able to reinstall a more or less traditionalist version 
of the subject via the National Curriculum. 
The Education Reform Act of 1988 and its 'sister act' of 1992 changed the 
context, significantly reducing teacher autonomy at the level of the curriculum. In 
addition, it has to be conceded that the freedoms ostensibly allowed by 100% 
coursework schemes in English at GCSE had been largely unrealized. Coursework for 
assessment had remained organized by the dominant categories of literature, personal 
response and creative writing, while practices of assessment had remained dominated 
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by standard English. While the installation of the National Curriculum meant that 
English syllabuses at 16 + became, at a stroke, much more bounded and controlled 
than 'mode three' schemes and gave much more prominence to exam assessment, 
there was no huge shift in professional orientation required of the majority of English 
teachers. The content of the curriculum confirmed the primacy of literature, the 
centrality of Shakespeare and made demands for the study of pre-twentieth century 
literature. The new curriculum insisted on a thoroughly functionalist view of standard 
English. This 'right turn' failed to engage any political protest by English teachers. As 
I attempted to indicate in The Challenge ofEnglish in the National Curriculum, it was 
the professional identity of English teachers (with its complex relations to issues of 
class identity and social status) and the ready-made assumptions and forms of the 
subject in English teaching - largely unaware of theory in the sense I had defined it - 
that enabled the new form of the National Curriculum to be imposed. 44 The new 
curriculum keyed into practices that were routine elements of English teaching at 
large. There was a similar story in the case of A Level English Literature, where 
coursework was also reduced, exams restored to the majority of the assessment and 
opportunities for challenging the boundaries of the subject (as described, for example, 
in 'Redefining A Level 945) were severely restricted. Experience at A Level had found 
that apparently liberal 'mode three' schemes (UCLES 1000/10 and the AEB 660) 
were in fact carefully policed in many cases by moderators who expressed an 
attachment to a properly 'literary' content for the coursework component schemes. 46 
There was in all this the sobering realization that the political project of 
changing English was not merely a matter of demonstrating that it could be done, nor 
of producing (what I took to be) effective arguments about why it should be done. The 
persistence of English in a more or less recognizable form with its own specific 
characteristic pedagogic style - gave more than a little credence to Ian Hunter's 
analysis of education, schooling and English as elements of governmentality. There 
was no need to be a conspiracy theorist to see how in the National Curriculum various 
predictable lements had combined to reaffirm an allegiance to literary practices and 
standard English. The transition to the National Curriculum in English without dissent 
was possible due to the still largely literary basis for the professional identity of 
English teachers. The post-Thatcher new right return to a 'common-sense' 
accommodation with time-honoured features of the subject was clearly related to 
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professional-social investments in literature in Higher Education and the absence 
among English teachers of any significant critical language awareness. 47 
The English Question and Recent Debates 
More recent historical accounts of the emergence and development of English as a 
subject in H. E. and in the school curricuWm have tended to emphasize either 
ideological pressures for cultural coherence and national identi 8 or democratic 
pressures from emergent movements for consciousness and self-realization of class 
groups. 49 Alternatively, as in the case of John Dixon (199 1 ), there is a clear desire to 
represent the history of the subject as a process of consistent, accumulating, self- 
adjusting progress. The external machinery of government may intervene in the form 
of exams and public pressures, but the essential spirit of the subject persists. Ian 
Hunter proposes a quite different genealogy of the subject, tracing its features in the 
migration of practices formed in the (post-renaissance) emergence of the self- 
regulating subject. For Hunter, English expresses quintessential featuresof the form 
and function of the education systems of Western societies as they were constructed in 
the nineteenth century out of the ready to hand bits and pieces of practice and thought. 
Foremost among the human technologies, deployed in the emergent system was the 
technique of pastoral surveillance. For Hunter, the distinction between English and 
government was never more than a self-deluding ruse. 50 1 
Clearly, different histories represent different positions taken in relation to 
English. Eagleton describes the rise of English from an avowedly socialist position 
seeking to recover the true democratic roots of the subject; Dixon as a 'believer' in the 
progressive history of the subject towards greater inclusivity and liberality; Hunter as 
a super-cool and detached meta-theorist for whom pedagogy provides the singular-key 
to the meaning of the subject in all its variations. In recent accounts of the 'struggle' 
for the National Curriculum in English there is general agreement that English' 
occupies a central role in the curriculum and is particularly the focus for debates about 
the cultural / ideological function of schooling: 51 'since the beginnings of public 
education in England and Wales the teaching of English has been a focus of keen 
political interest and political control. ' 52 Brian Cox refers grandiloquently to 'the 
great battle from 1991 to 1995 for control of the English curriculum' 53 (my italics) in 
terms that emphasize its all-embracing significance: 'The teaching of English is not 
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just a matter of developing skills in speaking and listening, reading and writing, but 
affects the individual and social identity of us all. 954 In recent times conflicts over the 
identity of English have been represented in broad terms as difference between (i) a 
liberal model of the subject (albeit still rooted in time-honoured deference to literature 
and standard English), antipathetic to or at least less concerned with the staged 
measurement of progress (tiers), and structured also around a creativity model, and (ii) 
a more traditionalist line closely tied to more or less canonical literature with an 
emphasis on the explicit teaching and testing of grammar, and with a commitment to 
the unproblematic testing of tiered, staged progress. Both elements can trace their 
ancestry to a deep if not always distinguished past. The liberal lineage can be seen to 
reach back into post-Rousseau romantic nineteenth century notions that influenced the 
rise of child-centred pedagogies; the imposition of tiered assessments can trace a 
similarly 'deep' heritage in the stark requirements of the Revised Code of 1862 that 
came in the wake of the Newcastle Report . 
55 The Bullock Report, a key historic 
document in English teaching, incorporates elements of both polarized positions and 
represents a moment of transition to official recognition of the validity of liberal ideas 
and approaches, while maintaining faith with literature and with the centrality of 
standard English. The Report also echoes the time-honoured idea that English is about 
much more than itself. English teaching is no mere academic pursuit: hence the 
ambiguities of the title, A Language For Life. The report also characteristically avoids 
committing the subject to any specific content: 
It is a characteristic of English that it does not hold together as a body 
of knowledge which can be identified, quantified, and then transmitted. 
Literary studies lead constantly outside themselves, as Leavis put it; so, 
for that matter, does every other aspect of English. 56 
The Bullock Report had defined and officially enshrined some of the key features of 
the liberal model of English, with its emphasis on oral work (especially on group 
talk), on the significance of reading, on the value of literature (though not necessarily 
canonically defined literature), on the importance of collaborative leaming methods, 
with the role of the teacher as pastoral guide in all aspects of reading and oral English, 
even in its recognition of the value of multicultural work in English and the 
significance of 'empathy'. Like literary studies, every other aspect of English leads 
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beyond itself. English is about nothing in particular but also, therefore, about 
everything. " The Report also confirmed the subject's attachment to normative 
processes of language teaching, albeit qualified by recognition of sociolinguistic 
perspectives on language in education. 
In recent times, advocates of liberal English have tended to represent 
themselves as experienced exponents of h practised profession, more or less uniformly 
committed to certain inclusive language practices in the classroom. Government is 
seen as interfering in the essentially democratic tendencies of the state education 
system, embodied especially in avant-garde English. 58 In recent times, this position 
gave rise to apparently strange alliances. Brian Cox, a black paper author, established 
a compromise position incorporating elements of liberal belief and practice, while 
retaining a firm conviction in the intrinsic value of literature and standard English. 
Alastair West, chair of NATE, 59 wrote against an interventionist, ideologically 
motivated government imposing a bureaucratic machinery onto the essentially 
democratic tendencies of English teaching and Cox championed West's position. 60 In 
fact, many of the most influential statements on the teaching of English in recent times 
have consisted of more or less uneasy admixtures of liberal, post-Britton tendencies to 
emphasize the validity of home language, the! importance of creativity, the pleasures 
of reading, multiculturalism and more traditionalist beliefs in the intrinsic merit of 
literature (more generously conceived of than canonical English Literature), in the 
necessity of standard forms of language, the importance of spelling, grammar and 
clear expression. 61 
New Bearings in English 
My own position - expressed in the published material - differs significantly from both 
traditional and liberal models and the mainstream accommodation between them 
outlined briefly above. My position has been founded on a re-reading of the identity 
and history of English - to be elaborated in this deposition. Arguments about English 
have a history of opposed positions that nonetheless agree on the particular, central 
significance of the subject in the curriculum. English has also from time to time been 
central in debates about the proper direction and function of state education as a 
whole. English has been the site of struggle for competing versions of national 
identity - via language and culture 62 - from before The Newbolt Report (1921)63 to the 
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NATE statement, Learning to be Literate in a Democratic Society (c. 1990). There is 
clearly discernible strand - running from The Newbolt Report through The Bullock 
Report to the present day - of public rhetoric about declining standards of literacy, 
lowering quality of language, often related to discourses of cultural decline that 
bemoan the damaging effects of popular forms of media on the spiritual and mental 
health of the nation. There is a similar strand running through the same trajectory of 
the spiritual value of literature and of the significance of creative language practices. 64 
In all of this English is represented as being of particular significance to the cultural - 
and also linguistic - hygiene of the nation. 
My work is intended as a distinctive contribution to discourses concerning the 
contested site of English teaching and is mainly focused on the specific arena of 
English in the upper secondary school in state education. It emerged from a 
contradictory tension of allegiances and developed into what I believed to be a more 
thoroughly self-conscious, historically and sociologically informed theoretical 
position. As a practising professional I was able to put this model into practice and to 
consciously promote it in professional arenas. This project wasn't intended to escape 
the structures of pastoral surveillance that characterized the human technology of the 
school, nor to construct some ideal form of En! glish that would resolve the 
contradictions and oppositions that structured the institutionalized form of the subject. 
While'attempting to forge a different kind of subject in the field of textuality and 
language, it was neces ary also to recognize institutional conditions: 'we are faced 
with English: realistically, we have to accommodate theory alongside/within/against 
English' and from that recognition, to cultivate an awareness of the subject's 
institutional situation, its histories, its tensions and an awareness also of the cultural 
political of engaging with these things. 65 To paraphrase Richard Johnson, any English 
teaching which is not ironical, self-critical and which does not 'explain itself' is likely 
66 to impose arbitrary standards on culturally diverse populations. 
All of my work was published with a particular audience in mind, an audience 
not academic in the sense ofjournals addressing intellectual workers in Higher 
Education. Hence the form of the work is different from the standard form of writing 
in Higher Education journals and books. It is often polemical and lacks detailed 
referencing and tracing of sources - partly as an attempt at direct access, but also as a 
deliberate choice to refuse the conventions of academic writing for academic 
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audiences. I was keen to change the thinking of English teachers. I was also used to 
working in a comprehensive school with fifteen and sixteen year olds with whom I 
shared the ideas. It seemed usefully liberating not to follow academic conventions that 
attribute ideas to specific sources and named authorities. It seemed more useful, in 
fact, to think of doing 'deconstruction', or 'psychoanalysis' or 'discourses', than to 
think in terms of doing 'Derrida', or 'Ucan' or 'Foucault'. I believed there was some 
political point in eschewing some of the academic conventions. 
Publications Context 
The period 1984 -: 1995 saw a growing literature addressing changes in English 
prompted by theory. Challenges to subject identity informed by various forms of 
theory had been mounted, indicating a concern with the cultural politics of textual 
67 
practices and with reinterpretations of the history of subject emergence. The New 
Accents series (published by Methuen and then Routledge) proposed a variously 
alternative agenda for literature, offered introductions to elements of theory and 
addressed a range of topics in Cultural Studies. The Rereading Literature series 
68 
offered theorized modes of engaging with canonical English Literature. These 
publication projects were generally aimed at redefining the discourses of literary study 
on English degree courses in Higher Education - particularly changing frameworks for 
reading practices. In some cases they had the effect of changing the field of English, 
shifting its boundaries to incorporate, for example, women's writing, post-colonial 
writings, elements of popular culture (usually popular fictions), and, in other cases, 
they may have shifted approaches to the familiar material of English studies, to 
promote reading through gender, 'deconstructive' readings and approaches to textual 
interpretation borrowed from narratology. Modular degree courses in Higher 
Education, under the influence of a movement reflected in these publications, often 
had the effect of enabling a more fluid concept of subject identity and more boundary 
crossings than within traditionalist subject frameworks. 69 
Along with material published directly on English, the emerging literature in 
theory and Cultural Studies included both explicit and implied critiques of traditional 
literary based educational practices. Both feminist theory and film theory had 
promoted poststructuralist theories of discourse, subjectivity and meaning that 
challenged the dominant habits of thought of English . 
70 The emergence of specifically 
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feminist reading practices were involved in re-reading the canon, introducing the idea 
of women's writing as a distinct subject area. 71 There were critiques of the socio- 
cultural orientation of the subject English challenging canonicity from a position of 
cultural relativism that often made powerful claims for the rights of the popular. 72 
Proposals appeared that offered starting points for alternative reading practices in the 
name of cultural materialism against what was taken to be a moribund liberal 
humanism. 73 Poststructuralist re-readings of Blake, Dickens and the Brontes (in the 
Rereading Literature series) aimed to alter the terms and reading practices of literary 
discourse and in many cases to politicise it - while remaining within a field that 
determined Blake, Dickens and the Brontes as significant foCi. 74 
In the context of English teaching in schools multi-culturalism had had a hand 
in the expansion of the category of literature to incorporate writings from post- 
imperialist contexts - 'writing from other cultures". 
75 'Narratology' had been found to 
be congenial and was applied by Harold Rosen to literature via Barthes and Genette, 
allowing for the valorization of the inclusive category of narrative, characteristically 
narrowed in English teaching to 'stories'. 76 Reader reception theory was also found 
congenial as a way of enabling the liberal tendency of the subject to accommodate 
'theory': liberating meaning from texts themsOlves, so making an opening for generic 
reading and for the consideration of 'popular' fictions, but most importantly 
reinforcing 'personal response' as the central form of reading within English . 
77 There 
had been some occasions where theoretically informed alternative visions of English 
were proposed in the mainstream organs of English teaching78 and the j ournals The 
English Magazine and English in Education had included articles referring to theory, 
articles on Media Studies and articles on language practices influenced by 
sociolinguistics. 79 For the 'cognoscenti' there was the 'Literature Teaching Politics' 
series. 80 These publications indicated tend encies that were not, however, explicitly 
concerned, as my work increasingly was, with complete reorganization of the English 
curriculum in the context of secondary schooling. Neither had they systematically 
addressed the question of changes in practice in the key areas of English teaching. It 
seemed to me that, in the wake of much theory, English in schools faced different 
issues from English in Higher Education. The function of English in schools was 
different in so far as it largely defined what reading, writing and oracy were - how 
they were defined and institutionally endorsed - for the population. English teaching, 
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since Newbolt (192 1), at least, has a significant role in defining literacy, in defining 
what writing practices counted as significant and what forms of speech were 
legitimated within a significant portion of the social sphere. English teaching in 
schools examined, charted and ordered the population accordingly via inescapable 
16+ examinations. My published work became concerned increasingly with the 
regulatory function of teaching, and thig concern was most fully elaborated in Critical 
Theory and the English Teacher, where the constitution of English was subjected to 
critique and a programme of alternative practices proposed. The following account 
tries to outline the movement towards Critical Theory and the English Teacher while 
defining also what each piece was concerned with and its approach via theory to 
English. 
Introduction to Published Works 
The circumstances of the publication of various pieces was contingent, their occasions 
varied; they were produced for different purposes, for different publications and at 
different stages in a still developing interrogation arising from the collision of theory, 
English and English teaching. In all cases they were commissioned and written by 
invitation. In some cases they were edited. The retrospective coherence offered in the 
following pages will no doubt suggest a line of development more logical and tight 
than it really was. It does, however, seem that the sequence from the first piece on 
Othello (1984) to Critical Theory and the English Teacher (1993) forms the - albeit 
uneven - development of a position consistently addressing the problematic of English 
subject identity. The movement is increasingly towards a critique of the 
institutionalized practices of English. Arguments become more insistently directed 
towards a rejection of liberal ideas and practices, and their supplanting by ideas and 
practices organized by a kind of cultural materialism. I move from exploring 
Shakespeare's Othello as an individual text from the point of view of alternative 
reading perspectives. to a fundamental displacement of foundations and contents of 
English teaching, proposing the redefinition of the field of language and textuality. 
Accordingly, I have divided this section into two phases. The initial phase is 
concerned with importing theory to shift emphases in English teaching and to offer 
alternative approaches. The second phase, including the book, Critical Theory and the 
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English Teacher, is concerned also with constitutional questions of English in 
education. 
This movement of approaches to English was a movement from the 
application of theory to established material and practices, grafted on to an explicit 
call to completely reconstitute the disestablished subject within an alternative 
theoretical consciousness. Initially, the pr6cise and more modest aim involved the 
application of drama pedagogy - rethought through some roughly sketched elements 
of poststructuralist theory - to an exemplary text (Othello) of English. Later the 
perhaps over-ambitious aim was to 'deconstruct' the entire discursive regime that 
gave rise to Othello occupying its significant place on the curriculum. There was a 
movement, then, towards a more comprehensive and more thoroughly critical 
reappraisal of the subject, its identity, and its institutional place, power and effects. 
The progression could be defined as travelling from a Barthesian poststructuralist 
sense of textual ideology, semiotics and reader agency to a radical poststructuralist 
sense of the unrootedness of meanings and subjectivities and its absolutely necessary 
social corollary - the institutionalized determination of meanings and subjectivities. 
From this latter position, as an English teacher, it became necessary not just to think 
of texts, readers and textual practices, but to consider the cultural field in education, to 
construe an awareness of dominant, historical practices of the subject English as 
ensconced in institutions, exam practices, teacher consciousness, habitual pedagogic 
modes and contents, publications, subject organs and bodies. Taking on English in 
this enlarged sense involved the synthesis of different elements of theory, going, 
beyond theory as literary or textual and linking in with larger social theory - hence the 
significance of Althusser, Bourdieu and various elements of sociology and Cultural 
Studies. The attempt was to see English in schools on the one hand as a specific 
cultural practice located in'and shaped by various specific institutional forces, and on 
the other hand to acquire some awareness of its whole context, to theorize its place, as 
it were, in the order of things. 
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The Published Works: The First Phase 
'Othello: A New Approach to A Level English'(] 984) 
This piece was conceived of as an innovatory intervention into A Level. It describes 
an approach to a central component of the English curriculum informed by textual 
theory embodied in specific pedagogic techniques. Shakespeare represents a symbolic 
cornerstone for definitions of the subject, and textual/reading practices described in 
the piece were designed to promote awareness of perspectives, multiple readings, 
intertextual linkings and positionality which were not the accepted stuff of English 
classrooms at A Level. These modes of engaging with the text offered an implicit 
critique of established practices, since neither traditionalist author-centred models nor 
more liberal reader oriented models habitually read Shakespeare through the 
categories of interpretation defined in this piece. Proposing a significant shift in terms 
of attitude towards textual meaning, the article therefore constituted an alternative to 
institutionalized reading practices. The shift may be accounted for by saying that in 
'Otheilo: A New Approach to A Level 
ýnglish' 
meaning is figured less as something 
to 'unlock' or 'discover', more as something to construe and construct, the text being 
conceived of less as a repository than as a pretext. 
The 'drama' based pedagogy belonged to the best liberal traditions, and in this 
case, admittedly, was deployed as a tactic for textual reading to shift emphasis from 
authoritarian readings to reader-centred 'play' activities. 8 1 Their emphasis on an 
individually-oriented sense of meaning has been an exemplary feature of classic 
liberal practices; but the fusion of drama technique with poststructuralist theory, as I 
saw it then, offered a synthesis that enabled readings to be situated within an 
awareness of positionality and multiple readings. Students were invited to explore and 
experiment with readings, but guided to do so from specific perspectives, rather than 
to reveal the truth of the text, or to explore the authenticity of their own valid readings 
(as with reader-centred, liberal approaches). Drama pedagogy was deployed to show 
how multiple readings of an apparently singular text may be produced according the 
ideas or perspectives applied. Again this multiplicity isn't produced as a menu for 
individual choice, but to suggest how different reading perspectives might be socially 
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constructed or motivated. In this early piece gender politics provides one instance of a 
grounding for reading that cl6rly indicates the positioning of readings beyond the 
vagaries of personal response. 
The Othello piece predates much of the reorientation of Shakespeare studies 
that 'theory' was to propose, moving away from reverential modes of reading the 
hallowed text, and from historicizing m6des of reading that extrapolated a sense of 
period or culture, to readings that recognized the 'contemporary' politics of 
82 Shakespeare at the textual and institutional level. In this new wave of 'cultural 
materialist' criticism, Shakespeare was represented as multiple, historically produced 
and reproduced, historically relative and as belonging to the institutionalized practices 
of the subject English. 
Theory had provided some models designed to alter established models of 
textual encounter, opening up textual approaches hitherto unrealized. In 1984 A Level 
reading practices were clearly open to serious challenge - for example, for their 
blindness to gender as a significant or necessary reading category. At this stage of my 
work the radically deconstructive potential of this line was not intently pursued, 
giving way to a more genial concern for releasing a new sense of the 'pleasure of the 
text' and the pleasures involved in moreactive meaning-making textual exercises, 
offering freshly-defined roles to the 'reader' - in this case the A Level English student. 
The question about the provenance of the individual reader - classically expressed in 
English in schools as 'personal response' - was to crop up later in the circumstances 
that gave rise to a more thoroughgoing critique of the framework of ideas in liberal 
English in 'NATE and the Politics of English' (1990). The question of the provenance 
of the personal in English teaching was to precipitate the more radical rethinking of 
subject identity later pursued at length in Critical Theory and the English Teacher 
(1993). 
'Redefining A Level'(1986) 
'Politics' was a key word triggering this piece initially offered in response to an open 
invitation to respond to Terry Eagleton's 1985 NATE conference address that had 
offered a challenge to conventional liberal subject identity. 83 I was invited to write 
about some of the work I was involved in as an A Level English teacher striving to 
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redefine the subject and to realize what I took then to be its unrealized political 
dimension. The piece included references to 'political' textual matter that was beyond 
the conventional scope of English at A Level - Woza, 41bert, for example, and the 
songs of Billy Bragg, but also ventured further to include references to Susan 
Meiselas's photographs from Nicaragua and the 1984 miner's strike (after Eagleton's 
1985 invitation to consider this contemporary 'text'). Reading practices were also 
addressed so that reference was made to students being asked to consider gender 
politics in Othello, to read Billy Bragg songs alongside Blake poems, both for their 
explicit political content, without reference to the dominant reading category of 
personal response. The editors of The English Magazine had also asked for a glossary 
to be included in the piece, to make some of its terminology, borrowed from 
poststructuralism, accessible to an audience assumed to be completely unfamiliar with 
the discourse. 
The general position expressed in this piece was more aligned with what might 
be termed a 'Cultural Studies' approach. Texts of disparate identity and from different 
textual orders, it proposed, might be brought together to highlight the perspectives 
from which they were being read. The technique of reading one text against another 
very different type of text was developed in m! y teaching and in my writings on 
English teaching. The idea of this procedure was to open up the textual field of the 
subject, to emphasize issues about genres and orders of texts and their meanings. 
'Redefining A Level' sought to bring to light the very (phenomenological) fact that 
readings are positioned and that positionality might be made more conscious than 
English teaching been able to realize. The problem of the powerfully institutionalized 
form of the subject was not being explicitly addressed in my writing and thinking of 
this period. The piece did not begin with any critique of English, its unwritten liberal 
constitution and its restricting habits of thought and practice. 
However, responses to the work I was doing at A Level from two quite 
different quarters were to precipitate precisely that collision with official and semi- 
official English, and indicated the extent to which the kind of theory and application 
of theory involved in 'Redefining A Level' was felt to be hostile to subject integrity. 
One source of conflict was from a representative of NATE who attacked my 
84 'Redefining A Level' piece as anti-personal response and therefore excluding. The 
other source of conflict was the University of Cambridge Local Examination 
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Syndicate moderators who were becoming increasingly impatient with coursework 
that they felt was beyond the pale of the subject. I had in fact been strongly advised by 
the editor of The English Magazine to suppress comments I had made about the 
examination board's concern with the content and direction of our A Level 
programme. I heeded this advice, and didn't include the potentially offending 
paragraphs, but this didn't avert a confr6ntation in later years. The chief moderator of 
the classically liberal 9000/10 scheme declared of our coursework in danger of being 
declared invalid, as it failed to address appropriate literature in the proper spirit or, 
when it did address literature failed to appreciate the essential 'spiritual values of 
literature. '85 
'GCSE Post-Structuralism: It Can Be Done' (1989) 
Newly introduced 100% coursework GCSE schemes offered in effect opportunities to 
extend the boundaries of what was understood to be English, while observing the 
official structure of the subject and its assessment mechanisms. The boundaries 
between the literary and other kinds of writing could be interpreted openly and the 
new GCSE schemes therefore offered considerable scope. English (formerly English 
Language) and English Literature were in some cases joint syllabuses where the divide 
between the two aspects of the subject was considered to be at least flexible if not 
non-existent. The openness of these new syllabuses offered the opportunity to 
promote a more theoretically structured form of English at work. The gap between the 
aspirations of innovatory practitioners and syllabus demands seemed to have 
vanished. Enjoying Texts (1989), which featured the above chapter, was 
commissioned in the spirit of promoting new ideas and methods, introducing new 
approaches rather than contesting the ground of existing English practices. It was 
conceived of as a user-friendly invitation to share ideas and practices in the hope of 
enthusing its readership into following suit. Once again, as if to indicate the alien 
nature of ideas from theory, there was a glossary provided in the collection to assist 
the uninitiated. 
The piece in question refers to the teaching of narrative, using television 
drama, rethinking reading and inviting students to do textual work with genres. It was 
essentially, an attempt to demonstrate that 'theory' was applicable to GCSE and not 
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an academic side-show irrelevant to its immediate and more mundane concerns. The 
strategy adopted was to promote the case for alternative practices by presenting 
poststructuralist theory as offering an interesting, enlivening extension of existing 
English practices, moving away from but not directly challenging traditional and 
liberal modes. Narrative offered a strategically useful starting point, given the 
currency of the idea in certain more avaht-garde modelling of English of the time. 86 
Narrative useMlly offered an extension to literature and to the special textual category 
of 'stories' while also offering theoretically informed reading practices. In English 
teaching, narrative had been essentialized ('a primary act of mind' according to 
Barbara Hardy in an often-quoted statement used to valorize a limited textual field 87) 
and provided the subject with a coherent principle for holding together disparate texts, 
as well as providing a rationale for their centiality. Narrative might embrace 
Shakespeare, fairy stories, children's literature, short story collections as well as 
autobiographies and other personal forms of writings by students (though still unlikely 
to include many forms of popular media narratives and most of the narratives in fact 
which shape people's consciousness of things). These different fragments of subject 
identity could be brought together through the master category of narrative that would 
render them relevant, meaningful and universal. 
One key problem within English as I saw it was that the relations between 
disparate elements of subject identity seemed unprobed. Their respective, relative 
places within a textual field that was ordered according to certain privileged terms was 
not being explored or even acknowledged. It seemed to me that narrative was a way of 
linking the culturally loaded models of English that one might label traditionalist, with 
their emphasis on canonical literature and that were subject to the critique of being 
culturally exclusive, and the more liberal, embracing ideas about subject identity that 
structured its sense of things round categories of the personal: personal creativity, 
personal expression, personal response. 
The piece was one way of making an intervenýion into this terrain, of 
promoting ideas from theory in a way that would avoid head-on confrontation with 
dominant ideas in English'teaching, but would hopefully suggest alternative practices, 
and by implication problematize the textual field of the subject. 
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The Published Works: Second Phase 
The mode of the pieces so far described had been to suggest modifications to existing 
practices rather than to address directly the idea of transforming the structure and 
fundamental orientation of the sub ect. In this phase A Level had seemed initially the 
most productive area for the introduction of theory and for testing out new models of 
the practice within the subject. A Level English seemed closest to English in Higher 
Education where much of the literary theory was appearing, even though it was GCSE 
that seemed to pose the significant questions, being more or less universal for the 
school population. As indicated above, GCSE, during this pre- National Curriculum 
period (1985 - 1994), offered the most flexibility in terms of what was permitted by 
the controlling authorities and seemed the most relevant and productive ground for the 
pursuit of critical theory in English teaching. 
Assessment at GCSE, though, presented a thorny problem for the practitioner 
intending to extend the scope of the subject by deploying new theoretically informed . 
models. Niggling doubts about the transformative meaning of these moves in practice 
arose when assessment of students' work remained loaded in favour of certain 
predictable social groups of the comprehensivc school population whose linguistic 
habits and cultural orientations were attuned to the linguistic and cultural environment 
of the school. The sociological/cultural issues of the relative exclusivity of the subject 
- defined in terms of Bourdieu's notions of cultural capital and habitus - remained an 
unresolved problematic for the would-be advocate of theory interested in addressing 
the politics of the subjeCt. 88 In my case, this demanded a rethinking of the 
philosophical issue of the constitution of English teaching that could not ignore the 
sociological question of inequality of access and cultural bias. This led me to a- 
consideration of the deep rooted linguistic and cultural assumptions embedded in 
English teaching. It also led to an interest an interest in discourses emerging from 
Media Studies and Cultural Studies that were challenging negative definitions of 
popular culture: via John Fiske (1987,1989), Meaghan Morris (1988), John 
Tomlinson (1991), len Ang (1985) and others. 89 
'Never Mind English: This is Theory in the Classroom' (1989) 
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I 'Never Mind English: This is Theory in the Classroom' - jointly written with an 
influential departmental colleague - made some attempt to work around different 
strands of the problematics we thought we were dealing with in relation to English. 
We examined the existing structure of the subject at GCSE, its forms of assessment, 
the problem of literature, the linguistic Pield and an implicit Halliday / Labov 
sociolinguistic critique. 
The problem we confronted was expressed as the idea of transforming subject 
identity - working within and against English, so that the very name 'English' was 
increasingly felt to be a problematic definition. This question of the name 'English' 
identified a nexus of problems about the subject in relation to key aspects of its 
cultural and linguistic biaýes. In this piece we described how teaching English as 
theory had confronted public expectations of the subject. The institutionalized identity 
of the subject was also a powerftil force to be reckoned with. Hence 'the 
phenomenology crisis' referred to. 90 First-hand experience had reinforced the sense of 
English as deeply rooted in a number of contexts, forms and at a number of levels. 
One of the things we briefly addressed in the chapter - of particular current 
professional interest to myself - was the training and induction of the newly-qualified 
teacher into the profession. We had found that the ready made form of the subject 
represented a powerful symbolic order for the initiate that was difficult to refuse or get 
around. In contemporary terms, this general force has been strengthened by the ready- 
made form of the subject inscribed in the juridical status and specific details of the 
National Curriculum in English. 91 
'NATE and the Politics of English' (1990) 
The politics of English was explicitly addressed in this piece written for the organ of 
the very organization it challenged. Questioning the discursive structure of the subject, 
its given identity, its institutional practices, the article propounded acritique based on 
a sociological analysis of its cultural orientation using theory to pose questions about 
the 'deep' assumptions of the subject. NATE was, and remains, the body that most 
represents liberal English. I had detected an official liberal orthodoxy in NATE and 
decided to take this on by extracting sections from articles that had appeared in recent 
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times in English in Education and to re-read the extract through a critical theoretical 
perspective - paying close attention to their assumptions about the nature of English 
teaching. The articles referred to were selected for their thoroughly representative 
quality. In its original form the piece was longer, including a section on the identity of 
English in relation to theory. 
A feature had appeared in a book published by NATE that commented on the 
'Redefining A Level' piece I'd written for The English Magazine, claiming that the 
theory I proposed introducing into English was essentially external, imposed and that 
it would deny the free play of responses, interfering with the student's ability to 
engage with texts on a personal level. This advocacy of the personal, and particular of 
personal response, was to clarify a crucial element in the structure of the subject and 
its current, powerfully embedded identity. English teaching appealed quite specific 
(modernist) discourses about personal identity and personal choice. I proposed that the 
rhetoric of reading and personal response had a strong connection with 'Thatcherite" 
political rhetoric of the eighties, denying the social and emphasizing the individual. 
The connection between ostensibly liberal discourses and right-wing thought became 
a key feature of the position I was developing. The established liberal discourse of 
personal response in English - with its emphasis on personal ownership - could, I 
contended, be directly related to Conservative goverment housing policy. The point 
was to problernatize the liberal position. Far from being 'liberal', liberal English 
according to my account of it was actually operating a limited set of ideas in relation 
to reading, for example, offering freedom of choice - in true laissez-faire style - where 
choice was always already circumscribed by the restricting power of existing and very 
much dominant reading practices. 
'Hanky-Panky' (1991) 
The published version was a heavily-edited version of a longer piece - originally 
including the 'subtitle', 'Madonna, English Literature and English: Deconstructing the 
Identity of the Subject' - concerned again to raise questions about the identity of 
English in relation to the concept of 
"literature. The editing usefully compacted what 
would have been a more substantial and probably more turgid argument, making its 
structure much more pithy. The piece as published was based on some teaching I had 
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been doing at the time with GCSE students. It was simply structured around a 
comparison between Marvell's poem 'To His Coy Mistress' (in the original work the 
poems 'They flee from mee ... ' by Thomas Wyatt and 'Goe Lovely Rose' by Edmund 
Waller had also been examined as instances of classic/canonical English Literature) 
and Madonna videos. The organizing idea was to take an exemplary instance of 
English Literature alongside an instance'of popular culture. Reading through the 
category of gender, it was possible to question the authority of the Marvell poem and 
to undermine its claim to an elevated status. Reversing the characteristic estimate of 
value of each piece in relation to one another was a rhetorical device for pursuing 
questions about English and the textual field it defined for itself as appropriate for 
engagement. The unpublished sections included a more theoretical questioning of the 
identity of English - focused on the centrality of literature, problematizing its claims 
to authority, significance and relevance, developing the argument pursued in the 
writing about Madonna and Marvell. 
Critical Theory and the English Teacher (1993) 
I 
I was commissioned to write Critical Theory and the English Teacher by the general 
editor of a series of books on English teaching who knew of my work on theory 
through NATE. 92 The book was a full statement of the position that had been 
developed in my teaching at GCSE. It strove to be both explanatory and polemical and 
aimed to examine the assumptions of the mundane practices of English, to indicate 
gaps and inconsistencies and to elaborate theory. From there it sought to re-examine' 
the central practices of English - reading, writing and oracy - and to propose a range of 
approaches to these things and a range of activities for teaching that would produce a 
different kind of practice. Much of the work in the more practically oriented section of 
the book was a kind of crammed short-hand version of teaching I had been engaged in 
(along with colleagues). The teaching examples represented an increasingly self- - 
conscious attempt o displace English with practices I referred to as 'language and 
textuality', partly to distinguish what it'was from English and partly to suggest a 
problematization of the restricted definition of both language and textuality that 
English seemed to me'to, embody. 
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A major aim of Critical Theory and the English Teacher was to present theory 
in terms that would be accessible for English teachers and for student teachers. The 
book didn't take the conventional form of the carefully referenced academic 
exposition. There were plenty of handbooks on theory available. Critical Theory and 
the English Teacher was attempting to do something else, while also implicitly, at 
least, proposing that working with theorý (often stigmatized as abstruse) with ME 
students needn't carry with it some of the additional baggage of academic publication, 
such as the need to refer to specific, often dense texts and their authors. If theory was 
to be democratized in the sense I was proposing, academic references - as a way of 
authenticating a position - ought not to have been necessary or desirable. (This issue 
was fully discussed with the editor. ) 
The structure of the book is as follows: 
" the everyday assumptions of English teaching 
" introducing theory 
" rethinking reading: with exemplary materials 
" rethinking writing: with exemp 
; lary materials 
" rethinking oracy: with exemplary materials 
" literacy, language values and English 
" the subject in context 
" some questions for English 
The book also made an attempt to locate English in its full institutional context and to 
present an argument about English and literacy, and concluded with a series of 
questions, intended to return to the problematization of English in its current, 
hegemonic form. In short, Critical Theory and the English Teacher epresented an 
attempt o pick up on the themes of theory and apply them - in some detail - to the 
specific practices of English teaching at the upper secondary level. That work was to 
be done from a perspective that was critical of the idea of a distinct culturally, socially 
independent textual realm - literature - and critical of the dominant language practices 
of English teaching. Although Critical Theory and the English Teacher included 
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practical teaching, it was entirely concerned with theory as a means of rethinking the 
fundamentals, rather than as a set of ideas that might offer interesting new variations 
on the existing ideas and practices of the subject. The book was an attempt to address 
directly the fact - as I saw it then - that hegemonic liberal models of English failed to 
offer anything other than an essentially Thatcherite version of language and text, 
relying heavily on the idea of the free expression and free responses of the individual 
in relation to texts. The problem with this Position - as is famously the case with 
Thatcherite economic policies - lies in its failure to take social differences into 
account. Success and failure are ascribed to natural or naturalized individual 
differences. English on this liberal model - classically expressed in John Dixon's 
Growth Through English (1967) and reaffirmed as official policy in The Bullock 
Report (1975) - probably remains the dominant model, now accompanied by 
traditionalist strains in the National Curriculum that explicitly made standard English, 
Shakespeare and (some thinned down) elements of canonical literature the centre of 
the subject. The contradictory amalgam - liberal with traditional - seemed 
characteristic of the ideological structure of the subject and its favoured practices. 
Critical Theory and the English Teacher aimed to address the ideological structure of 
the subject in a radical transformative way. The treatment of text and language was 
reconstructed along lines that seemed to me more (a) theoretically informed, and (b) 
informed by an awareness of the social and cultural conditions of schooling, and the 
cultural politics of language in education, especially in English. If English had made 
textuality its business then the textual field English addressed seemed arbitrarily - and 
anachronistically - restricted. While Cultural Studies and Media Studies were 
mobilizing wholly different fields of text and theorizing the relations between readers, 
texts and institutions, English teaching seemed unaware that there were even textual 
relations or theories at all and seemed blind to the self-imposed restrictions on its 
textual field. 
In relation to reading, I proposed a different set of categories for engaging with 
texts and set these against the favoured modes and methods of textual analysis within 
English teaching. Serniotic analysis would look at texts as assemblages of signs 
organized into particular generic patterns. Students would be invited to leam about 
codes, genres, perspectives, rather than being invited to tread through the'already 
heavily laden, opaque categories of 'character' and 'personal response'. Another 
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strand of the approach to reading I offered was the radical extension of the textual 
field addressed by the subject. Liberal English teaching may have got so far as to 
question the absolute authority of the canon (for reasons of its own health and safety it 
had never been finally able to do away with it), but remained in practice happy to 
work with literature and with the untheorized expansive category of 'stories' 
(narrative) and poems. This expansion seemed to have been made through an 
unconscious evolution retaining literature as a distinct and special category of text and 
activity. Liberal English teaching had also flirted a little with its own limited and 
usually text-focused version of Media Studies, without following through the 
implications of developments in Media Studies for redefining its textual field. At the 
centre of liberal English teaching there remained the category of literature, expanded 
to include the curious phenomenon of the sub-canon that had acquired the status of 
'Standards': The Lord ofthe Flies, OfM! ce and Men, An Inspector Calls, To Kill a 
Mockingbird, Talking in "ispers, Sumitra's Story and others. 
Literature and the wider category of stories and poems seemed increasingly 
arbitrary, especially given the plethora of canon-questioning that was current in the 
wave of theory in English studies, and the emergence and expansion of Cultural 
Studies and Media Studies. Theoretical publications were redefining textual relations, 
breaking down the idea of meanings imply embodied within single texts. Virtually 
any text might serve as a starting point for an analysis, description, or exploration of 
cultural phenomena. The 'text itself' -a phenomenologically questionable term - was 
not felt to be the necessary and issuing source of meaning. Any justifications for the 
category literature - and as the category had become so well institutionalized, 
justifications were not always necessary or required - came from the dual sense that 
(a) stories and poems contained valuable inherent meaningful experiences, and (b) 
that engaging with stories and poems was a key means for self-reflection and for 
reflection on the nature and conditions of the world, aspects or elements of the world 
being communicated through the ordinary, but special medium of stories and poems. 
Of course, stories and poems could never be delimited clearly as a category; but at the 
same time, for all the liberality of the concept and field, stories and poems had to 
exclude many types and categories of writing. 93 Certain kinds of stories and poems 
(those that appeared in English teaching anthologies, for example, rather than media 
stories or popular music lyrics, for example) were privileged above others. Others - 
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albeit unconsciously and by default - were excluded. Stories and poems, then, seemed 
both to epitomize the foundations of liberal English and to be groundless, arbitrary 
and to provide an unjustified basis for a subject at the centre of the curriculum. In 
addition, the universalizing of narrative / stories (as an essential human category) was, 
inevitably, deeply ethnocentric and followed the liberal tendency to embrace the other 
as itself, thus negating the difference of the other. To describe the kinship myths of 
aboriginal Australian peoples, for example, as being in some essential way the same 
as Ernest Hemingway short stories as the liberal 'universal' idea might propose, is one 
way of denying the radical difference of aboriginal Australian forms of life. 
But if the nebulous and, in fact, strangely limited category of stories in English 
teaching could not lay claim to universal truth, value and practice, this needn't then be 
a purely negative realization. That was a key point of Critical Theory and the English 
Teacher. On the contrary, realizing that the textual field deployed by English teaching 
and around which the subject was significantly structured was both seriously 
restricted, blindly constituted and was the expression of arbitrary social power - 
provided the occasion for a positive rethinking of the subject and all its textual 
relations. In this sense, the 'deconstructive' tendencies of the critical theories applied - 
to the textual field and textual practices of En ý lish - had the effect of 'prising open' 9 
the practices and constitution of the subject to render it much more potentially 
inclusive. This inclusivity was now not only in relation to newly realized plethora of 
reading perspectives and practices; it was also in relation to the vastly expanded field 
of textual material that I referred to as 'textuality'. 
The concept of textuality as a mobile field was one of the key effects of 
poststructuralist theory. This was the tendency to work against the boundedness of 
single texts. 94 From a poststructuralist point of view, texts make sense within a 
network of signifying events and practices within a vastly interconnected textual field, 
the phenomenon of 'intertextuality'. The single text as a coherent and self-sustaining 
entity expressing the intention or insights of the author's conscious mind or 
embodying (singularly identifiable) meanings, wisdom or insightswas no longer a 
viable proposition. This seemed to render textual interpretation and study as practised 
through literature obsolete, but it also opened, as I've suggested, a whole new set of 
more inclusive practices, more attuned to a comprehensive understanding of 
I, 
signifying processes and the textual field. This form of inclusivity would differ from 
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the liberal embrace, being structurally organized to recognize the condition of 
difference, rather than, as with the liberal model, to obliterate it. To engage with a text 
was also to engage with its intertextual relations within complex and overlapping 
systems of meaning. It was also to be aware of the positionality of 'the reader', or the 
reading practice, and this meant acknowledging the social group or institution that was 
crucially involved in the process of making meaning(s). 
In effect, this means that no signifying event or text could be meaningfully 
detached from the textual field, that any reading of an individual text must be highly 
provisional, that any text might provide the occasion for analysis or interpretation, for 
an exploration of elements or aspects of the textual field. An example I used 
subsequently to illustrate this point was a 'found' text, a statement on a war memorial 
in Honolulu: 
IN HONOUR OF ALL AMERICANS OF HAWAII WHO DIED IN 
THIS GREAT WAR THAT THE FREEDOM AND BEAUTY OF 
OUR COUNTRY MIGHT BE PRESERVED FOR ALL HUMANITY 
The invitation to consider this text as an occasion for 'reading' in the sense of 
meaning making, is to consider how we mightý'read it. Through what reading 
categories and with what extra-textual knowledge and dispositions we might make 
sense of it. The question is difficult to answer from the familiar categories of reading 
and interpretation. Personal response, for example, seems (largely) irrelevant and 
unhelpful. Nor would a serniotic or critical diicourse analysis approach yield 
extensive ideas (thoUigh none of these would be entirely irrelevant). Intertextual 
relations seem significant in this case: perhaps leading to considerations of genr e (war 
memorials of different kinds) and leading into a consideration of the history of the 
relations between the US and Hawaii, and of how that and related issues might be 
textually explored. The cultural, historical resonances of the idea of 'humanity' and 
'all humanity' might be explored. The historical pe I rspective might seem very 
significant. The geographic location and social relations involved in the context of the 
text would also be difficult but important to define. The way texts that get extracted 
and deployed in an educational context could also be a focus for attention. Why this 
text would be unlikely to appear in English classes, exams and syllabuses would open 
up questions about the constitution and disposition of the subject. 
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Critical Theory and the English Teacher approached the reading practices of 
English critically and offered positive suggestions for alternative practices. The book 
proposed a phenomenology of reading examining at a fundamental level the relations 
between texts and readers. This approach was leading to enquiries about what kind of 
objects texts might be. The chapter on reading also examined definitions and 
categories of texts, asking about taxonomic and generic issues, exploring how texts 
get categorized, different modes of categorizing texts, different institutions involved 
and different constituencies for texts: exploring, for example, different textual orders 
within popular culture and within English Literature. Some materials dealing with the 
various contexts of reading were also offered, aiming to identify institutions of 
reading and how they might determine reading practices and define reading subjects. 
Within this section there was an attempt to illustrate conventional and alternative 
ideas about reading. Some teaching strategies were proposed for looking at different 
conceptions of reading, how it works, what it's for, and so on. There was an attempt to 
cultivate a sense of different modes of textual engagement: alternative ideas for 
textual analysis were proposed that had been largely excluded from - or marginalized 
within - the practices of English. For example: genre, codes, context, identities, 
gender and gaps were ideas deployed as categories for reading and interpretation. This 
section on reading also aimed to examine ideology and interpellation, looking at how 
ideas about the world circulate in texts and work through discourses that position 
reading subjects differently in many different contexts. All this work was part of a 
general attempt to redefine the textual field for study, in an attempt to also shift how 
the educational context might work towards redefining reading and readers in ways 
that could be more inclusive and in ways that might operate more explicit and 
therefore more accessible modes of reading and ideas about reading. An ethnography 
of reading was also proposed, including an attempt to explore what people actually 
read, in what different contexts, to also explore how and what kinds of meaning 
people may make of different kinds of textual experiences, and how they might or 
might not connect these with other linguistic experiences. 
Critical Theory and the English Teacher also made practical proposals for the 
teaching of writing and issues relating to writing in the upper secondary school 
context. The idea was to open an area of study that would be new to secondary 
schooling, and that would largely displace existing practices. In the first place there 
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was the idea of questioning the identity of writing, of asking what we understood by 
the term 'writing', as well as beginning to explore different types and forms of 
writing. In the attempt to make writing an object of study, taxonomies of functions 
and contexts of writing were also proposed. Writing was considered within the 
educational context - and more generally as a differentiated social practice about 
which there exist discourses and institutions. There was an attempt to promote some 
understanding of writing as a phenomenon in order to re-examine ideas about writing 
as communication and to examine conventional and alternative models of writing. 
Borrowing some of Derrida's terminology, there was an attempt to provide an 
introduction to 'grammatology' encompassing something of the issues raised by a 
deconstructive approach to writing - introducing such key oppositions and ideas as 
reference/metaphor, presence/absence, dissemination, writing and repetition. It also 
seemed important to propose some examination of writing as technology. This would 
involve looking at specific forms of writing as technologies and examining the effects 
of technological forms of different kinds of writing, technologies of distribution and, 
gping beyond the narrow definition of 'technology', examining technologies of 
meaning. It also seemed important to include material relating to the social 
significance of writing, written discourses and the organization of knowledge, to 
explore genres of knowledge and subjects of knowledge. The idea of a 'grammatology 
for beginners' seemed also to offer the occasion for a reconsideration of the relations 
between writing and reading. This could involve a critical examination of the way the 
two had been constructed as separate. A form of teaching deploying the idea of 
'textuality', it proposed, might begin to explore the division. The study of writing, 
after all, always meant some consideration of written texts and their signifying 
relations. This in turn meant giving consideration to questions about the inside and the 
outside of texts, questions about the limits of texts, intertextuality, texts and time, 
texts and 'authorship', linking with material on reading. Critically involved in all of 
this was also a sense of the importance of questions about writing and representation, 
about the relations between writing and reality, systems of meaning, orders of identity, 
writing and truth, writing and regimes of power. A whole discourse about writing and 
cultural identity could be opened up, it seemed, given the application of a set of ideas 
that called into question the cultural assumptions embodied in the dominant ideas 
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about writing that were implicit in the given institutionalized practices of English 
teaching. 
It also seemed that ideas about language that had come from a combination of 
poststructuralist and sociolinguistics should engender shifts in the teaching of spoken 
language, in the relatively newly-defined field of oracy. Oracy had conventionally 
been conceived of in terms of perfonnanc6, as a means of enabling participation for a 
broad constituency within the comprehensive school, to some extent recognizing the 
fact of linguistic difference. The liberal formulation of oracy, though, had never 
addressed questions of assessment and had never challenged the criteria against which 
crucial judgements about oral language performances were being made. This seemed 
to be a necessary consequence of the fact that oracy in English teaching was grounded 
in an asocial theory of language and communication. To address this gap, the work I 
proposed on oracy was designed to key into existing emphases on performance, but 
also, and critically, to include an explicitly sociolinguistic theoretical perspective on 
oral language that recognized differences. Oral work might address rhetorics of 
speaking positions in order to examine the way issues in social discourse get 
discussed in the private and in the public sphere. Students would be invited to take 
part in activities that required explicit recbgnition of positions taken, rhetorics 
available and used within specific social contexts and discourses. In this way students 
might be brought to an awareness of contrasting perspectives, modalities and registers 
- in everyday discourses on socially significant issues. Traditionally liberal features of 
oracy practice, like linguistic role play, for example, could be redeployed to enable 
some analytical and practical exploration of language in its institutional contexts. Role 
play could also be a method to explore the determination of roles, scripts and forms of 
oral expression and exchange. This in turn might develop an exploration of how 
speech roles might determine ideas and positions of power, for instance. From a 
sociolinguistic perspective it seemed important to devise activities that would enable 
the examination of varieties of speech and different ways of defining speech 
differences. This would entail some exploration of the social contexts of speech 
differences, the relations between speech differences and ethnicity - including 
ethnographic work. The characteristic activity of the liberal classroom - small group 
discussion - could be redeployed to engender explicit knowledge about language. This 
work might examine how discussion operates within certain specific types of social 
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group context - for example, the family, the school, the workplace and other locations 
of social linguistic encounter. Sociolinguistic analysis could also be made explicit: 
involving teaching about sociolinguistics, about different ways of talking, contexts 
and definitions of different kinds of oracy. It seemed that a great deal of 
sociolinguistic work might be done with oral work and media analyses, including 
projects in an oral ethnography of the media, for example, undertaken to explore 
sociolinguistic issues - looking at spoken language in practice - in different media 
contexts. 
As the contents of these chapters indicate, the aim was to introduce a range of 
theoretical issues into the subject by offering demonstrations of work in the areas 
opened up by the theory I had advocated. Critical Theory and the English Teacher 
aimed to offer practical starting points that would enable theory to extend the textual 
field and the linguistic practices of the subject, going beyond its given constitution. 
Following the section giving practical examples in the three key areas of work - 
reading, writing and oracy -I attempted to engage in an account of alternative 
perspectives on literacy and culture, drawing on reading I had been doing in the'fields 
of Media and Cultural Studies. Also relevant was theory that had broached questions 
about dominant conceptions of literacy iri education and in English in particular. 95 1 
also attempted to indicate briefly the various ways that English as a school subject was 
caught up with general fýatures and processes of education, that English was 
embedded in institutional practices, histories and forces. It was an attempt to indicate 
that English couldn't be understood as an issue on its own, and that the theoretical 
questions opened up by poststructuralism, Media Studies, Cultural Studies and 
sociolinguistics were also about education in general and its proper functioning in the 
social formation. By way of a conclusion to the book I proposed a series of questions 
designed to throw the current constitution of the subject into problematic relations 
with the general textual field and with sociolinguistic perspectives that were intended 
to echo the argument and contents of the book as a whole. 
'Key Stage 4: Back to the Future? ' (1995) 
I was invited to contribute to a collection of essays on the new form of the National 
Curriculum in English. In the light of the critical account of English I'd offered in 
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Critical Theory and the English Teacher, it was thought I would be likely to represent 
an alternative position. In response to the invitation, I wanted to consider something of 
the mechanisms whereby the transition to the National Curriculum had been effected. 
Here the politics of professional identity related to a summation of the position I'd 
presented in Critical Theory and the English Teacher. How was it that the transition 
from 100% coursework schemes with their potentially varied content were shifted to a 
much more restricted model of English - and without the obstructive protests of 
English teachers, now (happily? or in bad faith? ) implementing the new orders? The 
political question about the nature of English seemed to be heightened in the 
government's direct - and unprecedented - interventions into curriculum matters. 
While the piece was obliged to offer some suggestions for working within the ambit 
of National Curriculum English at Keystage 4, it provided an occasion to pose again 
the problem of subject identity and its relations with textual / reading theory. 
Summary 
Reasons for opening up and shifting the subject English went beyond the theoretical 
and philosophical. There were more significant issues at stake than different reading 
styles and textual definitions. English has occupied a central position in the secondary 
curriculum of compulsory state education. If the textual realm of English was 
unnecessarily bounded, it was for reasons. These could be traced back historically into 
the formation of the subject and its early definitions in relation to public debates about 
the roles of literature and language in the education of mass populations - epitomized 
in the post WWI Newbolt Report (1921). Ian Hunter (1988) would trace the 
pedagogical practices of English to the extension of government into the business of 
person formation in the nineteenth century development of pastoral surveillance as an 
instrument of governmentality. In other words there were socio-cultural reasons for 
the evolution and continued dominance of the category of literature - which had come 
to define literacy in a key public context. Literature was central to how literacy was to 
be measured, judged and hierarchically ordered via certification practices. The 
filtering processes of public examinations of literacy through English determined 
access into systems for the enhancement of class and economic status. Competence in 
literature - as a key component of English - constituted a form of 'cultural capital'. In 
this sense, the textual order of English in its attachment o literature was culturally 
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loaded and was still maintained to be distinct from the mass culture of popular forms. 
This distinction is expressed in the National Curriculum in English where popular 
cultural forms are still represented as of inferior quality or status or of reduced 
significance and relevance. 96 Residual traces of Leavis's apocalyptic view of the state 
of popular culture remained in liberal English and were evident in National 
Curriculum statements concerning the qbality of media products, as well as in Brian 
Cox's influential assertion of the centrality of literature. 97 While it's true that liberal 
English had opened the practices and ideas of the subject, shifted them even, there 
was no coherent sense of subject identity that would incorporate an awareness of the 
relations between language, textuality and the social, politics of educational cultural 
practices. This meant that elements and practices that were culturally biased and 
tended towards exclusivity remained powerfully embedded. 
The project of English in education had been founded on cultural distinction, 
had evolved and become institutionalized around it. The cultural structure of the 
subject was a key element in its 'spirituality' and was central to the English teacher's 
professional status and claims to distinction. To undermine the authority of the textual 
order was to open up the question of the cultural politics of literature - and the same 
was equally true of certain self-reflective writing practices. Literature was essentially a 
'caste' practice, the cultural habit of a section of the population well favoured to take 
advantage of what access to social rewards/advancement the education system might 
98 have to offer. At one level this was obvious to many comprehensive school English 
teachers - for whose students the category of literature was largely alien and for whom 
a substitute canon had to be contrived, or who might readily decide that Literature was 
not really accessible to all via the processes of streaming and sifting that characterized 
the upper secondary phases of schools. Part of the pioject of Critical Theory and the 
English Teacher was to construct a different practice - working with different guiding 
principles including redressing the cultural imbalance of the subject - with a different 
notion of reading practices, and with a sense of the need to reconstitute the textual 
field of the subject. The project seemed ambitious in scope but necessary. As with the 
previous collaboration with Paul Moran and as with 'GCSE Poststructuralism ... ' the 
book aimed to demonstrate that 'it could be done'. The idea that was expressed at the 
end of that chapter was to work from within. English and against English at the same 
time, to use the given structure and the occasion of English to engage in practices that 
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would disrupt its constitution both implicitly and explicitly. 99 Placing different textual 
orders side by side and disrupting the hierarchized textual field was a strategy 
designed to have this disruptive effect. Applying aliendoncepts of reading and 
interpretation would have to have the eff6ct of undermining existing dominant 
practices by indicating their partial, limited and politically restrictive effects. 
Equally important, though often less prominent, but necessarily interwoven 
was the question of the language practices of English. The general position expressed 
in Critical Theory and the English Teacher was structured around ideas about the 
explicit teaching and application of sociolinguistic and critical linguistic language 
theory - not as an additional component (as the controversial LINC materials had 
been) but as fundamentally informing. While LINC potentially offered the possibility 
of the intrusion of sociolinguistic perspectives into English, the effect was to 
incorporate and assimilate the potential disruptive material into an extension of the 
subject's liberal embrace. LINC had nothing to say about the fundamental issue of 
language practices in the assessment of English. My own recent experiences of being 
an examiner in English at GCSE at the 'foundation level' have clearly confirmed the 
subject's institutional attachment to negative relative assessments of linguistic 
performances that represent, in fact, perfectly competent forms of non-standard 
English. 
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THE ELEMENTS OF THEORY 
The critical reading I propose is informed by my own constructed 
version of 'critical theory', pieced together from materials that are and 
have been for a long time now freely available and that do have a 
significant place in other subject disciplines: an alternative set of ideas 
about language, texts and institutions. These ideas come from what has 
been loosely called poststructuralist theory, allied with well established 
positions in the sociology of education and with developments in 
cultural theory. 
Nick Peim, 'Key Stage 4: Back to the Future? " 
Theory, English and the Social 
The originality of my published works on English teaching was in the application of 
poststructuralism - and related social and cultural theory - to secondary school 
English. The systematic application of poststructuralist thought to structure the 
grounds for a constitutional redefinition of subject identity was unique. Theory had a 
dual role in this process. In the first place, theory questioned the dominant practices 
that informed the constitution of the subject and was able to account for the 
persistence of the centrality and authority of those practices. Theory also offered a set 
of ideas that enabled a new set of practices, totally different from the standard fare of 
English teaching. The two different functions involved different elements of theory 
that came together in various kinds of combinations. For the sake of convenience they 
might be divided into poststructuralist theories of language, text, discourses and 
subjectivities and more sociological theories of culture and institutions. Dealing with 
. English, it was never really possible to sharply distinguish between discrete aspects of 
theory, and it seemed at certain points - in the case of Foucault, for example - that 
different strands of theory could be usefully fased. 
As an English teacher pretty deeply embedded within the subject English and 
writing about changing it, poststructuralism had the significant function for me of 
offering an alien set of perspectives that would render strange what had been habitual 
and established. Poststructuralist theory is sometimes negatively represented as being 
concerned with a kind of academic gameý playing, 'predominantly taken up by literary 
and cultural critics', toying around with the meaning of meaning, reducing the history 
2 of Western thought to 'a few perfunctory dualisms'. In relation to this kind of reading 
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of poststructuralism, it may appear that its effects within the field of English have 
been little more than to enable new, and often arcane ways of doing the same old 
things. 3 While the intervention of poststructuralism may have changed the nature of 
the literary critical exercise and may have given rise to some interesting explorati " 
ons 
in social and cultural history in the field of literature, it made little difference to the 
constitution of the subject. According t6 some accounts poststructuralist theory is 
thoroughly nihilistic and apolitical, closely associated with its more expansive 
progeny, postmodemism. 4 Within the field of English teaching, 'turgid literary theory' 
has been castigated for its 'jargon', its 'excesses' and has been described as being in a 
5 
state of 'exhaustion' by the architect of the subject's most recent constitution. In the 
work I undertook in the field of English teaching, theory was exactly a means to 
rethink the textual and linguistic practices of English teaching in relation to the social 
realities of its institutional context. The positive, productive effect of theory was to 
enable new practices to emerge and to be consciously developed within the specific 
social context of English teaching in schools in state education. 
For the project that culminated in Critical Theory and the English Teacher, 
theory was to offer a reconceptualizing I 
of the specific practices of the subject - 
reading, writing, oracy - embedded in its ý institutionalized identity and tied to its 
habitual professional practices. Theory's critique clarified the relations between 
English, its various institutions, its historical situation, its effects within a larger 
social/cultural context. Ultimately, theory seemed to raise fundamental, constitutional 
questions liberal functionalist English had effaced from its dominant discourses. 
Questions about class relations and the practices of schooling had arisen at various 
times in English teaching. Some key figures in English teaching had for a time shown 
some interest in sociolinguistics - James Britton and Harold Rosen, especially. 6 But 
these had tended to be reintegrated into the mainstream tendencies of the liberal 
subject, absorbed and thereby transformed into less threatening material. 7 The 
sociolinguistic aspect of Britton's work became displaced by the pedagogical 
emphasis on the inclusive value of small group talk. In the case of Rosen, a critical 
interest in language, education and class never translated into a critique of the political 
biases of English in language and culture. Rosen chose to emphasize the positive in a 
personalist espousal of narrative as self-expression that was in the end perfectly 
continuous with liberal thought and practice. 8 
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The State of Theory in English Teaching 
My encounter with theory occurred at a specific juncture of the post-war history of 
state education and occurred at a crucial period within my own ideological career as 
an English teacher. My professional induction had been closely tied to the transition 
towards comprehensive education. The idea of the comprehensive school had 
represented a new deal in terms of equity and access for many in my generation of 
PGCE graduates, and constituted a significant focus for professional motivation. This 
sense of professional mission was also a form of political consciousness, embraced by 
a post-Robbins generation of teachers. The concerns of sociologists had been 
influential in guiding government policy towards the moment of Circular 10/65 that 
initiated the process of comprehensivization. A wave of popular opinion had seemed 
to endorse the idea of the comprehensive schooling as a means towards increased 
access to the benefits of education. 9 The rise to power of liberal English therefore 
occurred in the context of an enthusiasm for the egalitarian ethos of the 
comprehensive school project, a new dawn in state education, that was also shared by 
significant groups of teachers. 10 English teaching appeared to be at the centre of the 
new movement. In the position promoted by John Dixon and 'the London school' 
there was the sense of anew, and newly liberated, constitution for the subject. " The 
new emphasis on children's own writings, on oracy and on the expansion of literature 
to include relevant reading material were all expressions of this new movement. 12 At 
the same time there was some interest in sociolinguistics and sociology related to 
matters of class and culture that was questioning the hegemony of the formal 
curriculum. Some new courses emerged from this more sociological trend, like the 
Humanities Project. 13 In English, though, the questions that sociology and 
sociolinguistics, had raised in the area of class, culture and language in education were 
deflected. Concerns with linguistic difference had not been worked into the detail of 
the subject, partly because the dominant drive towards the new form of subject 
identity lacked the critical means to effect the wholesale constitutional changes that 
might be implied by such concerns. This was partly because of the professional 
attachment o literature, partly because the dominant model of language was a 
particular reading of Vygotsky, promoted through the key figure of James Britton. 14 
Significant shifts, in style orientation and content of English during this period of 
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explicit liberalization are crystallized in John Dixon's Growth Through English 
(1967), the classic liberal definition of the sub ect. In Dixon's own later account of the 
development of English studies, personal growth model English is situated as part of a 
progression or development owards the establishment of English as, in Ian Hunter's 
phrase, 'the full development and self-expression of society and culture as the way of 
life as a whole'. 15 According to this thoioughly teleological reading of subject history, 
with its assumption of natural progression, English, in the new era of comprehensive 
education's extended constituency can recover its true, originary and democratic 
mission. 16 Dixon's version of liberal English that had enjoyed a kind of avant-garde 
orthodoxy in English teaching, found an influential, if unwitting, ally in the figure of 
James Britton who was involved in the official government statement on English, the 
Bullock Report (1975). 17 Britton championed a new consciousness of language and 
language variation, though as it happened Britton turned out to be more concerned to 
promote small group talk in the classroom (still to be subject to the normative 
processes of assessment, of course) than to address issues of class, language and 
power. 
In the era after Circular 10/65, there were those more conscious of the issue of 
class who were rethinking language in the wake of Basil Bernstein and M. A. K. 
Halliday. 18 In Tony Adams's Every English Teacher, Team Teaching and the 
Teaching ofEnglish (1970), for example, it's possible to detect an uneasy alliance 
between an explicit belief in the value of literature and personal growth practice in 
writing while also demonstrating an implicit awareness of sociolinguistically informed 
relativist accounts of linguistic identity, culture and class. The book is a more or less 
representative document of a left-liberal position on English teaching. In it Adams 
expressed a faith in comprehensive education, a commitment o English as a 
liberalizing force, as well as a suspicion of its cultural/linguistic normative tendencies. 
In the end, however, as with the more extensive Bullock Report, the compromise 
effected by Adams's position meant that the fundamental questions about the 
constitution of the sub ect in its real institutional practices could not be addressed, let 
alone dealt with. This gap is a function of the professional identity of the English 
teacher, and the state of contemporary discourses on education, language, learning and 
schooling, of course, more than a failing of the individuals concerned to 'see the 
light'. It is also the case that for Adams, writing in the early 1970s - as for his 
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contemporaries in English teaching - the theory that might provide a means for 
rethinking subject identity %vas not available, though much sociology and 
sociolinguistics of the time now seems potentially radical in its effects on practices in 
language, class and culture. Tony Adams represents an interesting example of a 
central figure (Adams %vas chair of NATE for several years) in the institutional 
politics of the mainstream subject. Adams continues to speak for the rights of the 
working-class peaker and writer, but remains tied at the same time to the liberal 
structuring of subject identity. 19Mis is also true of Harold Rosen - another key figure 
who takes a more critical position on class and language practices in education but 
never relates his critique to any sense of political transformation in terms of subject 
identity and institutional practices. 20 In the mid-1980s, when Rosen en oyed venerable 
status within the subject, he became interested in textual theory, especially 
narratology, but in a spirit that served to sustain the privileged category of narrative or 
story as quintessential language practice in English. Tlis later Rosen avoids altogether 
the political implications of his earlier work on language, as well as the political 
questions that might be asked of the characteristic esscntializing of narrative and story 
in liberal English. 21 Similarly, Alastair West, who had written interestingly of 
interventions in reading practices that might be made in schools, later reverted to a 
defence of the category of literature as central to the English curriculum. 22 West also 
ended up defending liberal English when confronted with the more traditionalist 
interventions of the sponsors of the National Curriculum, becoming seen as an ally by 
the former black paper author Brian Cox. 23 
At the same time, muchpractice of English teaching remained unregenerately 
illiberal - unashamedly attached to canonical Literature and standard English. Until 
Keith Joseph integrated the post-16 exam system in the mid-1980s, 24 the division 
between GCE and CSE was sustained and marked out a clear kind of class distinction 
at work in English - whether growth model or grammar- and litcrature-oricnted. 
Literature for CSE candidates was almost invariably the ersatz litertiture of relevance 
and accessibility. 25 After GCSE, the exam system offered an almost unlimited 
freedom, but the new open 100% coursework 'mode 3' style structures in practice 
produced more of the same. Forms of writing, texts for study, modes of engaging with 
texts, tended to follow very predictable patterns, indicating a regularity in the subject 
long before the imposition of the National Curriculum. The assessment of coursework 
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English at GCSE during this phase was similarly predictable and predictably weighted 
in favour of the limited forms of expression of standard written English. 
In spite of official recognition for liberalized versions of English expressed in 
Dixon's Growth through English (1967) and later in The Bullock Report (1975), 
consciousness of what English was remained unrelated to the social dimension of the 
subject. For me, the discovery of Althus . ser and certain voices from the sociology of 
education insisted that language and culture, the very stuff of English teaching, were 
actually central to processes of class distinction at work in state schooling systems, 
even in their most liberal forms. It seemed that there were deep structures at work in 
the institutions of English - in schools, departments, in professional identity, in 
assessment processes and examining bodies - unaccounted for by liberal, inclusive 
definitions of subject identity. Liberal thinking - albeit unconsciously - seemed to be 
tied to a more right-wing politics that accepted the equation of 'ability' with levels of 
achievement, that expressed a concealed eugenicist position and that cultivated a 
sustained ignorance of sociology. The normative exam processes of English persisted 
with some minor shifts in the surface features of the subject and in its embracing ethos 
of liberalism. The 'Bullock compromise' persisted and in its inclusiveness was more 
able to sustain its normative operations. That. 'at least, was the perspective from which 
I saw the importance of the intervention of theory into English, offering a critical 
break with its long established constitution. 'NATE and the Politics of English' was 
an attempt to indicate unrealized links between the open 'freedom' of 'personal 
response' and Tory laissez-faire politics with its emphasis on personal ownership. 
The liberal model I had been inducted into had taken afunctionalist view of 
education in the realm of language and literacy. The Bullock compromise supported 
this view of English teaching. 26 It remains the case that the liberal components of 
subject are still working with a deeper structure of normativity. Exponents of the 
liberal view of the subject - such as NATE - have to struggle to defend their liberal 
inclinations against the public concern over 'academic standards' . 
27 Institutionalized 
English. teaching retains its normative function, so that the liberal model seemed less 
liberal and more conservative. 28 
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Social Theory, Education and English 
For me, poststructuralist theory identified with the names of Lacan, Derrida and 
Foucault constituted a cluster of ideas enabling a rethinking of all the central 
components of the subject, the unities of its discourse: Derrida, concerned with 
language, writing, meaning; Foucault concerned with the relations between language 
and institutions, practices in the form of discourses, with power and knowledge and 
with the idea of governmentality; and Lacan concerned with subject relations, with the 
field of meaning and perception, with the role of language in subject constitution and 
as the expression of an interrialized-external symbolic order. 29 In all three cases, 
poststructuralist ideas seemed to cut across the given common sense of the subject and 
to challenge its fundamental ideas and practices. In addition, this cluster of theory 
became meaningful in relation to the critiques of education and cultural theory that 
had called into question more generally the enterprise of liberal progressive education 
and that had serious implications for the professional identity and the departmental 
identity I had been so powerfully interpellated by and constructed within. 
The work of Althusser, firstly, then Bourdieu, Willis and Bowles and Gintis 
provided a larger framework for locating English and the textual and linguistic 
oriented theory that was to be a means for its deconstruction. I made no strict 
distinction between Derrida, and the social, between the ideas of Foucault and 
Bourdieu. The body of theory I developed was put together from relevant and 
available material - not just poststructuralism, but also poststructuralism informed by 
sociology, sociolinguistics and other forms of Cultural Studies where different 
elements might take precedence according to context and where some elements might 
not perfectly complement one another. Used tactically, a Lacanian perspective on 
language and subjectivity might propose an alternative mode of reading a poem from 
personal response favoured by English. This might in turn lead to consideration of the 
role of personal response within the structure of the subject, providing a means for a 
critique of its centrality. A Lacanian perspective might link in this context with ideas 
associated with Derrida or with the kind of linguistic analysis enabled by critical 
linguistics. 30 A more Foucauldian perspective, offered, for example, by Ian Hunter's 
work on English and 'pastoral discipline', while uninterested in a Lacanian model of 
subjectivity, might nevertheless provide a complementary sense of the genealogy of 
the subjeCt. 31 
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In breaking the spell of the liberal/functionalist position, critical theory for me 
initially came in the form of Althusser and critical sociology of education. Althusser's 
definition of state ideological apparatuses problematized the cultural missionary work 
of English as I had known it. The active engagement of students - and teachers for that 
matter - in what seemed to be positive and productive modes of working might be 
interpreted, from an Althusserian persp6ctive, as no more than the effects of 
'misrecognition'. The functionalist view was problematized when the apparent 
openness of the liberal invitation to participate freely in the practices of English - to 
'be yourself, to express your own identity, to explore your world in your own terms - 
were in the end assessed and graded according to criteria that seemed increasingly 
questionable in their force and their application. Critical sociology seemed to present a 
case that recognized this anomaly. While critical sociology provided a powerful 
means for making visible class relations in the school it didn't yet have the means to 
delineate the detailed relations between the structure and practice of the subject and 
class dispositions and their expression in language and culture. 32 
It seemed significant, however, that during the late 1970s the sociology of 
education was becoming increasingly concerned with the relations between class and 
culture, and that questions of access and equality and the critical of the failure of state 
school systems to work towards equality were beginning to be formulated in the area 
of culture and language. 33 Discourses of access and equality had been central in policy 
debates about education after 1944 aýd were significant in the drive towards Circular 
10/65. During the 1960s educational sociology had shown an increasing interest in 
language, in the important cases of Basil Bernstein, then M. A. K. Halliday. Language, 
culture and class emerged as a significant nexus in maintaining structural inequality in 
education. English - in my own case, at least - had seemed to be the area of the 
curriculum where the political could be suspended in the name of the cultural (except 
in certain specific cases, like South African 'poor theatre 34 or the historically remote 
Woyzeck of Georg Buchne? ). Bourdieu, Bowles and Gintis and Paul Willis seemed 
to conspire to suggest that it wasn't only James Callaghan that had shattered the 
moment of optimism in the project of comprehensive schooling. 36 
The rise of Cultural Studies reflected an explicit tendency in academic 
discourses in the humanities to extend the field of politics and to attempt to theorize 
the relations between forms of life, their specific and minute cultural expressions and 
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37 
economic status. An early influential example, Dick Hebdige's Subculture: The 
Meaning ofStyle (1979) became of general interest to enlightened comprehensive 
school teachers - as it sought to explain the cultural affiliations of significant segments 
of the comprehensive school population in positive terms, offering an intellectually 
serious alternative to deficit models. 38 The influence of Cultural Studies was also 
significant in the movement towards theory in English exemplified by Rereading 
English (1982). That migration saw 'cultural politics' that had established credentials 
in the development of Cultural Studies impinging on English questions - about 
canonicity, about reading practices, about gender. 39 In the field of sociology itself 
significant shifts occurred in the work of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural 
Studies where a symbiotic relationship with Cultural Studies developed. Key 
references are often shared and while there may be differences in traditions and 
emphases there have inevitably been significant coalescences between the two areas. 40 
As Althusser had identified the institutions of schooling as part and parcel of 
the ISA, so the 'classic' sociology of education that emerged from the late sixties and 
through the 1970s described the social function of secondary schooling in terms that 
were the antithesis of personalist, giving emphasis to social and cultural difference. 
The liberal tenor of the subject English and its more avant-garde advocates was 
clearly out of key with these harsh sociological critiques of the total environment of 
the school. Its various regulatory and disciplinary modes of operation, its cultural 
biases, its minute organization of social relations (including linguistic relations), it 
transpired, were organized or deeply structured on lines far from liberal and inclusive. 
Social class differences according to these perspectives were critical in determining 
success and failure. Social class differences, it turned out, were also - significantly for 
English - differences in culture. 
A number of converging sources had further indicated structural gender and 
race bias of various kinds and degrees in education. 41 Some of this work had seeped 
into discourses specifically concerned with the practices of schools and with English 
in schools with the result that articles in the progressive organs of English teaching 
42 addressed race and gender in the context of English teaching. These articles and 
other writings proposed modes of reading to counter the absence of gendered and 
racially aware readings in the conventional liberal classroom as much as the 
traditional classroom. But they were never part of a movement to challenge the 
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foundations of the subject and to rethink its identity in relation to the potentially 
revolutionary critiques of Bourdieu, for example, where the very details of school 
environment were described as designed to promote a certain class bearing and to 
negate those who were not in possession of it. Race and gender were very much on the 
political programme of education in the 1980s, following the Sex Discrimination Act 
(1975) and the Swann Report (1985), in the form of equal opportunities policies, 
multi-culturalism and anti-racism. Reverberations from these movements influenced 
practices in English, though without seriously shifting its fimdamental premises. 
Materials produced by the English centre - The English Curriculum: Race (c. 1983) 
and The English Curriculum: Gender (c. 1985) being the key examples - provide 
some sharp and explicitly political material addressing constitutional elements of the 
subject, while at the same time promoting practices that fall safely within the liberal 
ambit of subject identity and established practices. 
A key section of The English Curriculum: Race, however, provided a basis 
from which to draw together strands of theory and apply them directly to the context 
of schooling. 43 Stuart Hall's piece, 'Teaching Race', sought to go beyond economic 
determinism to explain cultural phenomena in relation to questions of race and racism. 
'Teaching Race' offered ways of conceiving institutional features of schooling in 
relation to class, culture and ethnicity that - in a general way - might provide the 
beginnings of a framework for rethinking how school subjects organize and represent 
knowledge and institutional relations. In the case of English this was perhaps more 
readily conceivable. Fairly comprehensive accounts of theories of meaning were 
already available that'proposed what appeared to be new connections between 
language, discourses, subjectivity and political questions. Rosalind Coward's and 
John Ellis's Cultural Materialism outlined key elements of poststructuralism, 
explaining theories of language and culture in relation to the politics of representation 
and identity. 44 In relation to English teaching it was increasingly possible to see how 
critical theory might take on the subject's organization of the fields of language and 
literature. A fusion of sociology with sociolinguistics, poststructuralist theories of 
language and text all enabled the detailed composition of English to be critically 
addressed. This was the period before the annunciation of the 1988 Education Reform 
Act and the National Curriculum when transformations in the cultural politics of the 
Curriculum seemed possible, at least, if not likely. 45 
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A critical approach to the constitution of English teaching would need to re- 
examine the functionalist tenor that dominated thinking about the identity and effects 
of the subject in the state school system. Althusser opened up the conceptualization of 
the relations between base and superstructure that enabled the formation of the 
concept of ideological state apparatuses: a development of the concept of government 
and class relations. 46 The term 'misrecognition', used to define the subject's relations 
with key ideas, institutions and practices in the social realm, offered the possibility of 
developing a critique of ideology. It was possible to extend this into the very detailed 
operations of everyday life, seen as saturated with symbolic meaning relating to 
cultural differences as expressions of class identity. Even if the original term, 
'misrecognition', with its connotations of a duped mass, had to be modified, it was 
easy to apply this line of thinking to the functioning of the school and specifically to 
the operations of English, where subjects were invited to recognize (or misrecognize) 
themselves in relation to the subject's definition of them as readers, writers and 
speakers. 
According to Easthope: 
the work of Althusser imported into Britain at least three lines of 
thought, three conceptualisations, which can be validly regarded as 
poststructuralist: the account of the historical formation as decentred; 
the assertion that knowledge as proceeding from theoretical practice is 
discursively constructed; the account of the subject as effect rather than 
cause. 47 
The argument that key 'ideological' apparatuses are equally significant as economic 
conditions enables the field of Cultural Studies to claim a relative autonomy from 
economics and more empirically-oriented sociologies. Within a reconfiguring of 
superstructural relations, subjectivity is seen in terms of a complex amalgam of 
determining forces, and is conceptualized in a new way by Althusser (via Lacan). The 
relations between the subject and ideology are crucial for Althusser: ideology isn't a 
force external to the subject and imposed from without, it is the very mechanism by 
which the subject recognizes its own identity and partakes of social life. According to 
Richard Harland (1987), Althusser provides: 4a vision that inverts our ordinary base- 
and-superstructure models and sees what we used to think of as superstructural as 
having priority over what we used to think of as basic. 948 Ideology is the necessary 
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condition for organizing ideas about the world, for perception and knowledge. The 
subject is always a decentred subject.: 'the human subject is de-centred, constituted by 
a structure which has no 'centre' ... except in the imaginary misrecognition of the 
$ego', i. e. in the ideological formations in which it 'recognizes' itself. '49 The integrity 
of the self is a function of ideology. And there can be no 'unmasking' of ideology that 
can give direct access for the subject to 'ihe real'. The knowing subject must always 
operate within frameworks that organize and interpret perceptions. Althusser's 
reconceptualization of ideology and subjectivity clearly has implications for the role 
of education in general, but also addresses the central business of English - in so far as 
it deals in language, textuality, representation and subjectivity. Language is the means 
or medium through which the 'symbolic order' is internalized in the subject. 
Textuality, always deploying language in various forms, must be saturated with 
ideology in so far as it represents the subject's relations to the world in a given way. 
Or to put it another way the 'deep structures' of language ('langue') constitute the 
very condition of statement and text. It was partly through this correlation of language, 
culture, textuality, the social and the subject that a phenomenology of subject/object 
(subject/textual) relations could be realized in the form that I gave it in Critical 
Theory and the English Teacher. 50 After Althusser it seemed clear that the distinction 
between politics and culture cannot be sustained and that the institutions of education 
are saturated with both. 
The idea of the school as site where cultural differences meet with the state 
apparatuses that is implicit in Althusser is developed explicitly in Pierre Bourdieu's 
and Jean-Claude Passeron's, 51 Reproduction in Education, Society and Culture 
(1977). This text outlines a view of education and class relations organized around the 
key idea of 'cultural capital'. This analysis identifies superstructural forces at work in 
the institutional practices of the school. 'Cultural capital' is based on the exertion of 
an arbitrary cultural power, in the forms of class-based ispositions that are 
represented through pedagogic work as educational attainments. Cultuial class 
dispositions are given validity through the education system that presents its 
operations as culturally neutral. The already given dispositions of the students - the 
product of details of 'habitus', variously engaged by the processes of schooling - 
determine their educational destiny. 'Symbolic violence' is the term deployed by 
Bourdieu and Passeron to represent the arbitrary imposition of dominant cultural 
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forms on subject groups and to represent these as legitimate, naturalized through the 
'habitus' of the school. Bourdieu and Passeron argue that 'cultural capital' is a 
particular 'form' of capital, convertible with but irreducible to economic capital (itself 
another 'form' of capital). Cultural capital is perhaps a more mobile, flexible notion 
than class attribute. It usefully denotes the different dispositions school subjects may 
have towards the cultural objects and prýctices set before them. This view of the 
social uses of culture as a form of capital and an instrument of symbolic domination is 
clearly incompatible with aestheticist or moralistic claims for the universal value of 
literature. Literature, in fact, might be taken as an excellent example of Bourdieu's 
view of cultural capital relating to habitus and dispositions of subjects of education. 
Similarly standard English may be viewed as a cultural arbitrary represented as an end 
or good in itself. For English teachers this work, while being perhaps overly 
deterministic, presents a powerful critique of ingrained assumptions and habits of 
thought, problematizing the most liberal positions. Of particularly disturbing force is 
the suggestion that forms of assessment are the enactment of arbitrary cultural power - 
'symbolic violence' - on socially subordinate groups, rather than the just expression of 
different levels of attainment in a culturally neutral and politically free field. This 
theory of education and of the school provides a powerful motive and occasion for the 
questioning of the relations between certain institutionalized functions of English, like 
examining, and aspects of its ideology: its liberal progressive tendencies in particular, 
as well as its more obviously questionable attachments to canonical literature and 
standard English. Of further and considerable interest and significance for English 
teaching was Bourdieu's Language and Symbolic Power (1991) which analyses the 
entanglement of language in institutional relations of domination and subordination. 
For Bourdieu exclusion in education works most powerfully as self-exclusion: 
and this theme is echoed in Paul Willis's Learning to Labour (1979), a fairly detailed 
ethnographic study of a group of 'lads' in a mid- I 970s working-class comprehensive 
school . 
52 Willis's tracking of several 'lads' indicates how they adopt counter-cultural 
practices that afford them their own means of self expression and dignity. Their 
rejection of the formal values of state education - expressed in the official culture and 
ethos and the explicit agenda of the school - while having immediate benefits in terms 
of pleasure and kudos, also means that they exclude themselves from the social 
advancement that education can afford. Willis likens the alternative value system they 
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develop as counter to official school culture to the cultural habitus of the factory and 
finds the lads 'resistance' a paradoxical form (it is also necessary for the maintenance 
of social dignity and the positive expression of class allegiance) of quiescence to 
social destiny. While Willis's study begs many questions and fails to examine how 
other working-class kids do succeed and with what consequences, it fails also to 
examine other ways of engaging and dis6ngaging with the official culture ('double 
53 voicing' for instance). Willis's account of the school as a site of symbolic, cultural 
conflict is echoed in other studies: Paul Corrigan's Schooling the Smash Street Kids, 
for example, where the daily subversive tactics and its collisions with the management 
of school subjects is described as 'guerrilla warfare'. 54 The conflicts foregrounded in 
Willis and Corrigan involve a dynamic sense of the cultural clashes involved in 
secondary schooling. 
The above positions represent a significant break with the sociology of 
education of the 1960s in so far as they cease to relate educational failure to cultural 
deficiencies. The theory of education as 'symbolic violence' makes the naturalization 
of culture as knowledge problematic and seems especially relevant to English where 
the key areas of engagement are language and, culture. Similarly, the grimly 
deterministic description of the US education system and its reforms by Bowles and 
Gintis declared that the agenda of schooling was layered and not at all clearly what its 
rhetoric of access and equality stated it to be, driven as it was by the needs of a 
capitalist economy for a particular kind of labour force: 
the major aspects of the structure of schooling can be understood in 
terms of the systematic needs for producing reserve armies of skilled 
labor, legitimating the technocratic-meritocratic perspective, 
reinforcing the fragmentation of groups of workers into stratified status 
groups and accustoming youth to the social relations of dominance and 
subordinancy in the economic system. 55 
It all seemed highly relevant in terms of a rethinking of the relations between 
schooling, class and culture and especially relevant in the context of English teaching, 
where avant-garde Pinvisible' pedagogies had been pioneered in the liberal English 
classroom and where the decentring of teacher authority might be seen, according to 
Bowles and Gintis, for example, as a further concealment of cultural / political power 
expressed through the naturalizing processes of schooling and experienced by teachers 
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as liberal progressive reform. Through an unlikely combination, I also came to 
associate the work of Bowles and Gintis with the genealogical critique of Ian Hunter 
in Culture and Government. It struck me that the idea of the hidden curriculum 
propounded by Bowles and Gintis - with its emphasis on a non-explicit agenda in 
social training - had strong connection with Ian Hunter's idea of a technology of the 
person at work in liberal pedagogy. Libeial English - with its emphasis on certain 
kinds of social training via an engagement with the personal through the literary text 
or through issues and themes - seemed susceptible to similar forms of critique from 
both positions. 
Poststructuralism: Language, Discourses, Textuality and Subjects 
While the sociology of Bourdieu, Willis and Bowles and Gintis provided a general 
theoretical framework for a thorough critique of the social function of the school, 
poststructuralism became a means for critique of existing textual practices in English 
teaching. Poststructuralism also embodied theories about language and subjectivity 
providing ideas capable of breaking through the common-sense habits of thought and 
deeply established modes of operating. The critique of English teaching developed in 
Critical Theory and the English Teacher was founded on the assumption that the 
different set of perspectives offered by poststructuralism would redefine the subject's 
identity and produce a different set of theoretically informed practices. While the 
sociology of Bourdieu, Willis and Bowles and Gintis seemed deeply deterministic, as 
did Lacan's configuration of the subject, combined with Derrida's general 
sgrammatology' and Foucault's idea of power as a kind of multi-directional force- 
field, theory offered the opportunity to formulate a micro-politics that might deal with 
the specific workings of English as a significant curriculum subject. 
While poststructuralism addressed significant aspects of English teaching - 
language, literature, discourses and subjects - poststructuralism also suggested a 
theory of institutional processes. Social analysis and detailed knowledge of 
institutions was a necessary corollary of the poststructuralist critique. At some point it 
became difficult to distinguish clearly elements of thought. Poststructuralist thinking 
infiltrated other disciplines. Aspects of sociology had been redefined under the 
influence of Foucault especially. In the work of Bourdieu there was a fusion of 
cultural theory and sociology. Poststructuralist theories of meaning and textuality 
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seemed consonant with cultural theory with its analysis of the relations between the 
school and its social context. Newly evolving forms of cultural analysis - in Cultural 
Studies and in Media Studies - were clearly drawing on a range of related subject 
areas whilst also defining their own. In Media Studies, it might be commonplace to 
find poststructuralist textual theory consorting happily with empirical research framed 
by a post-Althusserian Marxist social theory. 56 Poststructuralist elements had migrated 
also into sociology where it became particularly significant in relation to matters of 
culture and cultural hegemony. 57 
Although apparently remote from the realms of English teaching in the 
comprehensive school, Jacques Derrida offered a significant contribution to the 
rethinking of textual and linguistic practices, that combined with sociolinguistics and 
critiques of cultural bias implicit in aspects of Cultural Studies. Hovering uncertainly 
between philosophy and language or textual theory, Derrida's concerns with 'writing' 
seemed to have an enormous impact on how English teachers might conceive of 
textual identity, textual integrity, processes of meaning, links between texts, texts and 
subjects. Derrida's decentring ideas about signification seemed eminently relevant to 
any position taken on language and literature in the context of education. The key 
texts for my reading of Derrida as applied to English teaching were: Of, 
Grammatology, Positions, and some pieces in Writing and Difference and Margins. 58 
Derrida's key themes return again and again to issues of language and textual 
integrity: the post-Saussurian analysis of the sign and its instability, the play of 
signification, the deferral of meaning, the temporality of signification, spacing, the 
decentred nature of textual being, the idea of writing as system or technology as 
against he idea of the voice as guarantee of presence. Derrida's radical insistence on 
the textuality of meanings ('il n9 ya pas de hors texte'59), along with the radical 
openness of the concept of intertextual play, negate the idea of intrinsic meaning and 
value. Textual meanings are mobile, dynamic, always susceptible to 'play' . 
60 Liberal 
English teaching had flirted with openness in relation to textual readings, particularly 
in its espousal of personal response, but had never theorized the question of textual 
integrity and reading relations to any serious extent, nor the relations between texts 
and language beyond this key notion. Liberal English teaching had also unconsciously 
set strict if invisible limits to the textual field, limiting reading and response and 
regulating them within the institutional framework of schooling. Derrida's ideas of 
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dispersal, trace and dissemination, for instance, rendered language and textual 
material much more mobile and open to more fluid conception of meaning in ways 
that demanded a drastic critique of the everyday practices of English - as illustrated in 
chapter two of Critical Theory and the English Teacher. Derrida's ideas more 
positively provided some of the impetus for the material of chapters three and four of 
Critical Theory and the English Teacher in the attempt there to develop new practices 
with text and language. 
Much of the material in Critical Theory and the English Teacher was based on 
the realization that the foundations of English were vulnerable to Derrida's anti- 
structuralist position that emphasises differences and 'play' at work in discourse: 
... the moment when, in the absence of a centre or origin, everything became discourse - provided we can agree on this word - that is to say, 
a system in which the central signified, the original or transcendental 
signified, is never absolutely present outside a system of differences. 
The absence of the transcendental signified extends the domain and the 
play of signification infinitely. 61 
Here the emphasis on the lack of a centre seems to question the holding principles of 
textual study as represented by literature and its related reading practices. Certain 
approaches to literature - author-centred approaches, theme-based work, character 
analyses, calls for personal response - the everyday stuff of the English curriculum - 
were problematized by Derrida's insistence on the infinite extension of the 'domain' 
of signification and its endless 'play'. Similarly the characteristic pedagogic practices 
of personal response English, where the personal response of the student is 
constrained in an invisible force field of legitimated meanings or response positions is 
problematized by the exclusion in Derrida of totalization: 
If totalization no longer has any meaning, it, is not because the 
infiniteness of a field cannot be covered by a finite glance or a finite 
discourse, but because the nature of the field - that is, language and a finite language - excludes totalization. This field is in effect that of 
play, that is to say a field of infinite substitutions only because it is finite, that is to say, because instead of being an inexhaustible field, as in the classical hypothesis, instead of being too large, there is 
something missing from it: a center which arrests and grounds the play 
of substitutions. One could say - rigorously using that word whose 
scandalous ignification is always obliterated in French - that this 
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movement of play, permitted by the lack or absence of a center of 
origin, is the movement of supplementarity. One cannot determine the 
center and exhaust totalization because the sign which replaces the 
center, which supplements it, taking the center's place in its absence - 
this sign is added, occurs as a surplus, as a supplement. The movement 
of signification adds something, which results in the fact that there is 
always more, but this addition is a floating one because it comes to 
perform a vicarious function, to supplement a lack on the part of the 
signified. 62 
The key concept of supplementarity - as a kind of constant movement - determines the 
theory of signification elaborated in 'Structure Sign and Play' and elsewhere. 
Supplementarity indicates a paradoxical logic, but a logic that necessarily disables the 
idea of intrinsic meanings and enforces the idea of the intertextuality of meanings and 
meaning systems. According to the Derridean position, not only are meanings subject 
to endless play and endless deferment, meanings are also always dependent on 
something else, something extra (textual), an additional move or element that any 
given statement or text cannot supply. Meanings are always reading beyond 
themselves and dependent, at the same time, on something other than themselves. 
This idea of signifying instability - or mobility - is significant in relation to Critical 
Theory and the English Teacher both in terms of questioning the identity and 
authority of literature and in terms of delimiting the textual field. It also provided a 
theoretical impetus from which to conceive of and construct different practices. 
According to Derrida's critique of the Saussurian description of the sign, signification 
is both productive and utterly dependent. Something of the combination of play and 
supplementarity is perhaps indicated in the description of deconstruction in chapter 
one of Critical Theory and the English Teacher - wher6 it is implied that Hamlet can 
be seen as infinitely interpretable, but is always also dependent on supplementary 
categories of meaning, modes of interpreting narrative, and so on. 
Textual meanings are constrained, but the linked concepts of play and 
supplementarity emphasise the significance of institutional frameworks for meaning. 
In the meantime, these 
, 
concepts may give rise to a liberating freedom in the 
possibilities of interpretation - putting 'play' into play, as demonstrated 
in the attempt 
to describe an analysis of 'The End of Something' in chapter two Of 
Critical Theory 
and the English Teacher which explored among other things the possible identity of 
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the 'empty' sandwich that appears in the story. This theme of play at work in texts is 
developed in relation to a number of other key ideas. 
The overabundance of the signifier, it supplementary character, is thus 
the result of a finitude, that is to say, the result of a lack which must be 
supplemented. 63 
. 
The principle of supplementarity became a key notion in much of the deconstructive 
work I was trying to do with texts in English. It seemed important to think of 
interpretations and structures of meaning as forces at work in the management of 
meanings to supplement the restless interplay of infinitude and lack (finitude) in texts. 
It also seemed that. the whole business of textual engagement could be foregrounded 
more by pushing the principle of supplementarity towards its related idea of 
intertextuality - hence the practice of transposing similar and dissimilar texts throwing 
light on matters of genre and textual orders. And so it was partly through a reading of 
Derrida that the crucial idea for rethinking subject identity in terms of displacement of 
the idea of 'English' by a subject that took language and textuality as its terrain. Key 
concepts in Derrida - such as 'play', 'supplementarity', 'the trace', 'differance' - 
enabled the conceptualization of an inter-related textual field. 
Characteristic expression of a key notion in Derrida's position on language and 
meaning is found in the following formulation of 'play' as the disruption of presence, 
a reminder of the temporality of signification. 
Play is the disruption of presence. The presence of an element is 
always a signifying and substitutive reference inscribed in a system of 
differences and the movement of a chain. Play is always play of 
absence and presence, but if it is to be thought radically, play must be, 
conceived of before the alternative of presence and absence. Being 
must be conceived as presence or absence on the basis of the 
possibility of play and not the other way around. 64 
While the vocabulary of being and presence here perhaps betrays a professional 
absorption in the classic concerns of metaphysics, the discourse also demonstrates a 
powerful implication for the phenomenology of textual relations, for the identity of 
textual objects, for reading practices, for fundamental issues in the field of subject- 
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object relations. In Derrida's account of language presence and absence are 
necessarily linked with one another: 
communication, which in effect implies a transmission charged with 
makingpass, from one subject to another, the identity of a signified 
object, of a meaning or of a concept rightfully separable from the 
process of passage and from the siinifying operation. Communication 
presupposes ubjects (whose identity and presence are constituted 
before the signifying operation) and objects (signified concepts, a 
thought meaning that the passage of communication will have neither 
to constitute, nor, by all rights, to transform). A communicates B to C. 65 
The paradox of supplementarity and play is what makes signification in itself an 
uncertain business: the meaning of signs - and by implication texts - is always subject 
to the logic of supplementarity. But the uncertainty Derrida announces in the field of 
meaning and play has very important implications. The centring of texts - according to 
principles such as authorship, thematic content, personal response or any other ruse 
for stabilising meaning - must always be something that comes from outside, that is 
imposed, as it were, by contexts, discourses and social practices. The conception of 
endless textual mobility has deconstructive effects not just on individual texts but on 
the whole business of textual identity; but it also emphasizes the social categorizing of 
texts into discrete departments. Although this implication is not (always) explicitly 
present in Derrida's work, it seems to be implicit in all the major statements about 
signification and seems to be the point at which Derrida's work meets with Foucault's 
writings on language and discourse especially in 'What is an AuthorT and The 
66 Archaeology OfKnowledge (1977). 
Derrida's thesis about the determination of systems of meaning by Western 
metaphysics, though never elaborated with detailed reference to the languages of 
everyday discourses, certainly makes more than passing reference to them: 
Now, 'everyday language' is not innocent or neutral. It is the language 
of Western metaphysics, and it carries with it not only a considerable 
number of presuppositions of all types, but also presuppositions 
67 inseparable from metaphysics, which ... are knotted into a system. 
It is in this statement that a highly significant aspect of effect of Derrida's critique of 
the sign can be seen most clearly perhaps - significant for the practices of English 
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teaching in relation to language and textuality. 68 The conventional practices of English 
had no way of dealing with the culturally loaded nature of language Derrida implies 
here. Personal response had neither interest in nor methodology for approaching the 
metaphysical presuppositions embedded in language. Some of the most fundamental 
features of language identified and defined had been completely missed by English 
teaching. By implication the subject must be missing the point about effects and 
structures of meaning. 
In Positions Derrida relates the movement of signification to the ambiguous 
principle of 'differance', once again emphasizing movement, temporality, play and the 
interplay of presence and absence. These are the structuring principles for the 
decentred structures of textual / linguistic operation Derrida defines. 
the movement of differance, as that which produces different things, 
that which differentiates, is the common root of all the oppositional 
concepts that mark our language, such as, to take only a few examples, 
sensible intelligible, intuition/signification, nature/culture, etc. 69 
It is possible to see here how the principles of play, supplementarity and deferral - all 
ideas that tend to suggest the multiplicity of meanings in language - are modified, 
checked by the particular form of Derrida's elaboration of the term 'differance': where 
movement produces differences, articulations but not endlessly in free play. The 
proliferating differences in language are organized by 'oppositional concepts'. These 
concepts in turn are embedded in systems of thought. It is not too much of a leap to 
relate this idea to the domination of the specific discourse of English teaching by 
oppositions that have institutional power and that are carried forward in the 
construction of professional identity, in the authorized practices of the subject, in 
examination syllabuses, in established publications, in the National Curriculum as 
well as in the casual professional discourse of English teachers. 
The significance of Derrida for my involvement in the process of rethinking 
English lies partly in emphasizing the potential multiplicity of textual meanings, the 
interdependence of texts, the constant restlessness of signification, the equally 
constant deferral of meaning, the unboundedness of texts, the criss-crossing of 
meanings and the interplay of oppositions and their inverted relations of 
supplementarity. Derrida also seemed significant in relation to rethinking English 
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teaching in the problematizing of the distinctions between speech and writing, the 
radical idea of 'arche-writing' and the sense of a whole signifying field constituted of 
writing. 70 At one level, Derrida's ideas on supplementarity or his deployment of the 
idea of the trace could be used to suggest productive methods for A Level work on the 
interpretation of poetry (liberating personal response from all constraints); at another 
level, all of those ideas might be directedtowards rethinking the textual field of 
English, finding it arbitrarily limited and its reading practices arbitrarily restricted to a 
curiously narrow methodology. 
Through the notion of general writing, Derrida seemed to be proposing an 
approach to textual matters designed to break through existing boundaries that 
limited, in an arbitrary way, the scope of the textual field. Ways of conceiving writing, 
after Derrida, might be both more openly productive and more socially focused. 
Identifying characteristic oppositions and the play they engender might be a useful 
way of exploring meaning systems across a range of specific texts. So it might be 
interesting to examine elements of the Gulf War in relation to Shakespeare as 
exemplified in the work of Terence Hawkes on Shakespeare. 71 An equally important 
effect of Derrida, though, was to xaise questions about the systems that that 
determined oppositions and meanings. Derrid 
; 
a's ideas seemed to suggest that the 
structures of thought that operated through language were deeply embedded in a 
system, that the system of thinking might be more visible by articulating oppositions 
at work, by subjecting them to play - again a potentially productive movement. If 
textual meanings - and necessarily meanings in general - were subject to the 
deconstituting logic of trace and supplement, what held them in place? This gave rise 
to a number of questions about English teaching. What were the forces that 
determined and sustained not just the interpretative frameworks but the status o, f 
Shakespeare in the field of English? Why did English teaching insist so intently on a 
particular division of the linguistic / textual field? The implications of all this were 
that textual work could no longer be exclusively 'textual', in the narrow sense, at 
least. - 
Derrida's emphasis on the mobility of language and textual meanings eemed 
to enforce a return to the forces and structures that worked to constrain and delimit 
meanings. If texts were intrinsically mobile, what were the forces that legitimated and 
excluded particular modes of relating to texts? Why were reading practices 
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constrained in different contexts? What was the institutional power determining 
worthy texts and plausible ways of engaging with them? It may initially have seemed 
remote from the concerns of English teaching, but there was also something in 
Derrida's apparent linguistic relativism that implied that the forms of language 
favoured by the institutions of English were also there by an alignment of historical 
social and cultural forces and were necessarily an effect of power. Derrida did not 
represent a libertarian conception of meaning, but implied meaning under constraint 
and regularity by deep structures 'knotted' in systems. 72 Derrida's 'reminders' of 
generally unrevealed features of language and textuality - spacing, supplementarity, 
the trace, and so on - at the same time offered a different set of ideas for constructing 
practices in teaching. 
Foucault's insistence on discourses provides a more institutionally oriented 
focus than Derrida's more fundamental concerns with unrevealed features of language 
and textuality. In the context of English teaching it seemed that Foucault might 
provide a useful balance to the concerns of Derrida's work. In the first place, Foucault 
is significant for the idea of discourses as historically specific practices that generate 
'objects' and an array of effects around them. Foucault's archaeology seeks to dig out 
layers of historical meaning to reveal how discourses constitute various regimes of 
truth. Like Derrida, Foucault's work emphasizes 'the culturally produced (as opposed 
to the natural) character of thought and perception., 73 
Similarly, Foucault questions the unities of familiar discourses on text and 
language and meaning. In I What Is An AuthorT the singular identity of the 'work' is 
questioned: 'What is a work? What is this curious unity which we designate as a 
work? ' Difficulties with the concept of the work, the author, and the linked concepts 
of writing and meaning are pursued. Conventional literary stabilities are called into 
question: 
The author's name is not simply an element in a discourse (capable of 
being either subject or object, of being replaced by a pronoun, and the 
like); it performs a certain role with regard to narrative discourse, 
assuring a classificatory function. Such a name permits one to group 
together a certain number of texts, define them, differentiate them from 
and contrast hem to others. In addition it establishes arelationship 
among the texts. 74 
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The author's name here displaces the author. The emphasis here being on the 
discourse that frames the name and that gives it a function: 
The author's name serves to characterize a certain mode of being of 
discourse: the fact that the discourse has an author's name, that one can 
say 'this was written by so-and-so' or ' so-and-so is its author', shows 
that the discourse is not ordinary everyday speech that merely comes 
and goes, not something that is immediately consumable. On the 
contrary, it is a speech that must be received in a certain mode and that, 
in a given culture, must receive a certain status. 75 
The phrase 'in a given culture' is highly significant here. 'What is an AuthorT goes 
on to refer to the 'author-function', relating its appearance to the nature of discourses 
as 'objects of appropriation' and the organization and policing of discourse in a 
certain historical period towards the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the 
nineteenth centuries. 76 The 'author-function' is also associated with the emergence of 
literary discourse, described by Foucault as a recent and historically contingent 
discourse. In conclusion, Foucault links the 'author-function' with 'the juridical and 
institutional system that encompasses, determines, and articulates the universe of 
discourses' and claims that it does not affect all discourses 'in the same way at all 
times and in all types of civilisation'. 77 Clearly this has implications for conceptions 
of Literature that are evidently central to English in the National Curriculum at KS4, 
to English at A Level - where the 'juridical' system at work in English teaching is 
evident - and to English in Higher Ediication, where ideas like author and period are 
deployed to give mythical unity and depth to the subject. Foucault's development of 
this anti-liberal elaboration of the 'author-function' continues with further statements 
likely to contradict the favoured assumptions of most practices of English in schools. 
According to Foucault, the author-function 'is not defined by the spontaneous 
attribution of a discourse to its producer; but rather by a series of specific and complex 
operations'. This section states that 'it does not refer purely and simply to a real 
individual, since it can give rise simultaneously to several selves, to several subjects - 
positions that can be occupied by different classes of individuals'. 
'What is an AuthorT defines the author in terms that emphasize the specific 
cultural significance of authorship and that negate the role of individual being and 
consciousness in the 'author-function'. It denies the conventional logic of relations 
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between the 'author' and the 'works' - terms referring to ideas that are the very stuff 
of the practice of literature in English in schooling. In 'What is an AuthorT it is made 
clear that such apparently fundamental ideas are provisional: 
the author does not precede the works, he [sic] is a certain functional 
principle by which, in our culture, one limits, excludes, and chooses; in 
short, by which one impedes the free circulation, the manipulation, the 
free composition, decomposition, and recomposition of fiction ... The 
author is therefore the ideological figure by which one marks the 
manner in which we fear the proliferation of meaning. 78 
To describe Shakespeare as a 'functional principle' would no doubt cause 
consternation for many within the domain of English teaching, as would the 
apparently bizarre but thoroughly convincing idea that the author does not precede the 
works. For Foucault, the author is a function for determining the potentially disparate 
signifying tendencies of 'polysemic texts' -a position which serves to emphasize the 
historically contingent nature of discourses of literature, again a position likely to be 
inimical to exponents of both traditional and liberal models of English teaching. 79 
'What is an AuthorT deals with one of the central tenets of conventional English 
teaching, the whole notion of authorship bein ý central to the subject's concerns and 9 
practices in language and literature. In this key piece, Foucault not only announces - 
like Derrida - the polysemic character of texts, but puts characteristic and necessary 
emphasis on the whole historically specific 'juridical', 'institutional' character of the 
discourses of authorship and literature. In relation to English teaching, the position 
Foucault elaborates tends to reveal the particular discursive formation of ideas like 
authorship and literature, denaturalizing concepts that have the status, within the field, 
of given truth. Much of Foucault's concerns throughout his work were in identifying 
such 'regimes of truth. '
The interrogative position Foucault adopts in 'What Is An AuthorT is 
elaborated in relation to discourses and language practices in general in The 
Archaeology ofKnowledge (1977). The process of questioning defamiliarizes 
common sense versions of meaning and problematizes textual relations, but is also 
concerned to develop a sense of the extra-discursive forces at work and the more 
'epochal' organizing principles/ideas that hold discourses in place and give them 
shape. As indicated above, Foucault's thesis is especially relevant to the process of 
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rethinking English in terms of locating its practices and ideas and the specificities of 
its discursive practices within a particular historical and institutional formation. In 
general, Foucault seems to argue that the unity of discursive categories must be 
provisional and related to their place withina field and an 'episteme'. For the teacher 
of English, inducted through characteristic professional channels, the articulation of 
the constructedness and historical relatiVity of the fundamental categories of English 
teaching was crucial. The realization of the constructedness and historical relativity of 
fundamental subject categories reinforced my critique of the unities of English and 
impelled the invention of alternative ideas and practices based on the speculative kind 
of questioning practised in 'What is an Author' and in the Archaeology ofKnowledge. 
These two related processes - echoing Derrida's articulation of 'differance' - provided 
significant motivation for the works I published on English teaching. 
Foucault's procedure bf questioning exemplified in relation to the 'author- 
function' might be applied more generally to the various unities of English teaching. 
'As soon as one questions that unity it loses its self-evidence; it indicates itself, 
constructs itself, only on the basis of a complex field of discourse. 'so There are a 
number of significant elements in the general thesis of the Archaeology ofKnowledge 
for an analysis of the discursive practicei of English. Developing a post-Saussurian 
position, Foucault writes of the problematic relations between words, discourses and 
things, which turn out to be nothing like as direct and clear as common-sense habits of 
thinking would have it. In a characteristic inversion, he writes of 'practices that 
systematically form the objects of which they speak': 
I would like to show that discourse is not a slender surface of contact, 
or confrontation, between a reality and a language (langue), the 
intrication of a lexicon and an experience; I would like to'show with 
precise examples that in analysing discourses themselves, one sees the 
loosening of the embrace, apparently so tight, of words and things, and 
the emergence of a group of rules proper to discursive practice. These 
words define not the dumb existence of a reality, nor the canonical use 
of a vocabulary, but the ordering of objects. 'Words and things' is the 
entirely serious title of a problem; it is the ironic title of a work that 
modifies its own form, displaces its own data, and reveals, at the end of 
the day, a quite different task. A task that consists of not - of no longer 
- treating discourses as groups of signs (signifying elements referring to 
contents or representations) but as practices that systematically form , the objects of which they speak. Of course, discourses are composed of 
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signs; but what they do is more than use these signs to designate things. 
It is this more that renders them irreducible to the language (langue) 
and to speech. It is this 'more' that we must reveal and describe. 81 
As Foucault elaborates, discourses operate as 'regimes of truth', not only producing 
and ordering the objects of which they speak, but also determining and defining the 
differently organized positions of subje6ts within discursive regimes. Discourses have 
productive power and bring things into being. Discourses also claim institutionalized 
established authority to operate as regimesof power. The emphasis on the significance 
of discourses is perhaps paradoxical as Foucault above refers to the 'more' which 
exists above and beyond the relation of words to things and is a key component of his 
enquiry. English operates as just such a regime of truth, with its discursive practices 
well established, quite clearly and obviously within specific types of institution, such 
as schools. English determines what counts as literature and what doesn't; English 
determines what counts as a legitimate form of response to literature constituted 
within controlled limits. Indeed, English demands response for certain kinds of 
subjects of its discursive power: school students doing GCSE exams, for instance. 
Similarly, English defines and patrols languoSe practices, determining what are 
legitimate forms of written and spoken ex'pression within its boundaries, what are 
appropriate ways of talking about, writing about and 'responding to' texts, what is 
good 'English' (grade A) and what is not (grade F). With the coming of the National 
Curriculum, assessment procedures in English have become increasingly 
foregrounded, and subject to public definition and statistical analysis. An important 
product of this emphasis on assessment has been to produce norms of measurement 
for 'appropriate' response, language usage, forms of writing and subject positions. 
Foucault's later development of the concept of a disciplinary technology of 
power may point towards the idea of construction of English, its historical 
contingency and its strictly institutional being. 82 Proposing a shift in the very nature of 
government hrough the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, discipline, it is argued, 
emerges as a technique of power operating through procedures for training or coercing 
bodies, both collective and individual. The instruments this disciplinary power operate 
through are 'hierarchical observation', 'normalizing judgement' and 'the 
examination'. Transposed to the specific context of the English classroom these 
instruments may be seen to function in the normative drive of central features of the 
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English curriculum and its practices. Personal response - in this view not so personal - 
becomes an apparatus designed for observation, for observing the formation of the 
person. The student's response (to a text, say, or in relation to a discussion of issues or 
personal experiences) is subject within the pastoral-disciplinary framework of the 
English classroom to the corrective management of the teacher. Personal writing is 
similarly 'managed'. Class discussion, tektual activities and journal writing, for 
example, might all be considered in such terms - as an alternative to the position that 
sees them as the expressions of individual being. Favoured, naturalized practices of 
the most liberal of liberal English may be reinterpreted as techniques for the 
observation of students - to render them visible and, therefore, 'knowable' and 
'correctable'. A failure to produce the reading required according to the 'normalizing 
judgement' of the teacher, however, is not, usually, to risk overt punishment in the 
modem English classroom: since students are entitled, it is held, to their personal 
responses. 
It is the examination, Foucault suggests, which combines the techniques of 
'hierarchical observation' and 'normalizing judgement' and allows the subject to be 
classified and judged. The examination manifests: 'the subjection of those who are 
perceived as objects and the objectification 
of'those 
who are subjected. 983 In the 
context of English teaching 'examination' may be extended to include all those 
apparently liberal practices that scrutinize and modify aspects of the student's self - 
from forms of linguistic expression to responses to textual material. In liberal English 
the formal examination had largely been displaced, especially in the GCSE 
examination system in the mid 1980s, with more subtle forms of surveillance and 
judgement through coursework where the process of examination, modification and 
review - all according to Foucault mechanisms of subjection - become more or less 
constant but concealed features of the English classroom. While the position Foucault 
expresses recognizes that power - including power of the surveillance type - cannot be 
exercised without resistance, 'a strategy of struggle' in the context of the English 
classroom is likely to produce few positive benefits for students in terms of official 
recognition. What Foucault terms a 'free play of antagonistic reactions' applied to the 
context of the English lesson is always constrained by the relations of power 
structured by the discursive framework of the subject. 84 
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In Discipline and Punish Foucault develops the thesis that in the transition 
from sovereign power to capillary power or surveillance, the newly forming 
disciplinary machinery of the state invades hitherto unregulated areas and produces 
normative discourses through various institutions. Within this framework of ideas, the 
development of the state education system can be seen as a means of organizing 
hitherto wayward populations under thenormative pastoral-disciplinary regimes of 
85 
schooling. Schools as we know them become sites of regulation in many forms, 
including the physical regulation of space and training of the body, expressed in its 
architecture and routinized disciplinary practices. The playground is especially the 
space where the unconstrained but supervised behaviour of the children may be 
subjected to pastoral correction by the teacher. 86 The 'schoolroom' includes training 
in the areas of reading and writing, producing identities structured around norms of 
reading and response. 87 According to Ian Hunter's Foucauldian position, the English 
lesson exemplifies the normative training of schooling. The literature lesson, where 
the literary text with its endless 'depth' or potential for 'free-play' is thd site for the 
student o expose 'his' responses to the pastoral correction of the teacher figure - an 
'ethical technology', in Hunter's terms. 88 This version of English describes the subject 
less in terms of developing certain kinds of knowledge or ideas, less in terms of an 
ideological project, and more in terms of a pedagogy concerned above all with the 
production of a certain type of person - inwardly reflective and, ultimately, self- 
regulating. 
The personalist emphases of liberal English, where writing is construed as a 
direct expression of the self, are also challenged in the linguistically-oriented 
psychoanalysis of Jacques Lacan. In Lacan there appeared atheory of the subject that 
challenged prevailing notions of identity. Lacan's account of identity enabled links to 
be made between the subject, language, discourses and the social. The critical 
linguistic components of Lacanian psychoanalytic theory develop and draw from 
Sapir, Saussure and Jakobson among others, indicating a strong orientation to theories 
of language that give language a primacy in the field of representation. " In Lacan 
language is interwoven with Freud's description of the divided subject. Lacan 
develops the Freudian idea of the divided subject along with the idea of different 
orders of being: the imaginary, the symbolic and the real. Inhabiting the three orders at 
the same time but in different and not entirely stable ways, subjectivity is caught in the 
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interplay between the symbolic, the imaginary and the real. 90 In this theory, the subject 
is very much the subject of language, where language is not simply an external force, 
exterior to the subject nor a tool used by the subject for its own autonomous ends: 
language is the very principle that structures the subject and determines identity and 
being. 91 While Lacan's theory of the subject is largely abstract, it has powerful 
implications for language practices in education and in relation to English teaching. 
Lacanian theory develops the poststructuralist themes of language and discourse with 
particular reference to the function and effects of language in the subject. A 
fundamental principle for Lacan is expressed in the assertion that: 'no meaning is 
sustained by anything other than reference to another meaning, 92 echoing (or echoed 
by) the Derridean principles of supplementarity and deferral. The Saussurian 
distinction between the signifier and the signified, the stable description of the 
structure of the sign is deconstructed in Lacan's collapsing of the difference between 
the two - when the signified is, to echo Derrida again, put under erasure: the signifier 
intrudes into the signified, namely in a form which, not being immaterial, raises the 
very question of its place in reality. 93 This formulation deconstructs the strict 
distinction between signifier and signified. The effect of this is to produce a particular 
phenomenology, one that describes a dynamic structure for the relations between 
subjects, language and the world. This phenomenology, like Derrida's deconstruction 
of the Saussurian description of the sign, has a powerful bearing on matters of 
representation, but has equally deconstructive implications for the description of the 
subject of representation. 
For Lacan, what applies to language applies equally to the subject. As with 
Derrida, though, signification is mobile. The subject, therefore, is unfixed and 
Multiple, but required to submit to the social / cultural force of the symbolic order. 
The mobility of the subject is structured - by way of supplementarity - by a lack, a 
finitude that maintains the ceaseless play of signification. Identity is a function of this 
mobility and lack and is stabilized by the operations of the symbolic order to which 
the subject must submit the mobility of desire. For some feminists Lacan has been of 
special interest precisely for this intensely culturalist version of subject identity. 14 It 
seems particularly relevant o a political movement seeking to undermine certain 
biologically essentialist accounts of gender. An illustration of the role of signification 
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in the construction of Lacan's notion of identity is given in the vignette of gender 
difference: 
A train arrives at a station. A little boy and a little girl, brother and 
sister, are seated in a compartment face to face next to the window 
through which the buildings along the station platform can be seen 
passing as the train pulls to a stop. Look, says the brother, we're at 
Ladies! Idiot replies his sister, can't you see we're at gentlemen. 95 
This illustrates in elliptical form something of a key phenomenological issue in the 
workings of Critical Theory and the English Teacher. The position of the subject, in 
relation to the object and its relations with the idea of the object indicate at once the 
variability of meaning - here two alternative meanings are produced - and the socially 
symbolic ordering of meaning in language systems that determine subject positions in 
turn. The above quotation illustrates the significance of the symbolic order in relation 
to the positionality of the subject, including gender as a form of positionality within a 
symbolic ordering that vacillates between imaginary identifications and symbolic 
representations. 
Lacan's account of the structure of the, sign has parallels with Derrida's idea of 
4 996 play': 'An incessant sliding of the signified under the signifier... This factor of 
play, however, cannot be simply reduced to 'free play'. The following passage recalls 
Derrida's sense of signification's symbolic order or 'knotted system' . 
in the second property of the signifier, that of combining according to 
the laws of a closed order, is affirmed the necessity of the topological 
substratum of which the term I ordinarily use, namely, the signifying 
chain, gives an approximate idea: rings of a necklace that is a ring in 
another necklace made of rings. 97 
In the same piece the theory of metonymy and metaphor, as twin principles of 
signification, is elaborated: displacement and substitution being the very principles on 
which language can function, echoing Derrida's insistence on the mobility of the trace 
and the supplement. As always with Lacan observations on signification apply directly 
to the constitution of the subject or subjectivity: 
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it is the connection between signifier and signified which alone permits 
the elision in which the signifier inserts the lack of being into the 
object relation, using the reverberating character of meaning to invest it 
with the desire aimed at the very lack it supports. 98 
Consciousness is structured in language and is not separable from unconsciousness, 
being itself is fragmented across its different orders that structure it simultaneously. 
We live in the imaginary order, the symbolic order and the order of the real at the 
same time, though we can never directly access the real as it is always laid over by the 
symbolic which is the means by which the world is organized in language. The subject 
is divided through signification in language and is caught in the chain of signification 
which has no resting or anchoring point and which is not stabilized by any 
transcendcntal signifier nor by any direct relation between the signifier and the 
signified. Language dwells within the subject but is not under the command of the 
subject; on the contrary, the subject is very much, in Lacan's terms, the subject of 
language. Being used by language more than using it, the subject is alienated from 
itself and from the articulation of its desire. There is no escape from the net of the 
symbolic order, nor is there any respite from the effects of the movement of 
signification. Only in the public symbolic world of discourse can the subject find 
meanings that are held in temporary/provisional stability. 
As is the case with Foucault and with Derrida, Lacan's anti-essentialist theory 
of the mobility of meaning and of the subject at the same time gives emphasis to the 
social determinations of meaning and identity. Lacan's description of the subject, of 
the orders of being and of language and signification provides powerful means for 
interpreting ideology and its role in relation to the subject. In fact, Althusser deploys a 
Lacanian notion of ideology as less a masking of reality than a multitude of different 
way of configuring reality, of representing the world, some of which are endorsed 
more powerfully by the social symbolic order, and which claim the imaginary 
recognition of the subject in their formulations of the subject9s relations to itself and 
to the world. 99 Lacan constructs a theory of subjectivity that relates the post- 
Saussurian linguistic theory with a Freudian model of the subject with its powerful 
emphasis on the unconscious. Language is always unknowable and always subject to 
unconscious movement of 'play' -a parallel with Derrida, again - and is beyond the 
conscious intention and direct control of the subject. Meaning belongs to the symbolic 
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order rather than to individual consciousness / intention. Lacan theorizes explicitly the 
structure of the subject's relations with language and what gets defined as the 
symbolic order. This seems to propose a reworking of conventional phenomenology 
of subject/object relations and demands that recognition be given to the socio- 
symbolic function of language and its relation to the different positioning of subjects. 
English teaching, with traditionalist emphasis on literature, has no account of the 
different forms of positioning to texts that the Lacan model proposes and in its liberal 
guise emphasizes direct correspondence between self, experience and language, 
without adequately realizing the crucial significance of the symbolic order and of the 
social that validates different forms of language differently. 
On the view that I have proposed Lacanian theory is not an alternative to 
sociolinguistics but works in parallel and complementary ways. The social specificity 
of sociolinguistic concerns can be seen to complement the abstract Lacanian 
description of the function of language in the formation of identity. The 
poststructuralist position in general may similarly make connections with other 
socially and philosophically oriented theoretical positions. Derrida's emphasis on the 
indeterminacy of meaning when viewed statically according to the structures of 
signification usefully parallel Wittgenstein's later (post-Tractatus) philosophy of 
language. Wittgenstein's emphasis on language and 'forms oflife' parallel Foucault's 
insistence on discourses as organizing positions beyond language, over and above 
language. 100 This seemed consistent with both Derrida's sense of 'play' and systems 
of thought and with Lacan's sense of the subject of language and the symbolic order. 
It also seemed to me that just as sociolinguistics complemented the sociology of 
Bourdieu by providing a vocabulary for articulating the specific ways that the 
language 'habitus' of the school worked to validate and invalidate different forms of 
language by a symbolically violent, systematic, institutionalized imposition, so 
sociolinguistics might indicate specific ways in which the potential free-play of 
meanings and the fluidity of subjectivities might be organized and given more static 
identities within the social context of a powerful institution - the school - and within 
the specific practices of a significant element in its discursive operations - English 
teaching. 101 
For me, the poststructuralists Derrida, Foucault and Lacan impelled a 
rethinking of the phenomenology of reading practices in English teaching. This 
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involved a return to fundamentals - represented in a fresh description of 
phenomenological relations of subject and object in both 'Never Mind English 
and in Critical Theory and the English Teacher. 102 The category of the object had 
become problematized, no longer possible to be seen as there 'in itself'. It was an 
object that we could only recognize and name if we already knew what it was within a 
symbolic, linguistic ordering of things ahd relations. The object, moreover, could be 
seen from a number of different perspectives and each of them would reveal different 
aspects of the object. The totality of the object could never be grasped either as we 
could only view aspects at any given time and from any given perspective. 
Signification operated on the principle of deferral where signs pointed constantly to 
other signs and took up their meaning only within a network of inter-relations. There 
was no correspondence between the sign and the 'object itself' other than the 
conventional. Moreover, subjects are situated differently in relation to objects, but 
never with a perfect or infinite free choice. The position of the subject is symbolically 
determined, too. The conscious subject - essential for the idea of personal response - 
was fundamentally divided, on the one hand, and ordered linguistically, on the other. 
'The subject' was also both divided and I ordered 
by gender. The reading subject was 
varied and differently positioned in relation to the textual object, in ways that would 
actually determine the very identity of the object being read. Othello, for example, 
was not the same 'thing' for all subjects any more than World War II, Manchester 
United or English. The concept of the symbolic order, and Foucault's implicit 
emphasis on the socially contingent nature of discourse, with their historically shifting 
production of objects, and their equally shifting production and positioning of 
subjects, worked to render some of the fundamental categories of English 
questionable - at least in the sense that they couldn't claim with any philosophical 
rigour to be as absolute as the subject tends to represent them as being. 
Displacing the teaching of texts, personal response, character and themes, 
poststructuralism provided a basis for teaching GCSE students about language, tektual 
relations, reading positions and perspectives. The poststructuralist perspective had the 
effect of destabilizing and problematizing textual identities. Texts were not complete 
wholes available for direct access; texts were ordered symbolically within a system 
that had its own taxonomy. That system of differences determined where texts stood 
in relation to one another and what kinds of reading might be appropriate to them. 
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Various means were deployed, it seemed, to anchor textual meanings, like the 
category of the author, for instance, but as Foucault had shown, this stability was a 
mechanism produced not by texts themselves but by the socially embedded discursive 
reading practices that gave them identity and in effect made them what they were. 
From my point of view as a practising English teacher rethinking English, it 
seemed there was a reciprocity between'the effects of poststructuralist theory and 
sociolinguistics and sociology. The fundamental assumptions of English were 
questionable on socio-cultural as well as on philosophical grounds. Poststructuralism, 
some specific educational sociology and critical sociolinguistics offered routes 
through which the assumptions of the subject could be challenged - and also through 
which alternative practices could be sketched out. Lacanian descriptions of 
subjectivity had drawn on positions in linguistics and in productive ways seem to 
correspond to critical sociolinguistics. It seemed that poststructuralist theories of 
language and textuality and their relations with subjects highlighted and gave 
particular significance to institutionalized forms of linguistic and cultural power. The 
fusion of poststructuralism and sociology was a way of avoiding the kind of descent 
into the nihilism that Daw and Norris charged poststructuralism and postmodemism 
with, and seemed to invert those critiques that found the poststructuralist 
postmodernist nexus as essentially vacuous. 103 The political implications of - 
poststructuralist heory, of the rethinking of reading and general textual relations it 
implied was perhaps most evident and clear in the work of poststructuralist feminism. 
Chris Weedon's Feminist Practice and Poststructuralist Theory (1987), for example, 
provided a neat exemplification of the uses of poststructuralist theory in the textual 
and subject politics of gender. In writing of this kind it could be seen how 
poststructuralist heory might impinge on the everyday politics of institutionalized 
practices in the whole general arena of culture - including educational practices and 
the highly institutionalized practices of English in schools. Within the specific context 
of English teaching, with its cultural and political biases and its institutional structures 
and practices, it seemed to me that poststructuralism offered the opposite of political 
nihilism. Poststructuralism was a means for exploring in detail specific aspects of the 
cultural politics of education practice that had been broadly defined by sociology and 
sociolinguistics. 
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In the field of cultural politics poststructuralism became related to the 
emergence of postmodem theory - or theories of the postmodem - initially via Jean 
Francois Lyotard. The Postmodern Condition (translated in 1984) - and subtitled 'A 
Report into the Condition of Knowledge' was concerned to define significant shifts in 
discourses of knowledge, but was expanded considerably into a general 
theory/description of contemporary gloýal cultural condition as in the case of David 
Harvey's The Condition ofPostmodernity (199 1). With some postmodernist accounts 
of culture there is a runaway tendency to break through barriers of specific and 
institutionalized practices, in order to describe manifestations of the 'global' 
postmodern condition. 104 Nevertheless, it seemed to me in the context of English 
teaching that the modernism / postmodernism divide could provide a useful break for 
understanding fundamental differences in pedagogic discourses of quite different 
types: liberal/traditional discourses being modernist in character, and poststructuralist 
discourses with their emphasis on the provisional identity of things being 
postmodernist in character. A fundamental difference between the two is a loss of 
faith in the idea of a natural progress towards enlightenment. From a postmodern 
perspective, progress can no longer be seen as the inevitable accumulation of 
knowledge and the forward movement of science. A postmodem position may tend to 
see the field of education as fractured by different pressures and discourses, 
historically contingent and unevenly developing. 105 For English teachers, the National 
Curriculum indicated a rupture of significant scale in the forward progress of the 
subject, as represented by its some of its more messianic advocates. 106 In effect, the 
National Curriculum and the history of its development and its installation can be 
taken as an exemplary case of certain trends sometimes identified as postmodern. It 
might be possible to read the National Curriculum, for example, in Nietzschean tenns 
as the triumph of a certain regime of truth or as the supercession of one would-be 
grand narrative by another. Another postmodemist view might emphasize, after 
Lyotard via Wittgenstein, the'interlocking of different language-games, narratives 
competing within various social spheres for supremacy within a general public 
discourse where performativity - in the form of SATS, action zones, performance 
related pay and league tables - is the order of the day. 107 
In terms of questions that might be asked of the claims of English to cultural 
authority and authenticity, a sense of the postmodern may be useful in acknowledging 
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the extent to which official and influential versions of the subject fail to engage 
effectively with the cultural plurality of its constituency. David Harvey's description 
of post-Fordist shift in economic, cultural conditions provides a detailed and way of 
accounting for complex operations of culture and identity. In Harvey's account power 
relations of class, gender and ethnicity are subject to mobility, pastiche and bricolage 
while also being structured by stabilitieg of discourses and institutions. 108 
Postmodernism tends to be associated negatively with a kind of cultural 
libertarianism, heralding the end of history, the death of grand narratives and an end to 
social responsibility in the field of politics and the public domain. This finds extreme 
expression in the case of Jean Baudrillard where postmodem tendencies are taken to 
represent the precedence of simulation over any grasp of the social real. 109 
Baudrillard's position, however, differs radically from the positions of Lacan, Derrida 
and Foucault, since he claims to have identified a point in history when the very order 
of things changed fundamentally to dissever representation from the real. Lyotard's 
postmodernism is about the condition of knowledge in the social sphere and gives 
emphasis on the discrete language games of knowledge. For Lyotard performativity as 
a key criterion of value goes along with an ag 
i 
onistic sense of competing discourses 
that seems to me to be more politically produc`tive than Baudrillard's apocalyptic 
negation of the social. In the context of education, postmodernism has been effectively 
deployed both to describe contemporary conditions and to revisit some of the major 
issues in the field of cultural politics of education. 110 
Critical Sociolinguistics 
One significant route for theory to engage critically with the fundamentals of English 
teaching was via sociolinguistics. Since the late 1960s, language had for some time 
been perceived as involved in the detailed institutionalization of cultural bias and the 
reproduction of class differences in schooling. In the early 1970s sociolinguistics had 
become critically involved in general debates about education and class. The 
(government commissioned) sociological work of Basil Bernstein and his 
(famous/notorious) promotion of the 'elaborated' and 'restricted' code distinction - 
corresponding to middle-class and working-class speech patterns - engendered 
controversy among educators, raising the heat on questions about education, culture 
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and class in the 1970s. Reviewing and revising debates about language in education 
seemed particularly relevant to my own attempts to rethink English via theory. 
Bernstein's theoretical sociology introduces language into accounts of social 
difference relating language differences to different levels of achievement in 
education of different class groups. In Bernstein's work language is an essential 
component for a description of the way ihat social structure - and social stratification - 
works through education. 112 In Bernstein - as classically in the work of Sapir and 
Whorf and de Saussure - experience is organized through language but language 
differences are related explicitly to social systems. Different linguistic systems, or 
dialects, reflect different types of social experience, expressing the different forms of 
life and dispositions of different social environments. Children coming to school 
come from different linguistic environments, are differently positioned within socially 
differentiated language forms. Schooling is conducted in forms of language that do 
not match equally the different linguistic environments and habitats of socially 
differentiated groups. The acquisition of language and processes of socialization are 
one and the same process and intricate with the transmission of culture, producing 
differentiated cultural orientations expressed, through language differences that are 
bound up with a continuous cultural / social identity. In effect, language differences 
represent different 'symbolic orders' for different groups. 
In schooling, dominant forms of language may relate negatively or positively 
to the linguistic, symbolic legacies of sections of school populations. Bernstein writes: 
'The different focusing of experience ... creates a major problem of educability only 
where the school produces discontinuity between its symbolic orders and those of the 
child. " 13 Bourdieu characterizes this imposition of a symbolic order as 'symbolic 
violence', the main vehicle for the imposition of an institutional order, but also of 
values and habits of thinking! 14 M. A. K. Halliday (1979) defines the effect on 'the 
child' of Bernstein's account of the differences in verbal practices that inhere in 
different class speech environments: 'The child who is not predisposed to this type of 
verbal- exploration in this type of experiential and interpersonal context "is not at 
home in the educational world" as Bernstein puts it. " 15 In other words, children may 
experience alienation in school through language. Certain ways of organizing 
experience in socially differentiated language forms and habitual practices - those that 
approximate most nearly to 'standard' English - are more in tune with the linguistic 
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environment of schooling. Dialects and registers vary and diverge according to a 
number of factors including, crucially, social class. In describing Bernstein's account 
of the character of the socially differentiated nature of languages, Halliday refers to 
the idea of 'subculture': 'what determines the actual cultural linguistic configuration 
is, essentially the social structure, the system of social relations, in the family and 
other key social groups, which is characieristic of the particular subculture. ' 116 
Bernstein defines the relations between language differences and social relations in 
terms of differences of codes as different linguistic forms or 'fashions of speaking'. 
Allied to these socially structured differences in speech are (and this becomes the 
source of the controversy in Bernstein's work on education) different forms of 
behaviour. 
A number of fashions of speaking, frames of consistency, are possible 
in any given language and ... these fashions of speaking, linguistic forms or codes, are themselves a function of the form social relations 
take. According to this view, the forms of the social relation or, more 
generally, the social structure generates distinct linguistic forms or 
codes and these codes essentially transmit the culture and so constrain 
behaviour. 117 
The danger in the position expressed by Bernstein in relation to class, language and 
education was the attribution of essentialist qualities to the differences between 
working-class language and middle-class language. One significant problem with 
Bernstein's work was perceived to be the potential correlation of working-class 
culture with less expressive linguistic forms. The infamous use of the distinction 
between working-class peech as 'restricted code' and middle-class peech as 
'elaborated code' implied, albeit inadvertently, a hierarchy of expressive power. This 
position was tackled positively in the work of William Labov and in the development 
of sociolinguistics in the field of education by M. A. K. Halliday who refined 
Bernstein's thought with a more acute sense of the arbitrary nature of symbolic 
linguistic power. ' 18 Both Labov and Halliday were keen to shift the argument away 
from the taint of deficit models of working-class language implied in Bernstein. While 
Halliday reminds us of the social dimension of educational failure, he also reminds us 
of the linguistic aspect of educational failure: 'Educational failure is really a social 
problem, not a linguistic one; but it has a linguistic aspect ... , 
119 With the appearance 
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and development of more 'culturalist' accounts Of language and education, the 
emphasis seems to fall increasingly on the linguistic power structures of schooling as 
being involved in the exertion of an arbitrary cultural authority invested with 
significant symbolic power. 
Labov's work had offered a challenging theory to put into question the 
'juridical' issue of the cultural linguistic iuthority of the school. 
In this area, the deficit theory appears as the notion of 'verbal 
deprivation': black children from the ghetto area are said to receive 
little verbal stimulation, to hear very little well-formed language, and 
as a result are impoverished in their means of verbal expression. It is 
said that they cannot speak complete sentences, do not know the names 
of common objects, cannot form concepts or convey logical 
thoughts. 120 
The argument in any case rendered liberal assumptions about the simply positive 
function of education - including the egalitarian pretensions of the new comprehensive 
school system - untenable and indicated clearly a lack of awareness in matters of class 
and culture. Labov's work was significant as a radical departure in debates about 
language and education, insisting as it did consistently that 'the logic of non-standard 
English', the grammar and the expressive power of non-standard forms was in all 
ways comparable with the standard, dominant and educationally privileged forms. 121 
The effect was to deflate the myth of linguistic deprivation, while also insisting that 
the domination of standard English was essential to inequalities of access. Both 
Bernstein's work and Labov's work generated, a climate of interest in language 
matters among educationists. Ideas drawn from linguistics in education had become 
increasingly important in some discourses about 
, 
the subject English during the 1970s. 
James Britton had developed a Vygotskian model of English pedagogy that made the 
use of language in the classroom central to the exploratory learning processes. This 
was an essentially liberal model that entertained the notion of free play without 
seriously problematizing the already given linguistic biases of the school. Douglas 
Barnes's related work 'discovered' and helped to popularize interest in talk in the 
classroom. Harold Rosen showed concern for language and class and propounded a 
liberalizing of linguistic practices in English allowing for the recognition of diversity 
of forms and styles of speech. 122 
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Sociolinguistic debates enjoyed but a brief intervention into English teaching 
in England and Wales. Mainstream language concerns were deflected into 'language 
across the curriculum' initiatives. In Australia, however, M. A. K. Halliday's systemic 
functional grammar engendered 'genre theory' in English teaching. Developments of 
Halliday's 'social semiotics' addressed issues around language, class and culture in 
education. In Australia, the influence of sociolinguistics has been considerable in 
academic discourses on education generally, in English teaching particularly, and has 
been closely related to questions of equity influencing government language policy. 
Hallidayan elements have been introduced into the English school curriculum in some 
Australian states. In the United States, some very interesting and controversial 
developments have occurred linking linguistic theory with education. William Labov 
identifying the accentuation of linguistic differences, understood as expressions of 
different cultural orientations writes: 'the differences we found in Harlem are not 
growing less. On the contrary, the home languages of black and whites are growing 
more different from one another. ' 123 Labov has been influential in promoting the 
( ebonics' movement, and indicates possible lines of development for the more 
radically relativist language positions developed through sociolinguistics. Labov has 
been cited as an expert witness in public debates and has been a significant figure in 
the development of the 'ebonics' departure. 
... the African American community of Oakland has finally decided, as 
a whole, that it is time to stop blaming children for the failure of the 
schools and time to improve out methods of teaching reading by using 
our knowledge of the language that children actually speak. 124 
In a similarly politically charged context, a powerful and unambiguously critical 
position has been developed in the work of Hilary Janks in South Africa. South Africa 
provides a powerful example of a linguistically diverse and fiercely contested arena. 125 
Hilary Janks's critical language awareness is developed from an application of 
discourse analysis (especially the work of Fairclough), Hallidayan sociolinguistics, 
Bourdieu's work on language as symbolic power and a reading of Foucault's position 
of discourses. 'Why We Still Need Critical Language Awareness in South Africa' 
advocates application of discourse analysis - after Fairclough - in the name of a 
'transformative pedagogy' based on a critical linguistic approach to 'the discourses 
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which speak us. 126 Teaching materials for secondary schools putting discourse 
analysis into practice constitute the Critical Language Awareness Series. 127 This 
teaching scheme is referred to as being structured by 'the*struggle over the sign. 128 
The position and practice developed in it draws explicitly on Foucault's sense of 
discourse as being policed. 129Emphasis is given to the way language variety is 
suppressed and unity emphasized in education so that speakers of non-standard 
language forms are induced to 'collaborate in the destruction of their instruments of 
expression'. 130 Attention is also given to the way that discourse represents versions of 
the world as legitimate and the power of discourse to construct subjectivity. This work 
has also been linked to the South African government's Curriculum 2005 project to 
reconstruct post-apartheid education, to expand its scope and to address the problem 
of equity in the context of the legacy of apartheid. 131 In South Africa, language policy 
is an intensely debated issue in terms of access and empowerment. Hilary Janks 
advocates, among many other powerful recommendations: 'teaching language policy 
in such a way as to undermine the symbolic power of English while recognizing its 
material power'; 'extensive work on critical language awareness which enables 
students to understand the relationship ýet 
. 
ween language and power'; and advocates 
transferring resources to the teaching of African languages. 132 
In English teaching in England and Wales, the LINC debate provided an 
interested 'local' instance of attitudes towards socio-linguistic questions (addressed 
polemically in TINC: Reading The World Of English). 133 The LINC materials 
(1992) had offered a framework for language studies, a new component within 
English, that had hitherto tended to conceive of language work as performative and 
productive rather than concerned with knowledge and analysis. 'Knowledge about 
Language' work, produced through the LINC project under the guidance of Ronald 
Carter formulated frameworks and materials for use in schools that included some 
sociolinguistic forms of understanding addressing the relations between language, 
culture and power. 134 The problem with the LINC materials, in terms of the 
6constitution' of English teaching, was that they were never implemented as policy, 
and in the end it was left to the discretion of local education authorities whether or not 
they should be distributed to schools. In those cases where the materials were 
released, there was no government backing for the training of English teachers in their 
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implementation. As a consequence, the LINC materials also came and went and left 
little impact on the practices of English teaching at large. 135 
The training, induction and culture of English teachers in England and Wales 
has little truck with theories of language that recognize social differences as being 
systematically implicated in assessment in English. It is not as though English 
teaching has moved beyond the debates ihat stirred in the 1970s and that were 
partially rescucitated through the LINC project. As The Bullock Report clearly 
demonstrates, and The Cox Report more recently echoes, there is a passing 
recognition of the case presented by Labov on standard varieties of English. The 
recognition is displaced by the liberal discourse of access and the liberal accession in 
the face of the assumed value of standard English that enjoys an unproblematic, 
4common sense' centrality. 136 One of the aims of Critical Theory and the English 
Teacher was to develop language practices that would directly address sociolinguistic 
issues. It was also an aim of the book to problematize the role of the standard / non- 
standard division in judgements about the quality of students' language and, crucially, 
in the arena of public assessment. 137 
Theories of Culture and Communicatiýns 
The emergence of Cultural Studies and Media Studies also provided alternative - 
frameworks for making sense of the business of communication, readings, and 
meanings. As an English teacher redefining the cultural orientation of the subject, 
theoretical developments in these areas represented important departures. Cultural and 
Media Studies worked against the exclusive tendencies of traditionalist versions of 
cultural value both in the space they gave to popular culture and in the manner of their 
approach to popular culture. John Fiske's Understanding Popular Culture (1989), for 
example, not only indicated a broadening of the scope of the idea of what might 
constitute significant culture; it offered ways of interpreting popular cultural 
consumption as active, intelligent, sense-making and often as challenging to 
'dominant' meanings. Ien Ang's work in Watching Dallas (1985), Desperately 
Seeking The Audience (1991) and Living Room Wars (1996) represented a developing 
theory of the uses, pleasures and meanings of texts and forrns within the field of 
popular culture. 138 From within Media Studies it was possible to take into account 
considerable changes in the nature of popular culture, and to see links and relations 
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with new technologies, with large scale electronic communications systems and global 
cultural conditions. 139 
Anti-formalist shift in accounts of processes of interpretation were significant 
to the thesis of Critical Theory and the English Teacher. In key accounts in Cultural 
Studies and Media Studies, audiences are seen as actively engaging with their lived 
social environments, making their own kinds of sense and taking their own specific 
pleasures from cultural activities and events. Television watching on this model is 
seen less as the subjection to technologically, economically powerful determinations 
than as the interactive, often collective / critical reading and meaning making practices 
expressing social and cultural differences. John Fiske's account belongs to a general 
movement that emphasizes 'pleasure, empowerment, resistance and popular 
discrimination'. 140 In his distinction between thefinancial economy of production and 
consumption and the cultural economy, Fiske asserts that 'the power of audiences-as 
producers in the cultural economy is considerable. ' 14 1A number of studies can be 
marshalled to support this argument, including Eric Michaels's account of the way 
Australian Aboriginal viewers appropriated the figure of Rambo as symbolic of their 
own political aspirations to resistance and struggle, and the example of Russian Jews 
142 in Israel watching Dallas as a critique of US capitalism. Fiske's position provides a 
theory of power relations that explains how popular culture may resist the power of 
the powerful within the domain of the'serniotic. According to this position, popular 
culture is a kind of serniotic battlefield in which conflict is fought out between 
imposed meanings and pleasures and identities and positions produced in acts of 
semiotic resistance. 143 Although conceived of by some accounts of English teaching 
as related, even symbiotic, subjects in the context of schooling, Media Studies actually 
deployed significantly different perspectives, a completely different vocabulary and 
conceptual apparatus for dealing with textual material and signifying processes. 144 As 
a teacher of Media Studies as well as English, it seemed to me that Media Studies was 
much more theoretically explicit and coherent when dealing with questions of 
meaning, audiences, textual value than English, where residual elements of Leavisism 
and liberal notions of creativity allowed the continuation of the centrality of the 
philosophically naive idea of literature as a distinct textual field with its own 
properties and effects and the linked idea of personal response as a privileged mode of 
textual engagement. 
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The perspectives of Cultural and Media Studies on audiences and texts is 
significant in relation to English teaching in a number of ways. In the first place, it 
challenges the tendency in much English teaching to represent popular culture as 
manipulative and external (a legacy of Leavis and Thompson). It implies that the 
reading of popular culture may well be active and productive - or creative, to use the 
favoured term of English teaching. It also gives credence to the notion that popular 
cultural forms are worthy of attention having the potential for producing positive 
effects in relation to those who 'consume', or 'use' them. It raises the question of 
cultural value and cultural authority. After the emergence of Cultural and Media 
Studies, the question of the textual field was potentially a serious theoretical and 
political problem confronting English. What could be the cultural authority for the 
maintenance of literature as a category, as literature increasingly came to be seen as a 
kind of caste practice, and when the vitality of popular culture was being increasingly 
recognized? Much of the thrust of Critical Theory and the English Teacher was to 
propose a complete rethinking of the textual field in English teaching in the light of 
Cultural Studies and Media Studies perspectives. 
Within Media and Cultural Studies there was also the consciousness of the 
global field, significant shifts in communications systems and cultural relations, 
influencing matters of social identities and culture. John Tomlinson's study Cultural 
Imperialism (1991) dealt with questions of cultural domination by powerful forces at 
work in the global proliferation of media consumption. Cultural Imperialism 
highlighted key studies by Ang, Michaels and others that both challenged monolithic 
domination theory, but that also recognized the imperialist tendencies of powerful 
media interests in the 'condition of late-modem globalization', asking questions about 
the relations between "'imperialisf 'and "subordinate" cultures ". 145 Globalization 
theory provided a perspective on the relations between the global, the national and the 
local, taking into account changing cultural conditions and elaborating the relations 
between the assumed forces of media imperialism, indications of populist, nationalist 
and sub-cultural resistances and reclamations of media forms and products. 146 
Literature on global media relations indicates a complex of appropriations and 
movements within relations of dominance and subordination. Key studies on the 
effect of television in rural Indian communities, on the development of television 
networks in the subcontinent, offer interesting considerations for conceptions of 
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media consumption theory. 147 An awareness of new technologies also came from 
Media Studies, indicating significant shifts communication systems and relations: 
VCRs, HDTV, satellite systems, fibre-optic cabling and digitalization providing the 
occasion for considerations of media access and media empowennent., 148 My venture 
into Media Studies indicated the limitations of the conception of Media Studies 
embraced by English teaching. It also off6red an account of signifying relations, 
communications technologies and systems that seemed to extend beyond the scope of 
English teaching, with its limited conceptions of readers and texts. 149 A sense of the 
global development of media'systems and uses - with its emphasis on the significance 
of local cultural conditions - certainly seemed to put the concept of literature into a 
perspective that undermined its claims to universal validity. 
Literary studies had also been critically re-examined through post-colonial 
perspectives. Edward Said (1978), Gayatri Spivak (1990) and Aij az Ahmad (1992) 
represented literature as streaked with the post-colonial legacy, once again suggesting 
that the universality of the category could not be sustained without a significant 
repression of history and of the cultural role of literature in hegemonic colonial 
discourses. 150 This had implications for the stability and status of canon literature, but 
also seemed to suggest that literature itself might be a questionable category: even 
multicultural literature, celebrated in some liberal versions of English teaching, and 
increasingly significant in Higher Education, might represent an imposed cultural 
form. Gauri Viswanathan in Masks of Conquest (1989) described the historical role of 
English studies in the colonial enterprise as a form of cultural colonialism. On this 
view, the popularity of, for example, Toni Morrison on'Higher Education English 
courses might be seen as ambiguous in terms of its cultural politics. There is a 
(difficult and complex) questionabout the role of literature in and from subaltern and 
culturally marginalized contexts. Literature may represent an alien or imposed form 
through which the subaltern and marginalized is actually prevented from speaking in 
an idiom of its own cultural habitus. 
Approaching the business of culture, identity and cultural preferences from 
another perspective, the sociological work of Bourdieu in Distinction (1986) offered a 
powerful theoretical framework for rethinking culture and education and offered 
innumerable specific examples of cultural preferences as class distinctions. Media 
Studies based analyses of audience uses of media products indicated a deconstructive 
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approach to the still powerful opposition between culture and popular culture. Where 
education had represented its dealings with culture as neutral, clearly the cultural field 
in general could be seen as always already inflected with class positions. Attachments 
to and engagements with cultural objects were never free from class positioning. 
Cultural ob ects and practices were always already intricated with identity, with class j 
inflected social relations and affiliations. Cultural choices and cultural deportment 
were intricated with identity in subtle and intimate ways that had far reaching 
implications for institutions and practices in education. 
My thinking about English teaching and its relations with popular culture was 
significantly influenced by Media Studies, Cultural Studies, post-colonial perspectives 
and by the analysis of the field of cultural consumption in relation to class elaborated 
in Bourdieu's Distinction (1986). In relation to these positions and perspectives the 
narrow textual realm of English seemed parochial and anachronistic, as well as 
exclusive. Media and Cultural Studies had the effect of validating the popular as a 
legitimate and significant focus for analysis, providing an alternative set of concepts 
to examine and make sense of textual material, also to heighten awareness of 
institutional processes in production, distribution, and consumption. Media Studies 
and Cultural Studies had demonstrated that thý idea of 'general writing$ - an inclusive 
conceptualising of the textual / linguistic field - might be approached through a 
number of perspectives and procedures. In this context, the Hemingway short story, 
the first world war poem, or the Shakespeare play seemed increasingly odd foci for the 
development of reading skills, techniques and sensibilities. Their relations with lived 
textual experiences seemed rather tenuous, at least. 
New Bearings: Theory in English 
During the period in question here, a number of key publications appeared in 
academic discourses of English to challenge the status of literary studies, and to 
question the cultural supremacy of English in cultural and intellectual ife and in 
education. These came in the form of 'internal' critiques that increasingly seemed to 
legitimate my developing suspicions about the validity of the cultural and linguistic 
assumptions strongly embedded in English teaching. An early and personally 
influential example, Francis Mulhern's The Moment ofScrutiny (1979) concerns the 
influence of F. R. Leavis and the Scrutiny movement in the cultural and intellectual 
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tradition of English. 151 Mulhern offers a political re-reading of Leavis and Scrutiny, 
attributing considerable significance to the movement in relation to the idea of 
literature and its force in education, his aim being to identify Scrutiny's 'overall 
cultural programme'. 152 According to Mulhern's analysis Scrutiny's influence in the 
realms of literature and literary study have been to depoliticize the whole fleld. He 
argues for a recognition of 'Scrutiny's cultural power' deriving from 'the apparently 
specialist procedures of "literary criticism"'. In his analysis the great achievement of 
Scrutiny is to have fashioned literary studies into a form of 'corrective social 
criticism'. The dominant function of literary criticism, according to Mulhem, is 'the 
repression of politics' and this leads to his round condemnation of 'England's 
cultivated, politically philistine (and so, conformist) intelligentsia'. 153 This 'cultural 
function' (the repression of politics) is, he argues, 'reproduced daily, with countless 
particular inflections, by the entire national education system' and constitutes 'part of 
an ensemble of cultural domination. ' 154 
Mulhern's book is an early expression of a 'movement' seeking to reread the 
history of English studies, to unearth a political history of the subject in order to trace 
its links with contemporary practices of 'traditional' literary studies that are politically 
and culturally loaded. In The Moment ofScruiiny this rereading calls for a realignment 
of ideas and practices to occupy English. Mulhem's call for an ideological struggle to 
reoccupy the terrain of literary studies and to shift the current of intellectual 
discourses, ironically identifies Scrutiny as the key instance on which such a project 
might be modelled. 
What is required, then, is a vigorous contestation ot only of 'ideas' 
but of the institutions and practices that sustain them, in journalism, in 
, 
Tgle for which the only education and elsewhere -a concerted stý I modem precedent in England is Scrutiny! 5 
Mulhern's implicit call to arms is answered by Chris Baldick's The Social 
Mission ofEnglish criticism 1848 - 1932 (1983). The political project of literature 
and English in education is identified in the line that moves through I. A. Richards to 
Leavis as followers of Arnold. In 'literary discourse' as expressed in Leavis and 
Richards, Baldick finds these key figures 'creating a substitute moral philosophy and a 
substitute social analysis as much as a substitute religion. 056 The mission of Baldick's 
history is to reveal the ideological project of the post-Arnoldians: the cultivation of an 
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'organic' community, a harmonious, rounded, and self-complete development of 
civilization under the guardianship of literary criticism. 157 Baldick also rediscovers the 
close alliance between literary criticism as a significant practice in education and a 
form of social mission: 'Such, at its most ambitious, was the stated or unstated 
tendency of the constant analogies between social and literary orders in this period of 
English criticism. "58 The real significance and the emergence of literary values in 
English and of Leavis was to provide a sense of unity and mission where there had 
been difference and conflict: '... frorn the very beginning, English Literature as a 
'subject' has been founded upon a series of uncertainties and conflicts., 159 And the 
political project of 'a growing 'opposition' movement' - of which Baldick may be 
counted as one - has become 'to question the long-standing assumptions of traditional 
literary criticism embedded in the very title 'English Literature': both the status of 
Great (and hence capitalized) Literature and the Englishness of the subject's concerns 
and methods. ' 160 
Baldick's sense of an opposition movement may have been embodied in 
Rereading English with its congenial critique of both literature and of dominant forms 
of critical practice. 161 In the opening essay, 'The Crisis in English Studies', Peter 
Widdows6n throws down the political gauntlet to 'the largely unshaken dominance of 
conventional criticism, precisely within its principal arena of activity - secondary and 
tertiary education'. 162 This 'conventional criticism' is represented by Widdowson as 
being sustained within 'the untransformed education system of a still powerfully 
entrenched bourgeois culture' with the clear implication that the 'crisis' is the 
occasion for the transformation of the 'education system', and that this must involve 
some form of challenge to the 'entrenched bourgeois culture' of the education 
system. 163 Widdowson affirms the existence of a 'crisis in English studies' as a form 
of awakening, anewly discovered self-consciousness about the identity and 
orientation of the subject: 
the crisis in English studies ... is a question, posedfrom within, as to 
what English is, where it has got to, whether it has a future, whether it 
should have a future as a discrete discipline, and if it does, in what 
ways it might be reconstituted. 164 (first emphasis added) 
His proposal in response to the 'crisis' is to challenge the given structure and practices 
'to redirect it in response to pressing social and political needs. ' What Widdowson 
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shares with Leavis and indeed with Arnold, then, is the notion of a $social mission', in 
Baldick's terms, that will address urgent political/cultural needs. Widdowson 
identifies an Arnoldian line of development for English as a 'humanist surrogate for 
religion'. In Widdowson's speculation about what should be the future of English, he 
proposes its migration from its quasi-religious function to the political funetion, 
arguing that the subject be so 'reconstitut6d. 165 For Widdowson, the political function 
implies rereading relations of power through textually focused analysis. In the same 
volume, 'The Hidden History Of English Studies' by Brian Doyle also refers to crisis 
('the urban school in crisis' 166 ) as well as to the (hidden) ideological/political project 
of English: 
selective uses of English as a language and a literature have also been 
of great importance in mediating power relations between classes and 
other groups in British society. 167 
Accounts of the rise of English studies from 'the first quarter of the present century' 
'towards a state of professional respectability and systematization' cannot be 
adequately explained as the straightforward development of 'intellectual and practical 
styles'. 168 Once again the emergence of English as a professional discipline must be 
seen in terms of the ' political and cultural significance of the shift (which was 
real)'. 169 In tracing the history of the subject, Doyle claims to disclose the social forces 
at work in and around 'the English Language and Literature. ' 170 In other words, the 
process of the establishing and development of English is rethought by Doyle as an 
essentially ideological project. For Doyle English becomes an institutionalized means 
of maintaining class relations of power and of sustaining a certain view of the world 
which has been amenable to the maintenance of class relations of power. 
The moment of Rereading English announces acluster of themes that my 
published work on English teaching attempted to broach around the unmasking and 
restructuring of English: with critical emphasis on the idea of exposing or restoring to 
the subject its social cultural political history and recovering for it a meaningful -future 
in terms of its reorientation in relation to these key terms. 'Poststructuralism, Reading 
and the Crisis in English', 171 proposes the alliance of a redefined, deconstructed, 
regenerated English with Cultural Studies - with a poststructuralist framework for its 
projected textual ventures. In the same volume, Catherine Belsey's 'Re-Reading the 
Great Tradition' 172 effects a re-reading of Leavis's text - on similarly alternative 
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grounds. Belsey identifies the established business of literature with 'a liberal 
education': promoting the intransitive qualities of 'mature sensibility' and 'sureness of 
perception'. Belsey proposes an occupation rather than a rejection or displacement of 
English: 'to treat English as a site of struggle, to generate a new critical discourse, to 
reread the great tradition, not in order to valorise it, but in order to release its 
plurality'. Her aim is to establish reading, strategies from within English to redraw the 
subject in Higher Education. One offered example is a feminist reading of Daniel 
Deronda that shifts meaning from Leavis's proposed 'discrimination between 
subjectivities' (thus affirming hierarchy itselo to a feminist reading that is 
'consciously and explicitly produced. 173 Belsey's is prepared to salvage literature as 
something phenomenologically 'there' in the given arena, but that must be subject to 
redefinition via alternative practices. 
Terry Eagleton in 'The Rise of English' (1983) presents the idea of the 
relatively recent emergence of literature in order to emphasize the constructedness of 
the category. Literature, according to Eagleton, becomes established critically as a 
special category, a means for bearing 'social values' and 'a vital instrument for their 
deeper entrenchment and wider dissemination'. 'The Rise of English' associates the 
'emergence of literature' with the emergence of the new middle-class in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth century. 174 Eagleton claims that the emphasis on 'creative imagination' 
embodied in literature is a post-romantic idea. Literature becomes significant in 
industrial England as an 'enclave' for 'creative values' existing as a living criticism of 
'those rationalist or empiricist ideologies enslaved to "fact"': hence the specifically 
spiritual anddecidedly ideological value placed on the literary work, hence also the 
necessary distinction of 'literature' from other types of writing and reading. It's not 
simply that literature is ideological: 'Literature is an ideology. ' 175 To clinch the sense 
of literature's distinct identity as bearer of the spiritual and the creative and to reaffirm 
the historical sense of its socio-cultural mission, Eagleton refers to the famous 
statement of George Gordon: 'England is sick, and ... English Literature must save 
it. t 176 For Eagleton, the 'disarmingly frank" Arnold is a key figure who speaks for the 
association of the significance of literature - as a means to the revival of the spirit of 
the nation - and the furtherance of class identity and interests. Literature signifies for 
Eagleton's Arnold a means of revivifying the spiritual dullness of the middle-classes: 
echoing the idea of Eagleton's distinct and creative realm. Eagleton sees the rise of 
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English, at least partly, as describing a different trajectory. The roots of English are 
essentially democratic, coming through the Mechanics Institutes and the extension 
college lecture circuits, drawing on Lionel Grossman's and D. J. Palmer's versions of 
the rise of English whilst also echoing John Dixon's. This is consonant with 
Eagleton's conclusions that proposes freeing literature from its institutionalized 
constraints. The liberation of 'Shakespeare and Proust' may entail the 'death of 
literature', writes Eagleton, but, curiously echoing Arnold, he suggests that this may 
be precisely their 'redemption'. This position essentializes Shakespeare and Proust 
and frees them from the very category - literature - that gives them meaning and 
identity. The argument that Eagleton promotes questions the category of literature by 
insisting on its historical contingency. At the same time it accepts that Proust and 
Shakespeare have an existence independent of the institution of literature. Eagleton's 
concluding allegory of the 'lion' and the 'lion tamer' unambiguously develops the 
idea of the liberation of literature. 177 There is a contradiction in Eagleton's Literary 
Theory: 4n Introduction that consists of both questioning the foundations of literature, 
and wanting to liberate literature from its ideological shackles. 
Refunctioning literature or occupying the space in the curriculum taken by 
1ý literature is a common theme in the movement associated with literary theory in 
academic discourses of English. Shakespeare provides a significant symbolic focus for 
such tendencies. There is a sense of recovering the cultural materialism of 
Shakespeare bytaking Shakespeare studies back to the age of Shakespeare - expressed 
in Derek Longhurst's contribution to Rereading English, 'Not for all time, but for an 
Age'. Claiming that 'any materialist approach to Shakespeare must therefore give 
priority both to the historical and theoretical conditions in which the plays were first 
produced', Longhurst traces the status of Shakespeare in the curriculum to Newbolt's 
acclaim of 'our greatest English writer'. 178 Longhurst argues for releasing Shakespeare 
from the 'timeless' and 'eternal' and recovering its material being through locating it 
in its historical cultural context. The 'material being' of Shakespeare, though, is not 
directly accessible to a historical materialist approach. Shakespeare is multiple, being 
produced and reproduced ifferently in different historical periods. Much of the new 
critical theoretical perspectives on Shakespeare produced in the 1980s sought to 
construct a sense of the provisional, historically specific existence of Shakespeare as a 
symbolic category in the historically relatively recently 'forged' realm of English 
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Literature and its institutional locations. This is evident in a number of self- 
consciously theoretical and politically conscious studies that acknowledge the 
contemporary reproduction of Shakespeare and that Shakespeare as we know it is 
historically recent. 179 
Eagleton's sense of recovering literature from its shackles retains some notion 
of an intrinsic identity for authors and tekts and offers a partial separation of Literature 
from its institutional moorings. Belsey's Critical Practice follows something of this 
notion in its critique of the 'common sense' but really 'ideologically and discursively 
constructed' reading practices of expressive realism. 180 Belsey expresses the 
commonly-held poststructuralist view that 'meaning is socially constructed' and 
carries this through to a generalization about the relations between meaning and 'the 
social formation': 'the social construction of the signifying system is intimately 
related to the social formation itself. ' It follows then that reading any form of textual 
material will reveal ideology at work, if 'Ideology is inscribed in signifying practices 
..., 
18 1 Belsey is keen to apply poststructuralist thinking to the business of criticism, 
drawing on Barthes, Derrida and Lacan but also on the more Althusserian and 
182 historically self-conscious work of Macherey, applied to a series of literary texts. In 
the end, Critical Practice advocates a new mission for criticism: '... meanings circulate 
between text, ideology and reader, and the work of criticism is to release possible 
meanings. ' 183 Critical Practice also hints darkly that: 'a more radical problem arises 
of whether we should continue to speak of literature at all', arguing that the case for 
'the primacy of the signifier' proposes, in the end, the necessity of putting the term 
'literature' under erasure. 184 Critical Practice concludes with the advocacy of a 
certain type of liberationist criticism, freeing the plurality of textual meanings from 
their constraints in ideological reading practices. It problematizes the very identity of 
literature but tends to work wholly within the category, as a necessary corollary to its 
linked concepts 'criticism' and 'critic'. The figure of the 'critic' remains closely 
associated with the social practices of literature and with the institutionalized order of 
tcriticism'. One of the problems for much of the writing about 'theory' - particularly 
literary theory - as in the cases of Eagleton and Belsey, outlined above, is that it is 
produced in relation to the business of literature in Higher Education and specifically 
within the context of English. Once the category of literature is problematized, the 
identity of the practice of literature and the 'critic' figure become equally problematic. 
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The dissolution of literature opens a boundless field, that deconstructs itself in its 
shapelessness. This was an issue faced in Critical Theory and the English Teacher 
and was resolved only by recourse to working with literature in a thoroughly sceptical 
way, drawing parallels with popular textual forms, on the one hand, and by proposing 
an extension of the textual field and a wholly different practice of language and 
textual studies. I 
The problem of the identity of literature and of its association with questions 
of value is addressed at length in Antony Easthope's Literary into Cultural Studies 
(199 1) which defines 'the institution of literary studies' 'as a form of what Althusser 
185 
names as an ideological state apparatus'. Easthope claims that the modernist 
reading of literary studies cannot guarantee literary value, and characterizes the 
literary text by its polysemic tendencies draining the literary text of its aura, or its 
claim to special status. In addition, Literary into Cultural Studies makes a distinction 
between the author in different contexts ascribing a special political function to the 
novelist in non-westem sections of the world. 186 The book finds no reason for the 
separation between high culture and popular culture and proposes 'a new paradigm for 
the study of high and popular forms together' i 
187 To this end, Easthope places 'literary 
studies' against what is conceived of as its other 'cultural studies', aiming to produce 
a field of study that encompasses questions of 'gender', 'the canon', 'The national 
culture and its others, 'class identity' and other issues associated with the aim of 
'drawing its subject into a theoretical and academic critique of the everyday'. 188 
Another approach to questions of textual politics is available in the swathe of 
feminist literary theory, where questions of the identity of literature and its 
institutional being are subsumed to a specific political project. Seeking to define 
'feminist criticism' in tenns of an approach to literature, Toril Moi's SexuallTextual 
Politics (1985) seeks to explore aspects of poststructuralist theory, among other forms 
of theory, in order to clarify the possibilities and the proper objectives of feminist 
literary practice. ' 89 In Feminist Practice and Poststructuralist Theory, Chris Weedon 
argues the necessity of poststructuralist theory as a means of constructing an 'adequate 
feminist politics', arguing that 'women's experience' alone cannot provide anything 
beyond a liberal humanist account of the politics of gender. 190 For Weedon - as for 
others - this has implications for the practice and theory of criticism, but also 
necessarily extends well beyond criticism, always reading into the politics of gender: 
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The task for feminist criticism is to demonstrate how texts constitute 
gender for the reader in class- and race- specific ways and how these 
modes of femininity and masculinity related to the broader network of 
discourses on gender both in the past and in the present. 191 
Wccdon refers to 'the discursive battle for the meaning of texts' 192 and also refers to 
the role of literary discourse in the education system: 
At the heart of the mechanism of power/knowledge lies the education 
system, within which selected individual are initiated into literary 
discourse, taught to read in particular ways and to specific ends. 193 
Weedon sees the poststructuralist feminist venture as a means of addressing matters of 
power and inequality, including addressing the role of literary studies within the 
education system and its role in organizing forms of subjectivity, modes of 
representation and reception. In doing so, Weedon argues for an approach to 'fictional 
forms' that goes well beyond the literary, 194 and represents Rosalind Coward's Female 
Desire (1984) as an exemplary case of poststructuralist feminism, analysing 'a range 
of cultural phenomena' providing a model for`, ý'the rethinking and the reorientation of 
literary studies. 195 Weedon draws a contrast between the development of 
poststructuralism in relation to work on the media and popular culture and in relation 
to literary studies. She finds that the establishment status of literary studies, its deep- 
rooted attachment to liberal - humanism, meant that it had to be 'profoundly hostile' 
to poststructuralist theory and its challenge'to dominant modes of reading. 196 
Theory's incursion into English is perhaps most dramatically represented in 
new approaches to Shakespeare. A number of publications sought o apply theory in 
various ways to Shakespeare -a symbolic cornerstone for English and literary studies 
that remains a statutory component of National Curriculum English and of English at 
A Level. Political Shakespeare (1985) represents itself as offering 'materialist 
criticism' 197 advocating, after Raymond Williams, an end to the special status and 
privileges of 'literature and art' and proclaiming the end of the dominance of idealist 
198 
criticism with 'the advent of theory'. The book offers a number of different 
approaches to the 'materialist criticism' of Shakespeare, including a feminist approach 
to King Lear and Measurefor Measure, which proposes a textually focused rereading 
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of Shakespeare, but also proposes a rereading of the institutions that sustain 
Shakespeare and patriarchal modes of engaging with Shakespeare. The political, in 
this case, is conceived of as going beyond the level of the textual, reaching out into 
the contextual while also addressing 'the misogyny of King Lear'. 199 Other textually- 
based readings in the book are set alongside general critical consideration of the role 
of Shakespeare in education, 200 the cultuial significance of the Royal Shakespeare 
Company, 201 and the limited range of meanings generated in film and television 
productions of Shakespeare plays. 202 The sense of working beyond a literary model of 
textual engagements that comes through frequently in Political Shakespeare, is 
palpable also in Terence Hawkes's That Shakespeherian Rag (1986) which offers a 
series of readings of Shakespeare texts that moves beyond attention to the texts to the 
historically shifting conditions of their various readings and reproductions, examining 
the meaning of Shakespeare as a cultural phenomenon in the larger sense. Hamlet, for 
example, is 'read' alongside an account of the climate of political intrigue that enfolds 
Dover Wilson's reading of the play in the context of Europe after the Russian 
Revolution and towards the end of the First World War. The examination of Hamlet 
encompasses the Newbolt Report (192 1) and its statements on the significance of 
literature and national identity. In making apparently curious links, and an unlikely but 
plausible connection with the cultural politics ofjazz music, the cultural references of 
That Shakespeherian Rag affirm extra-textual elements and forces that render texts 
meaningful, reminding us at the same time of the historical specificity of any given 
reading. The piece draws attention to the role of literature within education after the 
Newbolt Report which might to be taken to mark the moment from which 
Shakespeare becomes a central component in mass national education. Its conclusion 
celebrates literary theory as a new force at work within the establishment of academic 
literary criticism. 203 The book argues that: 
There can be no criticism which is innocent of theory. There can be no 
criticism 'itself. As a result, no innocent, common-sense encounter 
with any text can be available to us. If we accept it, that argument 
requires that we examine and make plain the position from which we 
offer critical judgements. 204 
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That Shakespeherian Rag argues for a 'project' that would focus on 'the construction 
of cultural meaning' in an agonistic sense by engaging in different version of cultural 
meaning through the reading of 'literary texts'. It is obvious, on the one hand, that the 
argument of the book is moving towards a Cultural Studies sense of textual, 
discursive, institutional and intertextual relations, but remains tied, on the other hand, 
because it speaks from within the domairi of English, to the very idea of the 'literary 
text' that it works to unhinge. The conclusion encompasses a new mission for 
English: 
'English' would consist, not of a supposedly innocent encounter with 
literary texts, but of an analysis of the ways in which the meanings of 
those texts have been produced and used: the study of how readings of 
them arise, operate, conflict and clash, of the social and political 
205 positions which they embody and on behalf of which they function. 
This version of textual study, while recognizing that it is tied to the given formation of 
'English' studies seeks to operate in a thoroughly self-conscious way within its 
discursive situation. The end product of this position seems to be expressed in 
Meaning by Shakespeare (1992), a series of further essays offering similarly 
tangential readings of Shakespeare t xts as exemplified in That Shakespeherian Rag, 
moving through a range of texts and textual fields to highlight the cultural and 
political reverberations of literature. In each case, Shakespeare's texts are not read 'in 
themselves', as that would contradict the whole point of the reading tactic Hawkes has 
developed. Essays ostensibly about Coriolanus or King Lear, for example, turn out to 
be explorations of political and cultural issues in terms of how these plays have been 
read or represented, or in terms of how they connect with significant discourse on 
public politics or on gender politics. 
A major problem with this Position is that once the category of literature has 
been drained of its aura, it can only usefully serve as a pretext for a discussion about 
other things. Literature loses its centrality and leaves a vacuum where its raison d'etre 
once was. There is no particular reason, then, why literature especially should be the 
starting point for a discussion of anything at all, since a whole range of texts might 
serve a similar, 'pretextual' function. It was the impetus of this idea of going beyond 
literature that motivated key elements in my publications on English teaching leading 
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to Critical Theory and the English Teacher. The argument of 'Never Mind English... ' 
and of Critical Theory and the English Teacher was directed towards the dissolution 
of the category of literature and at the same time towards a tactical recognition of the 
structure of English. Critical Theory and the English Teacher proposed, however, that 
a subject was imaginable that would teach reading practices without being tied to 
literature, that would be interested in textuality and the textual field. 206 In Meaning by 
Shakespeare the concluding chapter on 'Bardbiz' refers to 'Shakespeare's centrality as 
an instrument of cultural meaning', a position that is clearly related to the constitution 
of the subject English that has institutionalized the significance of Shakespeare as 
central. 207 
Meaning by Shakespeare represents itself as the application of 'Cultural 
Materialism'. 208 Within this general approach Shakespeare (and by implication, 
literature) becomes an object of study as a cultural phenomenon, rather than as the 
repository of a set of meanings or a range of possible meanings. The approach is 
echoed in graham Holderness's The Shakespeare Myth (1988) where Shakespeare is 
the occasion for discussions about homosexuality in contemporary social life, where 
there is an examination of Shakespeare ýn popular culture, Shakespeare as a 
hegemonic instrument in the field of culture, and a whole section on the production of 
Shakespeare in the theatre. The pattern of approach in these alternative Shakespeares 
is a combination of alternative textual readings and intertextual veerings into social, 
cultural, political commentary. Shakespeare is regarded as being a significant cultural 
phenomenon, ot for the intrinsic merit of the 'work', but for the cultural political 
exegesis that the Shakespeare phenomenon, textual or otherwise, might engender. In 
'Poststructuralist Shakespeare: t xt and ideology', Christopher Norris begins with 
Derrida's 'cryptic statement' 'il ny a pas de hors-texte' to launch on a description of 
Derrida's case that emphasises the properly institutional focus of deconstructive 
practices that opposes 'text' to 'writing'. 209 The essay takes a critical look at traditions 
of Shakespearean exegesis based 'in the name of autonomous ubjectivity and ' 
universal human experience'. 210 In the end the procedure followed illuminates, not the 
truth nor even the multiplicity of Shakespeare's text, but the history of the readings 
that reveal the 'complicated stories of their own devising'. 211 Once again, the 
approach can only trace 'the strange divagations of sense' that follow the attempt to 
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uncover 'the permanence of truth of Shakespeare', and the text or texts become 
occasions for that exploration. 
The form of deconstructive criticism outlined above in relation to Shakespeare 
provides a kind of model for the logic of practice of literary theory where the object of 
focus or the occasion of criticism is the literary text or literature. It seems, in the 
context of English in schooling, that this iipproach can be minimally productive for 
students whose school experience of English consists of being inducted - or not - into 
the liberal humanist English that the deconstructive practices outlined above seek to 
undermine. The question in the end seems to reside in relation to the issue of literature 
and the literary. While the textual field may not be able to disentangle itself from the 
literary - which has been central after all to English teaching since the Newbolt Report 
- there is a critical difference between making literature the central concern or object 
of the educational practice in question. Clearly, the kind of textual and extra-textual 
interplay at work in Shakespeare studies based on a cultural materialist approach 
renders the whole concept of literature questionable, even the more generously 
conceived version of the concept embodied in liberal English with its inclusion of 
gmulti-cultural' iterary texts. From the point of view of the kind of textual work 
elaborated in Critical Theory and the Enýlish Teacher as alternative to liberal 
practices in English, literature was present as the institutionalized contents of tht 
subject, to be worked beyond in a practice that aimed to be thoroughly intertextual .212 
The form of 'cultural materialist' Shakespeare criticism provided a kind of supportive, 
parallel model from which some of that work could be envisioned and developed. 
A more radical and more Cultural Studies oriented approach to constitutional 
questions of subject identity came in Rewriting English (1985). In this book, the text 
'is only a means in cultural study' and is 'no longer studied for its own sake ... but 
rather for the subjective or cultural forms which it realises and makes available. 213 
Constitutional questions at the centre of English and its relations with textuality and 
language could be further rethought through Cultural Studies approaches. Cultural 
Studies concerned itself with social power relations as they are distributed, organized, 
negotiated and deployed within various fields of cultural activity. Popular culture 
became of particular interest as being significant in terms of the relations between 
cultural forms and subjectivities. Ethnographic studies of subcultures, for example, 
provided new frameworks for understanding cultural experiences in their lived 
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contexts - as against the implicit idea in English of culture being embodied in specific 
objects. There is a different emphasis in this Ciiltural Studies approach from the 
approach of Media Studies. It is not to the study of the mass media as the object of 
concern that Cultural Studies has oriented itself, so much as engaging an interest in 
the media - among other things - as a 'site on which to engage the general question of 
social theory'. 214 In the field of Cultural Studies, the idea of culture has been extended 
into the practices and discourses of 'everyday life', including the powerful discourses 
that play a part in shaping the social formation, such as the discourses of education. 
This seemed to argue for the extension of the cultural field within the teaching of 
'English' to incorporate a range of texts that would reach beyond the textual to engage 
with cultural experiences along lines suggested by Michel de Certeau in The Practice 
if . 
215 of Everyday Le Something of this expansion of the idea of culture, and its effects 
on existing practices within English in education, is expressed in Rewriting English 
(1985). The book launches into a sustained critique on the status quo of English in 
education: 'the texts, the canon, the great tradition safely installed in the literature 
syllabus and regularly reconsecrated in the annual round of published criticism' and 
advocates moving 'beyond curricular li i 
terature and the discourses of English studies 
to consider practices of reading and writing that are largely excluded by the 
institutions of literary education and criticism. ' 216 Counter examples are given of 
'new forms of reading and writing associated with the women's liberation movement' 
to emphasize, in effect, the redundancy of literary studies. 217 The book's position is 
organized around a correlation of culture, redefined and expanded, and politics: 'A 
broader definition of culture, understood as a whole "way of life" or "way of 
struggle", with a consequent shift and expansion of the meaning of politics, has been a 
notable feature of 'New Left' thinking since the sixties. 218 At one level, at least, this 
position was influential on the idea of redefining English that informed the route 
towards Critical Theory and the English Teacher. 
The elements of theory that contributed to my published works on English teaching 
included sociology, poststructuralism, sociolinguistics and critical language awareness 
theory, postmodernism, Media Studies and Cultural Studies. In different ways, they 
contributed to a critique of the dominant tendencies of English teaching and enabled a 
rethinking of the subject. During the period of my published works, 'theory' had 
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become an issue in English studies, though had only appeared on the fringes of 
English teaching in schools in England and Wales. It seemed to me that the elements 
of theory outlined above called for a fundamental rethinking of English teaching. It 
seemed that theory offered 'technologies' for rethinking the dominant ideas, practices 
and the general terrain of English teaching. I would argue that theory in the context of 
secondary English teaching had to confront fundamental questions about the relations 
between subject authority and cultural and linguistic difference that were less urgent 
and less palpable in Higher Education. Theory in the context of English teaching had 
to be more fundamental, more radical and more challenging. Theory, however, wasn't 
readily embraced by English teaching during the period of my publications being 
generally regarded as alien to the concerns of English teaching professionals. In order 
to understand the context of English in education, to comprehend its deep-seated 
resistance to theory, it seemed necessary to investigate the formation of the current 
constitution of the subject. One way of interrogating its present state was to re- 
examine the history of English teaching. 
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HISTORIES OF ENGLISH TEACHING 
... English has represented an amalgam of traditional and liberal, 
progressive values - with the general function of maintaining itself as 
the focus for a humane and enlightening experience of language and 
literature, being at once free and open and, at the same time, chaotic 
and ordering ... I This general idea of the special place and function of English is highly 
contestable. 
Nick Peim, Critical Theor and the English Teacher, p. 205. Y 
In this chapter, I will outline -some of the key strands that seemed to have given rise to 
the constitution of English teaching as I found it during the period in question (1983 - 
1995) and will examine their contribution to dominant ideas in English teaching. I
will go on to consider three different ways of interpreting the history of English 
teaching: the natural progress version, the ideological version and the governmental 
version.. From there I will trace the recent history of the subject relating to the 
National Curriculum. First of all, I will outline a claim that the history of the subject 
offers another form of theory from which its identity may be probed, deconstructed 
and reinvented. The account offered here of the history of English teaching and 
various key interpretations of it is conceived in a belief in 'the need to grasp the 
present as history', as Fredric Jameson has put it, ' although the history offered here is 
not singular. By way of a conclusion to this chapter I will consider the present 
condition of English in the light of the National Curriculum. 
History as Critical Theory 
Critical Theory and the English Teacher was predicated on my developing knowledge 
of the history of English in state education and made a self-conscious intervention into 
that history. The realization that the history of English teaching was neither singular 
nor in itself coherent was for me another significant element in the process of calling 
the dominant version of the subject into question. Influential histories of English 
teaching - such as David Shayer's The Teaching OfEnglish In Schools 1900 - 1972 
(1972) and John Dixon's A Schooling in English (199 1) - had represented the subj ect 
as inevitably and naturally progressive, and in the light of alternatives - such as Brian 
Doyle's English and Englishness (1989) and Terry Eagleton's 'The Rise of English' 
(1983) - seemed unconscious of the subject's political dimension. 
Histories of English 
A key point in Critical Theory and the English Teacher was that English took 
a wilfully blinkered view of its own theoretical grounding. The constitution of English 
could be reinterpreted via a sense of the contingent forces and components that had 
given rise to its specific structure, dominant ideas, characteristic debates and 
differences. An important gap in its self-descriptions was a sense of its own formation 
as being entangled with the history and development of state education. Histories of 
English existed, but as I hope to demonstrate with cases of David Shayer's The 
Teaching OfEnglish In Schools 1900 - 1972. and John Dixon's A Schooling in English 
especially, they tended to represent English in celebratory mode in their efforts to 
represent it as a largely liberating force separate from the machinery of state 
education. 2 The dominant form of English that I have designated as 'liberal' in my 
work tended to represent itself as the product ot'a necessary, enlightened and 
progressive evolution. An alternative view of subject history, on the other hand, in the 
form of a sustained review and critique of the subject's 'anthropological' f6undations, 
represented the post-Bullock state of English teaching as the naturalized order of 
things. Rethinking the history of English and English teaching represented another 
possibility for critical intervention in subject identity. Emphasis on the question or 
issue of history challenged the given order of 
ýnglish. The realization that there was 
not one, universal and all-embracing singular history emphasized tensions in subject 
identity and suggested a remodelling of the subject as a contested site. 
The realization of conflicting subject histories made any position that 
developed from a single version of the emergence and development of English 
problematic. During the period of my publications on English teaching a number of 
historical investigations emerged to challenged hitherto ruling versions of subject 
identity. These offered the opportunity for English in state schooling to rethink its 
own historical development and its dominant self-descriptions. 3 In the genesis of my 
own published works, certain histories of English were crucial in informing a critical 
sense of established subject identity. The 'discovery' of subject history was a factor in 
demystifying the dominant mode of the subject, in demythologizing key concepts in 
subject identity - literature and creativity, for example - and in providing a framework 
for understanding how these ideas had become essential to the subject. Creativity, it 
became clear, had not always enjoyed a key position in ideas about English, nor had 
literature always assumed an automatic entrality. A re-examination of the history of 
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the subject had the effect of draining English of its 'aura', reminding us of its 
contingency and offering the possibility of arguing for a different set of practices. In 
this sense, subject history is complementary to textual, linguistic and social forms of 
theory. 
The coming of theory into discourses of English initiated a new and intense 
interest in the origins of the subject. 4 Thiý emphasis on a historical dimension to 
subject identity is evident in the work of Mulhem, Eagleton, Widdowson as well as 
5 the explicitly historical accounts of English - Doyle, Batsleer and others. All of these 
are clearly seeking to question hegemonic versions of subject identity and to bring to 
consciousness its political dimension. Along with the interest in the origins and 
development of English, a historical sense of the development of notions of 
'Englishness' also comes into the area of cultural, literary studies. 6 There appeared to 
be a correlation between the development of English as a university subject, English 
in schooling and discourses about national identity, the state of the nation, cultural 
hygiene and the functions of education. 7 These histories addressing the cultural 
politics of the emergence of English conflict with accounts that represent the history 
of English as a more or less necessary narrative of progress, as in the case of John 
Dixon's Growth through English (1967) and David Shayer's The Teaching ofEnglish 
in Schools (1972). A third position is represented by Ian Hunter in Culture and 
Government (1988) and elsewhere that sees both the ideological and the progressive 
accounts as allied to a similarly misguided missionary sense that education is a vehicle 
for culture through which 'full development' can be achieved, denying the contingent 
historical conditions that shape the mundane bureaucratic / managerial functions of 
schooling and also denying the historical function of liberal pedagogies in the moral 
management of populations. 
A Common Outline 
The following outline offers a provisional and necessarily partial account of some key 
threads in the history of English teaching. Accepting that it cannot address the specific 
practices of the subject in schooling during the period in question, that it cannot 
approach the history of English teaching from an ethnographic perspective, it can only 
begin to suggest that genealogies of English teaching might differ in significant ways, 
according to the position from which they are speaking. My purpose here is to trace 
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major strands contributing to the state of English at the time of the Bullock 
'settlement', 8 and to explore the different ways that the history of the subject has been 
interpreted by interested and representative commentators. 
Newbolt and Leavis: The Cultural Mission of English 
The Newbolt Report, The Teaching ofEnglish in England, is generally addressed as 
the first document of major, defining significance in the history of English teaching in 
schools. 9 The Newbolt Report defines the significance of English as relating to vital 
matters of language and culture - associated with the spiritual state of the masses and 
with the political health of the nation. Before the outbreak of World War 1, The 
English Association had expressed symptomatic concerns about the state of the 
language and the cultural health of the working-classes, 10 but the overriding 
framework of ideas for Newbolt can be traced back to Matthew Arnold's concerns for 
the cohesion of the nation through culture. " Arnold is often represented as the 
authoritative voice behind the Newbolt Report, in his concern for literature as culture 
and for the spiritual health of the nation, involving the displacement of religion by 
literary values. 12 George Sampson, author of Englishfor the English (1952) and cited 
as an influential member of the Newbolt committee, amplifying Arnold, defines the 
subject as a key force for national, class and social cohesion. Drawing on Arnold's 
vision of literature in Culture and Anarchy (1932) as a means for cultivating fineness 
of thought and feeling in the rising middle-classes, Sampson represents English 
literature as itself a spiritual force to cohere the nation socially at all levels: a common 
national heritage. 
The Newbolt Report officially defines the culturally and politically significant 
form of English teaching. In Newbolt, the teaching of English becomes seen as force 
in a drive towards the realization of national identity and social cohesion through 
culture in the form of literature and language. The vision of English crystallized in 
Newbolt has been celebrated by some commentators and critiqued by others, 13 but 
according to both positions, Newbolt established for English the moral / cultural 
authority to become the central component in the school curriculum. Debates about 
14 the cultural function of education could subsequently be conducted around English. 
After Newbolt, English continues to be frequently represented in a host of different 
contexts as being central because of its cultural / linguistic 'aura'. English teaching 
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has been: 'the focus for a continuing debate about language and its uses, about elite 
and popular culture and about the expectations society has of young people -a debate 
in miniature about what education can and should do. " 5 It is frequently claimed as an 
essential property of the subject that it lends itself to cultural contest by its very 
nature. English teaching 'has been particularly sensitive to wider social and political 
pressures because of the peculiar position the subject holds at the boundaries of school 
and out of school life. ' 16 The Newbolt Report had represented state education of the 
masses as properly concerned with the spiritual health of the nation in the face of the 
threat of social unrest, revolution and anarchy. 17 It claims for English an essential, 
governmental cultural mission and as state education it moves through the huge shifts 
of the 1944 Education Act, Circular 10/65 and the 1988 Education Reform Act 
English remains at the centre this cultural political function. ' 8 From 1921 onwards 
English continued to be represented as the central subject on the curriculum. 19 
After Newbolt the crucial influence on English teaching is F. R. Leavis and the 
Scrutiny movement. 20 Leavis. is imputed with the mapping of literature and developing 
ideas about the relations between literature and culture. He established the role of 
literature as a force at work against the dehumanizing tendencies of industrial 
capitalism or - as Leavis was later to des6ribe its prevailing value system - 
'technologico-benthamism' 
.21 His work speaks 
for 'spiritual'/'human' values in the 
face of industrial capitalism and its disastrous break with forms of sensibility that 
belong to what is often referred to as the 'organic community'. Leavis's stance carried 
with it an almost messianic self-consciousness about the value of literary criticism: a 
form of training in sensibility held to be of supreme importance in the struggle against 
the crude materialism of the age manifestly expressed in a degraded popular culture. 22 
Leavis increasingly represents English as the necessary 'discipline of thought' to 
combat contemporary cultural tendencies, asserting its superiority, for instance, over 
philosoph Y. 23 
Though liberal English had diverged from a strictly Leavisian conceptioif of 
literature, the traces of Leavis were powerfully evident in the structure of English 
Literature at A Level and still visible in much thinking about literature in English 
generally. 24 After Leavis it was easier to claim with some moral seriousness that 
English stood for something and was equally something to stand for. In spite of 
Leavis's exclusivity and elitism - his insistence on the supreme importance of literary 
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criticism being accompanied by the assertion that it must inevitably remain very much 
a minority affair - there were those who used his commitment to the significance of 
literature in the context of the state secondary school across the so-called ability range. 
Notable among these was David Holbrook whose Englishfor the Rejected (1964) was 
an often powerful account of his experiences as an English teacher working with 'less 
able' children in a Cambridgeshire secoridary school with 'real' literature. (English 
for the Rejected provided in my own case the beginnings of a model from which to 
positively read and interpret the writings of children designated as less able, and for 
uses of 'real' literature with such rejected children. ) Via envoy figures such as Denys 
Thompson and Raymond O'Malley - both contributors to Scrutiny and strongly 
influenced by Leavis, and both significant contributors to The Use ofEnglish - the 
Scrutiny position was carried (albeit modified) into the realms of English teaching. 25 
The Leavis inspired tradition of English teaching reaches back to the 
Amoldian mission of cultural hygiene, being critical of modem industrial society, 
often benevolently rueful of the cultural / spiritual condition of working-class lives 
and aiming to fill the cultural void created by urbanization and industrialization. This 
line of thought migrates into some of the con, ýems with education, language and 
26 politics in the 1960s, especially in the wýke of the Newsom Report. The idea of 
cultural deprivation, and its link with the condition of the nation, has fairly deep and 
varied genealogy: it is possible to trace a line through the pioneer schooling of David 
Stow, the bureaucratic concerns of James Kay-Shuttleworth, the cultural mission of 
Arnold and Leavis and the idea of working-class linguistic deprivation that came with 
Bernstein and deficit model SoCiology. 27 This idea of education as compensatory 
cultural training and enrichment moves also through elements of progressive 
pedagogy that gain an increasing, if unlikely, purchase in state education after World 
War II especially. 28 
The sense of a significant linkage of education, English class and culture - 
evident in Newbolt and in Leavisism - is subject to crucial challenges in the 
development of critical sociology that offers the potential to question the loaded 
29 linguistic and literary assumptions of the subject. It became my contention that 
liberal English teaching of the post-Bullock era had inherited strong, if not always 
explicitly revealed vestiges of Leavisism. In practice and in theory, English teaching 
had not fully rethought its relations with literature. The polarity that divided popular 
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culture off from literature remained, in spite of its more generous, and unLeavis-like 
expansion of the category of literature. 30 Critical Theory and the English Teacher 
sought to reverse the deficit model of English teaching more radically than previous 
models. By. drawing on theory and research from Media and Cultural Studies a 
significant'element of the project was to restore status and validity to popular culture, 
to recognize the vitality of the cultural liVes of comprehensive school populations 
while also providing 'knowledge' in the form of textual, 'reading' techniques for 
engaging with popular culture. Similarly, by drawing on sociolinguistic theory I aimed 
to provide more positive modes of working productively with language in English 
classrooms, in specific practices aimed to recognize language diversity positively. 
This reaction to my own Leavisite background and to the Leavisite inheritance of 
English teaching was a significant factor in rethinking the cultural / linguistic bases of 
English teaching. 
Progressive Pedagogies: English, Creativity and Enlightenment 
Issues of culture and language issues and could not be separated in English. The 
language practices that were promoted in the late 1960s and early 1970s by James 
Britton and others, had been theorized by a reading of Vygotsky, and were to become 
- in my view, at least - the epitome of liberal English's eschewal of the political. 
These language practices were genealogically related to strands in progressive 
education that emphasized the active participation of learners. 31 Progressive language 
practices were related to ideas about the school as an instrument for cultural and 
linguistic enrichment, related in turn to often concealed notions of cultural and 
linguistic deprivation. The Newbolt Report included references to 'starved existences' 
and bemoaned the 'clatter of the factory', anticipating Leavis's apocalyptic view of 
the cultural plight of industrial civilization. 32 For Leavis education and English 
particularly were forces to set against the disastrous prevailing cultural environment. 
George Sampson in Englishfor 77ze English (1952) had argued for the nation's 
children to be educated against their environment. This sense of cultural deprivation, 
in relation to the industrial revolution and urbanization linked to a cultural mission for 
English teaching and English teachings follows the process that Raymond Williams 
defines in Culture and Society, 1780 - 1950: when 'Culture came to be defined as a 
separate ntity and a critical idea. 33 A similar missionary sense of the value of 
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creativity is evident in the work of Caldwell Cook, in some ways a founding figure of 
creative English teaching, and at least a pioneer of progressive pedagogy in English. 
The Play Way (1917) offers a prototype synthesis of the value of literature and the 
releasing of the creative energies of children through creative play as a form of 
education of the self. 34 Progressive pedagogies in English remained influential and 
were developed to reflect quite differiný conceptions of the subject's cultural mission 
from the Arnold, Newbolt, Sampson, Leavis line. 35 The idea of the essential creativity 
of the child, and its influence on exploratory forms of active learning, was very much 
evident as a powerful strand in the form of English teaching I had been inducted into 
as a training and then as a probationary teacher. In this context, the promotion of 
creative language practices was continuous with the idea of cultural enrichment 
through literature. 
Before The Newbolt Report, Caldwell Cook had celebrated the spontaneity of 
the child's responses -a key notion in creative and cultural enrichment tendencies in 
English teaching. The 1920s in England and Wales saw the growth of a number of 
experimental schools that bore testimony to discourses of child-centred creativity in 
education. 36 Later, the Spens Report of 1939,, for example, in true 'reform pedagogy' 
style, advocates "'activity and experience" rather than knowledge to be acquired and 
facts to be stored. s37 Education, felt to be more than the cultivation of skills and 
knowledge, became associated with the cultural missionary aim of full personal 
development - 'personal growth' as a key English teaching document of the 1960s 
would have it. 38 This strand of development is related genealogically to the aims of 
education expressed in the ideas and practices of James Kay-Shuttleworth and David 
Stow to 'enculturate' the culturally unorganized urban masses of post industrial 
revolution Britain. 39 The strands that led to the idea of creative, personal growth 
English (with its strong sense of the value of literature in self and in 'world' 
exploration), can be traced back with forms of teaching that centred on the child's 
whole development and creative capacities, that emphasized process over content, 
experience over knowledge. 40 Progressive pedagogies - many of which had their roots 
in post-romantic ontinental education theories and practices of the nineteenth century 
- increasingly migrated into state education finding a congenial home in English 
teaching. 41 English had adopted progressive pedagogic techniques especially in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s both as a means of realizing fuller level of participation in 
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the comprehensive school, and under the influence of language theories of Vygotsky 
championed especially by James Britton. Creativity had been a key notion for Leavis 
too, who had a Lawrentian sense of the deadening effects of industrialization on the 
urban proletariat. 42 English teachers influenced by Leavis teaching the more able, say, 
in the grammar schools in the 1950s after the 1944 settlement of education in the 
tripartite system would be emphasizing Literature, while those teaching the so-called 
less able in the secondary modem schools might promote creativity through 
expressive language practices. Either literature or creativity - or both - could act as 
compensation or counter forces against the cultural inadequacies of industrial 
society. 43 
The element of English as a school subject that perhaps most epitomized 
progressive pedagogy was drama - conceived as a form of exploratory play, and 
increasingly associated with creative elements in English teaching becoming a 
recognized and in some critical cases central element of the subject as in the case of 
Tony Adams's Every English Teacher (1974). Drama - closely associated with the 
newly developed concept of oracy - remains a component of liberal English. 
44 Peter 
Slade's ChildDrama (1958) shows the influence of Jung and Wordsworth in its sense 
of the value of the child's consciousness of things and - the often unconscious - self- 
exploration that later versions of creative writing enabled. 'Othello: A New Approach 
to A-level English' deployed drama techniques familiar to English teachers at this 
stage - role play, hot-seating, collective tableaux, improvisations - but had realigned 
them as an inclusive means of enabling poststructuralist reading. techniques and 
positions to come into play. The significance of the approach is that it promotes an 
awareness of different reading positions and may provide a kind of training in moving 
among them. Liberal English, on the other hand, represented drama as setf-expression. 
Similarly in liberal English, children's own writings - reconceptualized through 
growth pedagogy as self-expression and as exploration - displaced the compositional 
or grammar based models of language working English. Creative writing had been 
given a special place in the curriculum by advocates of creativity, I such as the 
progressive educator Raymond O'Malley. 45 
In the comprehensive school English became the location par excellence of 
progressivist pedagogies and became the home for a combination of discourses in 
relation to culture, the environment, politics and creativity. 46 Frank Whitehead's The 
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Disappearing Dais (1966) had endorsed creative writing while also advocating 
literature, but put a good deal of emphasis on a shift in pedagogic relations towards 
more free interchange between teacher and pupils. Tony Adams (1970) advocated 
team-teaching as a 'leaming team in which pupils and teachers are engaged co- 
operatively in a series of teaching and learning situations. 47 The role of the English 
teacher in negotiating the development of literary responses finds classic expression 
in The Bullock Report: 
The teacher h! as a deeper knowledge of literature in general than his 
pupils can possess. He brings to the situation a wider experience of life 
and a maturer view of it. To contain these in the process of sharing is a 
measure of his skill at its highest level ... The teacher's skill lies in developing the subtlety and complexity of this [the child's] response 
without catechism or a one-way traffic in apodict. ic judgements. 49 
Teaching English here encompasses o much more than a knowledge of literature: 
there is also the 'process of sharing' with its all its implications of 'reform pedagogy', 
exploratory learning and the inference of the significance in the process of 'wider 
experience of life' and maturity. The terminology here is reminiscent of Ian Hunter's 
sense of a technology of the person as much asý'the teaching of a subject, a 'total 
schooling' of the 'whole person'. 49 
During the Bullock epoch, it seems that a significant amalgam emerges around 
a cluster of ideas in English teaching that becomes a kind of orthodoxy: of creative 
writing (symbolic of creative engagement through education), a shift in pedagogic 
relations, of literature as the surface for self and world explorations, of drama as self- 
realization and exploration of otherness, of children's small group talk as a means for 
learning and language development. " (Later, with the imposition of the National 
Curriculum, The Bullock Report was to be referred to with wistful acknowledgement 
of its sanity and balance - almost as representing agolden age of English teaching. 51) 
According to a perspective xpressed by Ian Hunter, all the elements of this 'package' 
that takes shape during and after the 1960s have a deep continuity with the conception 
of popular education being developed in the first half of the nineteenth century by Sir 
Kay-Shuttleworth via David Stow's model Glasgow school. 52 Pastoral discipline was 
the form of human technology that developed through the shifts in ideology and 
practice of English teaching. A more sophisticated evelopment, perhaps, than in 
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David Stow's 'normal school', but nonetheless a series of techniques whose 
deployment was less concerned with the transmission of knowledge than with the 
formation of particular type of subject / citizen. The personalist tendencies of much 
progressive English teaching have clearly emphasized the socio-cultural functions of 
education. Patrick Creber's Lostfor Words (1972), influenced by James Britton's 
Vygotskian approach to leaming through language use, represented a characteristic 
position that renounced normative correctness in favour of Positive celebration of 
differences. For Creber, though, the issue was to remain at the level of the personal 
psychology of the learner, rather than to take on the thorny issue of the social 
dimension of language in education. Creativity remained a central tenet. 
10/65: the Comprehensive School and English Teaching - Bernstein, 
Sociolinguistics and After 
During the 1960s the comprehensive school was conceived by more avant-garde 
sections of the education establishment as a new venture in the social function of 
education. Circular 10/65 had been issued in the wake of a popular concern for 
equality of opportunity in state education, and held out the promise of a new dawn in 
conceptions of the school and its social functiOý ns. 53 New approaches to teaching and 
learning had become necessary to effectively engage with a new constituency. New 
curricula began to evolve. Schools were restructured with a new agenda relating to 
their newly defined constituency and pew teaching methods came to the fore. The 
social relations between teachers and pupils in schools had to become less 
authoritarian. There was a wave of optimism in the coming of the comprehensive 
school, a fairly extensive school building programme and a number of interesting 
experiments in liberal comprehensive education, most notably Countesthorpe college 
in Leicestershire, the first local education authority to implement a form of 
54 comprehensive schooling on any significant scale. There was also a current of 
pedagogical political awareness that was tending to deconstruct old models of 
authority in schooling: Lawrence Stenhouse's influential Humanities Project 
advocated that education must 'renounce the position of teacher as 'expert"; the 
teacher should take the role of disinterested 'chairman' [sic] - 'Teaching must be 
based on discussion and inquiry'. 55 The enthusiastic devolvement of authority in 
content and values reflects some of the changes in the culture of teaching during the 
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period after the Newsom Report (1963) and after Circular 10165 related to 
comprehensive schooling, sociolinguistics, progressive pedagogy theory, challenges to 
the functionalist views of schooling, effecting changing views of the English teacher. 
While the cultural 'missionary' work of language and literature practices in 
English teaching were being adjusted in the process of comPrehensivization, questions 
of the social surfaced only partially in th6 development of subject identity. Debates 
about language, culture and class raged hotly in education in the wake of Bernstein's 
work. English teaching made its own accommodation, -cffectivcly resolving the issue 
by nullifying the contradiction that promised inclusivity and promoted acceptance of 
language diversity and left forms of assessment tied to a thoroughly normative model 
of language development and performance. That, at least, was the position as I saw it 
when I came to address the issue of language and English in 'Reading the World of 
LINC' and in Critical Theory and the English Teacher. 56 
English teaching developed along a number of lines to meet the spirit of the 
new comprehensive order. These strands include psychological ly-influenced 
approaches to language, 57 the teaching of drama as a pedagogic method, the idea of 
language as self-expression and self-realization, the sense of the value of literature as 
both a vehicle of cultural training and for personal growth. They formed the basis for a 
renewed sense of the cultural mission of education, a major shift involving a new 
emphasis on the role of talk in the classroom. Talk was to be the vehicle for more co- 
operative and inclusive forms of learning. Much of the drive for this derived from a 
sense of social justice relating to the relativism of modem sociolinguistics. The 
Newbolt Report had been clear on matters of dialect and standard English: 'It is 
emphatically the business of the Elementary school to teach all its pupils who either 
speak a definite dialect or whose speech is disfigured by vulgarisms, to speak standard 
English, and to speak it clearly and with expression. 58 In the dawn of comprehensive 
education, other voices pressed for recognition of class factors in state education. The 
Newsom Report of 1963 had put the question of working-class under-achievement on 
the official agenda, while the Labour Party were promoting the idea of comprehensive 
schooling, both in the name of social justice. 59 Basil Bernstein's government funded 
major study (1971) on language, schooling and class came as a consequence of
Newsom. 60 Bernstein's findings were controversial - given the deficit implications of 
the terminology of the 'restricted' code. Dennis Lawton's Social Class, Language and 
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Education (1968) shows the influence of Bernstein: 'restriction in the control over a 
language involves a restricted view of the universe, a restricted mode of thinking, a 
restricted ability to benefit from educational processes. ' 61 According to Lawton, 
Bernstein's view of context, role, culture and language implies 'code learning or 
extending pupils' range of control over language', and implies recognition that this 
learning 'must be achieved through changes in the social structure of the school. 962 
Critical Theory and the English Teacher advocated a rediscovery of these 
sociolinguistic issues in English teaching and attempted to integrate sociolinguistic 
awareness into its scheme of work. 63 An awareness of the brief history of 
sociolinguistics in education was important to that element of its project. But 
Bernstein's work constituted a significant landmark, giving rise to a debate and a 
movement within education, concerned specifically with language issues that retained 
a focus on the social dimensions of language. The key terms in Bernstein's work on 
language and schooling - 'elaborated' and 'restricted' - may have carried unfortunate 
connotations of deprivation against fullness of expression. But from Bernstein's study 
some significant developments arose, including some important counter-studies. 
M. A. K. Halliday, Director of the Nuffield programme in Linguistics and English 
teaching from 1964 - 1970, became an 
in'fluential, powerful advocate of professional 
attention to language and schooling - and offered a different emphasis to Bernstein's 
work on social language and education. 64 From a sociolinguistic perspective, Halliday 
expresses impatience at the 'English Literature specialist' in schooling - an 'amateur' 
in language matters. 65 Against the idea of corrective language teaching, implied in 
Newbolt's advocacy of standard English, and against the idea of code leaming implied 
in Bernstein's work, Halliday recommends 'descriptive' and 'productive' language 
teaching: 66 where descriptive language teaching shows how language works 
(exemplified more recently in the LINC materials dedicated to promoting knowledge 
about language); and where 'productive' language teaching enables the extension of 
pupils' existing language resources, without implying a hierarchy of codes. A' 
significant contribution to the language education debate came from William Labov in 
the USA, challenging some of the tendencies in Bernstein's paradigm in 'The Logic of 
Non-Standard English' (1973) with the specific intention of demonstrating that from 
the point of view of a scientific linguistic perspective the language of non-standard 
forms was at least as expressive, as powerful and cogent as the language of standard 
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forms. Labov thereby demonstrated that the structurally sustained superiority of 
standard English in institutions of education was utterly arbitrary. 67 
Halliday's insistence on a relativist sociolinguistics, led to a child-centred 
account of 'oracy' - the term used to define the significance of classroom talk. 
Influential publications during the period following Bernstein's work tended more to a 
more accommodating, pluralistic Hallidaýan model. These included James Britton's 
Language and Learning (1970), Harold Rosen's Language, the Learner and the 
School (1970), Andrew Wilkinson's The Foundations ofLanguage (197 1) and 
Douglas Barnes's From Communication to Curriculum (1976) - much of which was 
promoting new emphases in English teaching on oracy and active, participatory 
language use. 
The Bullock Settlement 
Some advocates of sociolinguistics were (and remain) doubtful about the value of 
creativity in language work in English. P. Doughty, for example, in Programme in 
Linguistics and English Teaching (1968): 'from the point of view of the pupils' needs 
68 
as a whole ... the limitations of this assumptAon should 
be apparent. ' In The Bullock 
Report there is some attempt to relate the sociolinguistic question with an emphasis on 
a creative expressive approach to language matters in English. Bullock's resolution of 
contradictory strands in English teaching is cool and considered but indicates 
conflicting tendencies that in a less functionalist treatment would provide good 
materials for the explosion of the subject's coherence. Bullock casually admits the 
incoherence of the subject: 'It is a characteristic of English that it does not hold 
together as a body of knowledge', 69 but represents this openness - or incoherence - as 
a positive merit and its great claim to value. The Bullock Report continues, by way of 
advocating the intrinsic merit of the subject: 'Literary studies lead constantly outside 
themselves, as Leavis put it; so, for that matter, does every other aspect of English. 00 
The reference to 'literary studies' as defining the characteristics of the subject is 
telling, especially when set against the potential conflicts at work in English arising 
from different models of language. 
The presence on the committee of James Britton was a crucial factor in 
shaping elements of The Bullock Report - especially those concerned with language. 
Britton was then Professor of Education at London University, author of Language 
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and Learning, a Vygotskian who effectively developed much of the linguistic basis 
for liberal language practices in English . 
71 'English is rooted in the processing of 
experience through language' quotes Britton enthusiastically from an earlier section of 
the document in his 'Note of Extension'. 72 The statement encapsulates a model of 
language and learning that was and continued to be influential and to shape the 
consciousness of the liberal English teacher. 'The processing of experience' defines a 
particular view of language and its relations with the world, a view that structuralist 
and poststructuralist theories were to challenge and that was at odds with much 
sociolinguistic thought. But this idea was crucial to the advocacy of creative, personal 
writing and oral work in English. The idea of language as a 'processing of experience' 
was closely associated with the assertion that English was about much more than 
itself, that language was a means for mastering experience and that the English 
classroom was the location for significant types of growth and development of the 
whole person. 73 At the same time Bullock was influenced by its 'real world' 
representatives. Its attitude towards language teaching may have been influenced by 
Britton's Vygotskian position, but it also had this to say about standard English: 
The argument has been advanced, notably by Labov in the U. S. A. but 
also by some people in this country, that to imply a superiority on the 
part of elaborated language is to think in terms of middle class values. 
Commenting on some of the American studies to which we have 
referred, Labov suggests that 'lower class' language need be no less 
effective, that it has its own equal validity, and that one should not look 
upon the child in terms of a deficiency to be remedied. This is a 
sincerely held view to which we may do less than justice in presenting 
it so baldly. It is a necessary corrective to the opinions of those teachers 
and educationists who believe the disadvantaged child brings nothing 
of his own to school. But it must not blind one to the reality of the 
situation as it exists. There is an indisputable gap between the language 
experiences that some families provide and the linguistic demands of 
school education. 74 
There is a kind of unconscious 'double voicing' here whereby the validity of Labov's 
'sincerely held view' is recognized in the same instant that it is swept aside by an 
appeal to the 'reality' of the situation that goes on the define class-based language 
differences as differences in range and expressive power, precisely missing the point 
of 'The Logic of Non-Standard English' that it refers to. The position here expressed 
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echoes the credence given earlier in the Bullock Report to the Plowden Committee's 
references to the School Handicap Score: 
in research carried out for the Plowden Committee, the most powerful 
variable [in reading and in general attainment in school] was found to 
be the School Handicap Score (S. H. S. ), a weighted sum of Father's 
Occupation, Father's Education, Mother's Education, Number of 
Books in the Home, and (minus) the number of siblings. 75 
The Bullock settlement represented a compromise that was felt to be worthy of the 
complexity of the subject, and that received the blessing of some of its more avant- 
garde practitioners. It had the advantage of representing a broad church while also 
allowing for the congregation to emphasize elements that might suit their own 
predilections. No survey exists of the scope of the differences at work in English in 
specific practices in particular institutions at this, or at any other, period. it is possible, 
though, to see a regularity in examinations in English, and to find a large degree of 
agreement - inscribed and institutionalized - about the form and delivery of the subject 
in practices since Bullock. Later, Bullock was to be referred to as epitomizing the 
essential spirit of the subject when the govern 
; 
ment introduced a National Curriculum 
in English that was represented among some advocates of the subject as against its 
true spirit. 76 . 
Interpretations of the History of English Teaching 
When I started English teaching in 1976, the traces of these various lines of 
development were very much evident in the specific ideology and practices of the 
department I worked in, and were also clearly present in differences that were aired in 
relation to English teaching - in publications, in public debates, in different 
departmental practices and beliefs and in GCE and CSE coursework practices in 
different institutions. The conception of the subject organized around language and 
literature that Newbolt epitomized still determined the order of things, and there 
remained for many a powerful sense of cultural mission about both language and 
literature. For some, in the 1970s, the nature of the mission was shifting - to challenge 
the forms of language and literature that had been dominant, while for others 
developments were following a naturally liberalizing course. Progressive educational 
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ideas and pedagogies had influenced the liberal model of professional identity and had 
found a congenial environment in certain aspects and examples of the comprehensive 
school, where often there was an accompanying inclusive sense of community. 
Language questions had arisen powerfully out of the sociological researches of 
Bernstein. A tradition of sociological research had been concerned with the question 
of class inequalities in post-war schooling where the tripartite system had clearly and 
blatantly failed to offer large sections of the population access to social mobility 
through education. 77 In the 1960s expansion of the universities in the wake of The 
Robbins Report and the coming of the comprehensive school seemed destined to 
provide a new egalitarian form of society where education might provide the 
foundations for at least a meritocratic if not an egalitarian social formation. 78 Theories 
of schools and schooling as culturally loaded environments made the project of 
comprehensive schooling more problematic, though. Class inequalities, it appeared, 
were sustained by the cultural / linguistic habitat of the school and were at work in all 
its operations, including the details of the curriculum. Various aspects of sociology, 
social theory and cultural theory made this problematization clearer, on the one hand, 
and made the history of English teaching more problematic, on the other. 
For the English teacher a sense of the history of the subject - albeit 
unconscious or vaguely formulated - might be a factor in the determination of subject 
identity, professional development and political self consciousness. The general 
tendency of The Bullock Report is to represent the history of English teaching as a 
story of progressive development. A similar sense is conveyed in Margaret 
Mathieson's key study, The Preachers of Culture (1976), where an awareness of 
tensions and differences in the subject's development is displaced by a sense of 
English teaching as a unified and progressive force. 79 As the history of the subject got 
rewritten in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the very idea of a unified history or 
historical development became problematized. 80 By the time of Critical Theory and 
the English Teacher (1993), three main versions of the history of English teaching 
seemed to be identifiable. In the first place, the dominant liberal progressive tradition 
epitomized in The Bullock Report; secondly, the cultural materialist critique that 
tended to see English as an ideological project that had distorted the subject's 
originary political mission; and thirdly, Ian Hunter's analysis of the relations between 
English and governmentality that challenged both of these positions on the grounds of 
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their attachment to the ideal of complete development. From a Foucauldian and 
Weberian position Hunter sought to trace a deep genealogical relation between 
English teaching and nineteenth-century pastoral discipline, conceived of by the 
pioneers of state education, and that led Hunter to privilege pedagogy over the details 
of subject content or ideology. 
David Shayer and John Dixon: The History of English as a Liberal, Progressive 
Force 
In The Teaching OfEnglish In Schools 1900 - 1972 (1972), David Shayer produces a 
detailed historical account of changes in classroom practice - drawing on evidence 
such as teaching resources, method books, and exam questions as well as the meta- 
discourses of published materials. Shayer's book is imbued with a sense of rational 
progress in teaching of English, 81 a view that is echoed in other histories of English - 
explicitly in John Dixon's A Schooling in English (199 1) and implicitly in Michael 
Raleigh's and Michael Simons's 'Where We've Been: A Brief History of English 
Teaching 1920 - 1970' (1980) with its sense of a collective mission. These examples 
offer a form of history of English teaching at odds with the 'break' in subject identity 
represented in Critical Theory and the English Teacher. They both come from 
significant sources: Dixon being a representative figure in progressive English 
teaching; Raleigh and Simons writing from 'The English Centre- an important source 
and disseminator of avant-garde ideas in the field of English teaching. 82 
Shayer represents the development of English teaching in terms of more or 
less steady progress towards increasingly enlightened methods, practices, models and 
expresses a general faith that this is founded in the more or less inevitable forward 
movement of educational progressivism. Drawing on progressive advances in the 
theory of child development, Shayer believes that English achieved an identity as a 
unitary subject with a creative, child-centred theory and methodology at its core. 
Anything else - concerns with grammar, standard English, strict literary heritage 
practices for instance - are represented as residual lesions from older, exhausted and 
dying practices and ideas. Since around 1900, English has been represented as a 
uniquely humanizing subject in which literature fulfils the capacity and the need to 
enrich lives and compensate for deficiencies of contemporary culture. 
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According to Shayer, progress towards ever more enlightened practices and 
ideas in English can be, and indeed has been, hindered by conservative forces: 
intransigently anti-growth teaching practices, the exam system, the vestigial 'classical 
fallacy' (English drawing on classics as a higher status subject), and the. 'imitative 
fallacy' wherein children's writing must imitate, copy, reproduce literary or other 
adult models. For Shayer, these are relicý of nineteenth-century beliefs and practices 
and he establishes a characteristic opposition between the imposed repressive 
83 
artificiality of imitative writing and 'the living child'. Within the logic of this 
opposition, the development through the twentieth century of more child-centred 
approaches to English is represented as humane, progressive and inevitable. Shayer 
also finds the 'moral fallacy' and the 'grammar fallacy' persistent in anti-growth 
English teaching. In both cases the emphasis is, for Shayer, self-evidently misguided, 
both being in different ways based on externally imparted knowledge and 
authoritarian control as opposed to self-expression, self-discovery and guided 
freedom. His view develops a characteristic liberal general view of the possibilities, 
social functions and value of education. 
Shayer's history defines- 1910 - 1920 as a crucial phase for advances in the 
teaching of English, occurring at a critical juncture when English was becoming 
increasingly significant in the school curriculum and just before it is about to find 
official expression in the Newbolt Report. He detects tendencies in documents from 
the period of a significant move away from formal essay writing towards personal, 
self-expression. In the years 1914 - 1916 children writing poetry became a more 
accepted part of school English. Examples of children's writing began to appear in 
books about English teaching during this pre-Newbolt period. Shayer charts evidence 
of the pupil being more central and more active - in accordance with contemporary 
psychological influences and progressive theories of education - emphasizing the 
growing significance of individual learning, individual expression. With the creative 
credentials of the subject established, Shayer hails Newbolt and George Sampson as 
heralding clear progress from a narrowly disciplined view of the subject. At the same 
time he also welcomes Newbolt's endorsement of Arnold's concerns with education 
for a stable cohesive society, accepting it as is right and proper that English should 
provide a humane education to civilize the masses. Once again there is the expression 
of the idea that language and literature teaching should be deployed in the legitimate 
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name of social cohesion and national unity. It is a matter for a kind of professional 
pride for Shayer that English should provide the educational emollient for class 
differences. It is clear that his position on English teaching is thoroughly functionalist. 
While Shayer connects English teaching and social cohesion, The Teaching df 
English in Schools 1900 - 1972 cannot investigate relations between English teaching 
(as exemplifying liberatedness) and sociAl structures. Within this view, there is no 
sense of ideology, nor of a cultural politics that might challenge the narrative of 
positive development and progress. Shayer regards I. A. Richards and F. R. Leavis as 
representing important advances, Richards emphasizing the training of reading but 
reading for the development of sensibility rather than correctness, to represent 
competence in reading as including emotional and personal responses, as a means of 
cultivating competence in living. Richards is significant for Shayer in recognizing and 
defining how richness and subtlety of language amounts to a richness and subtlety of 
emotional experience, an important thread in accounts of personal growth English, as 
with a cultural hygiene models of the subject. With Leavis providing the moral 
component, and critical practices deriving from Richards, Shayer finds an appealing 
combination of social mission, individuil growth and practical teaching method. 
Through the detailed study of poetry, for example, individuals' abilities 'to feet' can 
be extended, developed, refined and so pupils can be humanized in the classroom 
activity of practical criticism. For Shayer, this is an unqualified good. 84 In fact, the 
whole of Shayer's historical perspective is predicated on a discursively specific 
version of the idea of history as the progress of truth. Revealing the truth of this 
history has the positive, and practical value of eradicating bad teaching practices: 85"it 
is impossible to remain on the fence when discussing such items as the positive values 
of creativity, the influences of the examination system, or the benefits (or not) of 
teaching formal grammar., 86 Shayer believes unreservedly in 'creativity' and therefore 
progressive educational goals are not subject to critical analysis. 
Shayer's book is significant in a number of ways. It represents an expression 
of the liberal, progressive tradition, rooted in personal growth and in social cohesion. 
It defines a progressive history of English with a distinct teleology. It appears at a 
historically significant moment, three years before the Bullock Report (1975) and five 
years after Dixon's Growth Through English (1967). It indicates something of how 
progressive, personalist, growth models of English can trace their lineage to periods 
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and practices much earlier than Growth Through English. This last point is 
particularly significant when considering the type of description of English studies 
that Ian Hunter's genealogy of subject practices offers - where personal growth and 
other models are subsumed under long standing, deep rooted pastoral / governmental 
87 'technologies'. Shayer's description of the poetry lesson and its significance, for 
example, is in Hunter's terms a classic siatement of pastoral discipline, deployed as 
moral management and modelled on a particular view of subjectivity within the 
school. 88 
With a more self-conscious political emphasis, John Dixon's book on the 
historical development of English teaching, A Schooling in English, expresses the 
positive cultural mission of English teaching and attributes great social significance to 
the subject. Dixon represents the relations between the teacher and the state as an 
historic struggle against unsympathetic, even repressive power. English is depicted as 
essentially resistant to ideological / political control, itself a developing and free- 
floating critical discourse. Dixon's earlier Growth Through English is the first major 
statement of the liberal synthesis of the 1960s, a book that significantly influenced the 
89 Bullock Report. Coinciding with the 'new dawn' for education in the inception of 
comprehensive schooling, the book made important, powerful claims fof the 
importance of creativity and for the newly formulating role for literature in the school 
English curriculum. Literature, for Dixon, is more about personal response, selfand 
world exploration than about canonicity; and writing, particularly creative writing, is a 
means towards personal development and involves the cultivation of the whole self. 90 
The idea of an inclusive historical progression for this quintessentially liberal 
subject is developed in A Schooling in English (199 1) that describes the relations 
between the teacher and the state as an historic struggle. Taking an opposite line to 
Chris Baldick (1983), Dixon wants to represent English as politically resistant to 
ideological / political control, and as a significant site of ideological free-play. A 
Schooling in English identifies three critical 'periods': university extension work from 
1867; teaching of English at Cambridge 1919 to 1929; the wider movement in English 
and Cultural Studies from 1965 to 1979. Dixon is concerned to demonstrate how for 
teachers and students English epitomizes oppositional possibilities for subverting 
dominant power. 91 Echoing Terry Eagleton in 'The Rise of English', Dixon represents 
the origins of English as a significant strand in the growing involvement of the 
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working-class and of women in education via the extension movement, the peripatetic 
universities organized by women, courses of lectures for working men - all instances 
of class generated cultural practices. 92 Dixon is revealing the concealed history of 
working-class and women's involvement in early English as a means towards various 
kinds of liberatory educational practices - important as a means of establishing the 
credentials of English as a politically resistant and significant discourse. Before the 
state apparaiuses could get their hands on it, before examining bodies were 
established, English enabled workers to enjoy the social pleasures of poetry and 
drama. The emergent subject welcomed questions, enýouraged conversational 
teaching and in its early phases Dixon even detects incipient signs of concern for 
world literature. Dixon never pauses to consider questions about the cultural status 
and authority of literature, nor the forms of its institutional deployment - for him, 
engagement in literature can be seen in itself as the experience of culture. In Dixon's 
carefully qualified descriptions literature and culture are virtually synonymous. 
Literature is a means for the expression of culture by the people and Dixon's 
description has is no sense of culture as double edged or as linked with power relating 
to social differences. 
In Dixon's account, key orientations for democratic literary study had already 
been 'piloted' as early as 1870. Post-war English at Cambridge, dominated by I. A. 
Richards and F. R. Leavis, is represented as part of a necessary, significant challenge 
to entrenched dogmas of a largely classical and stagnant form of literary education. 
Literature and literary criticism gain a kind of natural popularity as avant-garde, 
morally authentic forms of knowledge and study: literary criticism becomes associated 
with a new breed of lecturers putting the emphasis on collaborative explorations, 
offering new freedom, drawing on advance. s in psychology and philosophy, as 
exemplified by I. A. Richards in The Principles OfLiterary Criticism (1924). Dixon 
expresses unconditional enthusiasm for E. M. W. Tillyard's The Muse Unchained., An 
Intimate Account Ofthe Revolution in English Studies at Cambridge (195 8) and 
regards both Richards and Tillyard as in their different ways sharing a positively 
bracing concern for theory - bringing to literary studies and English a new clarity in 
ideas about reading and criticism. Richards's Practical Criticism constitutes a 
'democratic' revolution in literary and cultural studies, with its emphasis on student 
responses and its implications for training in sensibility. 
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Dixon's third period - the 1960s and the 1970s - finds a renewal of democratic 
confidence in the project of education. In growth models of English with the emphasis 
firmly on creativity students are conceived of in new and exciting ways. In the new 
English, students become producers of art, not just passive viewers, or readers, or 
receivers. A new form of democratic literary and Cultural Studies emerges which is 
empowering via forms of interaction (with texts, with one another, with teachers and 
with teaching modes) that are clearly and significantly redefined by the seminar as the 
paradigm for the education process. The enabling of personal response opens up the 
personal as a legitimate realm - and this is a necessary democratic move for the equal 
and free exchange of meaningful experiences as knowledge. Literature and the media 
are interrogated for their tacit assumptions and everyday knowledge suddenly 
becomes highly significant, especially enabling otherwise educationally 
disenfranchised women into the arena. The authoritative canonical monuments of 
Literature shed their cultural authority and become literature - simply other voices in 
dialogue in a realm where there is a plural potential for desired and critical readings. 
Dixon's selection of key periods encompassing key movements in English 
teaching -, enables him to construe a history of progress towards a full integration and 
synthesis he favours. His history is necessarily selective, denying the significance and 
the persistence of positions, approaches, trands and traditions that might work against 
the view of English teaching as a progressive unity. Dixon implicitly proffers the idea 
of an essential or true spirit of English - to be recovered in its democratic origins, 
rather like Shayer. In the long view, the extension movement and Cambridge English 
are presented as preparation for the blend of radical and progressive English that 
Dixon characterizes as the'true condition of the developments of the 1960s and 1970s. 
Dixon's history tends to represent English as though it were separate from the 
history of the emergence of the state education system, independent of the social 
structure and resistant o the functions of education within governance and policy. 
Complex questions about culture - the politics of culture, institutions, professional 
identities - and language in education - 'learning me your language' - and the 
thoroughly normative forms of assessment in the English examination are discretely 
avoided. Dixon negates a number of key features to sustain his myth of true, 
purposeful development. The language practices of English in examinations, for 
example, with the arbitrary imposition of a notional standard English Language, are 
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either not addressed or seen as bureaucratic aberrations against the true spirit and 
destiny-of the subject. Similarly the cultural exclusivity of literature is an unfortunate 
residual feature at Qdds with the 'proper' democratic function of personal response 
and the free exchange of ideas and identities. 
Chris Baldick, Brian Doyle, Stephen liall: Cultural Materialist Critique, 
English and Ideology 
In The Social Mission ofEnglish Criticism: 1848 - 1932 (1983) Chris Baldick 
describes the establishing of English as an academic discipline at universities in terms 
of its promised solutions to problems in society. Via the figure of Arnold, Baldick 
finds that literature and criticism acquire responsibilities in relation to the general 
well-being of society. Criticism, according to Arnold, rises above partisan advocacy of 
particular views of society or political dogmas -a common cry in discourses about 
English teaching. According to Baldick, though, the critical detachment involving a 
rejection of radical social action prized by English amounts to a political position 
itself involving support for the status quo and existing social inequalities. Criticism's 
aim to be 'disinterested', according to Baldick, denies and masks the 'real' conflicts of 
interest in society. Arnold's common values for Baldick, then, are ruling values 
'imposed' on the 'masses' via state education in the English curriculum. On this view 
poetry, criticism and education contribute to the state's control of the masses as an 
element of the state ideological apparatuses. Baldick sees the rise of English Literature 
as an agent of social harmony, directed at school children, adult workers, women and 
also found at the same kind of ideological work in the empire. English Literature gets 
, 93 constructed as the storehouse of British cultural wisdom (Arnold's 'the best ... ) and 
is tied to restricted, monocultural notions of national identity. According to Baldick's 
account, after World War I the idea of national identity is a powerful factor in 
promoting and developing English as an academic discipline. He identifies two main 
trends at work in the Newbolt Report's advocacy of the role of English in 'national 
education': the first is national pride, national consciousness in and of the native 
language and literature; and the second is a belief in education as a means to produce 
certain socially cohesive effects. Baldick refers to George Sampson's representative 
anxiety over the condition of the populace - as signifying the fear of materialist, 
revolutionary potential: 'Deny to working-class children any common share in the 
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immaterial and presently they will grow into the men who demand with menaces a 
communism of the material. s94 
Baldick coins the phrase 'immaterial communism' to characterize the way that 
increased access to education and to culture becomes an official means of averting 
revolutionary political action -a danger evident in the Russian Revolution, in the near 
revolution in post-war Germany and in the General Strike. Baldick is critical of 
Richards's idea of 'cultural mission' in its divorce of the cultural from social analysis 
and critique and is also critical of F. R. Leavis's and Q. D. Leavis's notion of tradition, 
representing it simply as a nostalgia for the mythical 'organic community'. The 
Leavises and the Scrutiny project are castigated as anti-democratic, reactionary and 
anti-Marxist. 95 Baldick condemns the advocacy of a social mission for English 
criticism because its strategy amounts to scandalous 'substitution' - literary criticism 
displaces other forms of criticism or critical thinking about society. Through 
discourses of English and literature, consensus is sought on the basis of unconscious 
assumptions and shared responses - rather than rational intellectual debate, amounting 
to a strategy to soften and mask the pursuit of class interests. 96 Baldick attempts to 
drag back into light views about literature and society of those who founded and 
shaped English in order to expose this truth. This critique of English concludes: 
'Criticism in its most important and its most vital sense had been gutted and turned 
into its very opposite: an ideology. 97 Baldick's Marxist critique claims privileged - 
access to truth concealed by ideology. He represents English as a unitary force with a 
large scale social function - mission, in fact - though clearly from a virtually opposite 
critical point of view from Shayer and Mathieson. 
In a similar vein, Brian Doyle in English and Englishness (19 8 9) presents 
English teaching as a significant form of cultural intervention into lives of the masses. 
English, early on in its history, is called on to sustain a 'national ideal' and develops 
into a system of institutionalized practices which evaluate fictions, differentiating 
particularly between those with cultural value and those without that constitute the 
popular. English is thus implicated in wider cultural processes - fictions have 
symbolic value in relation to social hierarchies. English is a central source of 
sustenance to the general value system and stands in opposition to the perceived threat 
to cultural leadership from the masses and in tendencies towards democracy. English 
teaching is another significant institutionalized cultural apparatus, designed to sustain 
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myths of national identity, national linguistic order and social cohesion across 
potentially splintered class factions. To support this view Doyle draws an interesting 
comparison with the National Trust as an element in the organization and 
management of social identities around ideas of national culture. 98 
To elaborate this thesis of ideological development, Doyle considers gender in 
the genesis of English. In the nineteenth century, according to Doyle, English emerges 
as a low status subject for study by and for women, just as it was mainly women who 
staffed the emergent national schooling system. By the 1930s, though, English had 
displaced classics, had achieved more mainstream currency and had achieved higher 
status, becoming associated with male career structures. Doyle indicates the diverse 
functions of English, noting also that English works differently and is organized 
differently at different levels. While there are different Englishes at work in Oxbridge 
English, provincial colleges English and English in the(still relatively) new system of 
national schooling, all of these can be identified as generally contributing towards a 
mythical sense of common national culture. English could also support the processes 
of selection and hierarchization in different social contexts - acting as a testing device 
for entry into various state and professional organizations. Although Doyle sees a 
nexus of related ideological functions and effects of English, English and Englishness 
doesn't assume a unitary identity for English. It draws on a range of sources for a 
sense of subject identity and sees Newbolt as significant along with other documents; 
it also sees university English as being significantly distinct from state policy, 
schooling, adult education and popular literary culture. English and Englishness, 
though, retains the general notion of an ideological coherence for English, finding a 
consistent general function in different contexts. 
A direct counter case toShayer and Dixon, and modifying the critique of the 
subject offered by Doyle, is offered by Stephen Ball who emphasizes the complicated, 
uneven development of curriculum change in English - seeing it as variously 
influenced by pressure groups, educational ideologies and wider social / political 
conditions. 99 In contrast to a progressive development, Ball indicates persistent 
tension and conflict ai work in subject identities and practices. While many histories 
may privilege literary English, Ball identifies an ongoing conflict in the period 1920 - 
1960 between literary and 'grammatical' positions. ' 00 These, apparently persistent, 
tensions are evident in the present form of the National Curriculum in English and 
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arose in the debates and schisms that led to it. 101 The fractured image of English that 
Ball projects - as a practice and discourse without consistent rationale and structure - 
may be both confirmed and denied by the recognition that English departments all 
over England and Wales have been getting on with the business of implementing the 
uniform National Curriculum in English. Clearly there was no consistently held 
position from which this uniform curriculum might have been challenged. At the same 
time it seems to have drawn assent, or at least to have avoided any visible dissent 
among those who were suddenly being required to teach a centralized version of the 
subject. At Key Stage Four, National Curriculum English includes compulsory 
Shakespeare for English and compulsory pre-twentieth century textual study for 
English literature and imposes a fairly narrow definition of literature and literary study 
on the subject. Key stage four English has banished knowledge about language and 
denied sociolinguistics in favour of a 'real world' / functionalist espousal of standard 
English. At the same time the key stage four English allows for both Sumitra's Story 
and creative writing - suggesting that the subject is a collection of disparate elements. 
According to Ball, the fragmented identity of English can be traced back to th6 
Newbolt Report's compromise between positions. According to Ball, Newbolt never 
did establish the ascendancy of literary (nor liberal) English, though its mission was 
explicitly couched in those terms. The literary version of English had been steadily 
advocated by the English Association, but in fact had had little impact on the public 
schools and boys' grammar schools, making most headway in relatively low status 
schools educating irls, the working-class elementary schools and in new state 
secondary schools. 102 Ball reminds us of the fractured nature of education in this 
account seeing differences at work at different levels across the various institutions of 
subject practices. 
Ian Hunter: English as a Governmental Technology of the Self 
A quite different position on the development - or genealogy - of English teaching is 
offered by Ian Hunter. Hunter's alternative account of the history of English teaching 
declines both the teleological view of. Dixon and Shayer and the ideological view of 
Baldick and Eagleton with equal scom. In Culture and Government (1988), Ian 
Hunter traces a line from Arnold to Raymond Williams - representing the history of 
English as emancipatory project (in the name of 'complete development') attempting 
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to reconcile a division between culture and society. Hunter in turn analyses Baldick, 
Leavis and Marxist (Raymond Williams) versions of English as idealized histories 
that ignore the dominant historical process - which, in relation to education, Hunter 
defines as the development of the social as an area for the supervision of populations. 
In the Arnold / Leavis tradition - whether left or right wing versions - history is 
conceived of as the movement from or t6wards utopian reconciliation of culture and 
society. According to Hunter, though, the origins of English to be found in the more 
'mundane' (one of Hunter's favourite words) nineteenth century concern for the 
management of mass populations. What appears to have started out as a minority 
ethical practice for shaping the cultured and privileged individual comes to fill a 
governmental need in the spread of a specific type of popular education. This human 
technology has a genealogy that links the Normal School of David Stow in Glasgow, 
via the work of the bureaucrat, Sir James Kay-Shuttleworth, to the governmental 
functions of elementary schooling and later to the reading practices of the English 
classroom. 103 English is a site of techniques for moral training in which the life of the 
child is brought into the norm-saturated environment of the classroom. 104 In the 
literature lesson individuals are corrected as they express themselves, invited to 
problematize their responses and themselves, to cultivate the inward looking self- 
regulating subject, a specific type of person. 105 Even in the liberal English classroom 
the individual's personal response is judged, corrected and modified, in a thoroughly 
pastoral spirit, via the exemplary figure of the teacher. From this perspective, personal 
response is not the expression of-freely adopted reading positions and techniques, but 
the problematization of the self, though couched in a language of personal response 
that has to be learned, a whole register that will coincide with the individuals' 
language profiles in quite different ways. Something of this argument is evident in my 
'NATE and the Politics of English' where personal response is thrown into question, 
and throughout Critical Theory and the English Teacher where reading practices are 
proposed as directly counter to personal response. Hunter, though, abstracts the form 
of pedagogic practice from curricular details which are largely disregarded as 
irrelevant in the general description. It is through the specific form of a pedagogy that 
a subtle regulation is deployed as social norms get experienced in the form of personal 
response. In 'the literature lesson' the text offers the surface on which students' 'lives' 
- thoughts and feelings - are rendered visible to correction. The student's personal 
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response is validated but is always open to correction through the English teacher's 
sympathetic inspection. 106 The apparently open relationship between student and 
teacher is the means by which social values and norms are transmitted. For Hunter, 
this is an inescapable logic: attempts to liberalize - attempts to validate the personal - 
are conscious or unconscious moves to render govenunentality more subtle but more 
complete. 
It is in the literary practices of English teaching in schools where the issues 
and the tensions in personal growth, liberal models of English are perhaps most 
clearly evident. Ian Hunter's work on English has been the most persistent in 
illuminating the tendencies of growth model, and literary models of English, in their 
deployment of techniques of pastoral surveillance. Growth model English advocated 
personal experience as activating the child's 'directness of perception' and 'free and 
direct emotional response'. 107 The possibility of a democratic, individualizing venture 
which would create an inclusive environment in which the responses of all students 
could be valued was envisaged. 108 Belsey writes ironically of this privileging of 
response: 'The indeterminacy of the text is a small price to pay for the right to be the 
source of meaning not only of our own ptteraaces, but of others as well. "09 In the 
English classroom, though, some 'personal' responses clearly count as better than 
others within a discourse that requires a specific type of personal response. Certain 
personal responses are not legitimate: boredom, hostility or indifference, for instance. 
Hunter comments on the business of personal response by referring to the idea of a 
treconciliatory reading', a particular form of structured 'textual' negotiation: 
the 'reconciliatory' reading, employed as a pedagogical norm or 'task 
of behaviour', also functions as a means for revealing the state of the 
psycho-ethical. unconscious to the corrective observation of the 
teacher-critic. 110 (Emphasis added). 
That is, the response provides the occasion on which the student's 'self is displayed 
for monitoring, examination and adjustment. The good response to a literary text, 
argued by both growth and heritage English to be genuine and Ielt', "' and to come 
from a reader's unique inner self, though is always readable as culturally, historically 
and socially located. Reading constructed as a private and personal matter, however, 
encourages students to regard their responses as personal and individual - yet 
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paradoxically universal - and ideologically neutral. Alan Sinfield, writing about the 
role of Shakespeare in English teaching comments: 'questions which appear to invite 
a personal response are often all the more tyrannical; candidates are invited to 
interrogate their experience to discover a response which has in actuality been 
leamt. ' 112 Michel Foucault defines the examination as epitomizing the joint processes 
of objectification and subjection, outlin6d in the well-known formulation: 'the 
subjection of those who are perceived as objects and the objectification of those who 
are subjected. " 13 
Foucault's concept of a disciplinary technology of power provides an 
alternative account for the characteristic literary English lesson. The text in the 
reading lesson in English is the surface or occasion for the intransitively critical, if 
kindly, observation of students. Students' language performances are subjected to the 
same critical treatment - where suggestions for development may go alongside 
corrections. The processes of 'reading' and writing render students 'visible' and, 
therefore, 'knowable' and 'correctable'. In the modem English classroom students are 
constrained to produce personal responses and to produce personal forms of writing. 
Failure to produce appropriate readings or writing - according to the 'normalizing 
judgement' of English teaching necessitates pastoral intervention, modification, 
correction. The ideal end product of this technique of ethical surveillance is the self- 
regulating individual - this pastoral form of discipline epitomizing the modem form of 
governmentality. 
Although growth model English is represented by its advocates as a challenge 
to heritage practices, ' 14 by continuing to construct texts and students' reading of them 
in terms which assume the intransitivity of meaning, can be seen as parallel to 
heritage practices. ' 1S The apparent shift of the location of meaning from the privileged 
text or author to the reader - and therefore the apparent opening up of the possibility 
of resistance and challenge to dominant readings through the widening of the range of 
possible readings - is supported by the frequent appeals in GCSE examining 
procedures and in A Level examiners' reports for the reader's personal response to the 
text. The 'inner self' assumed as the emanating centre of response, however, rather 
than representing 'the innate, individual state of the individual reader' and the 
guarantee of freedom to produce uniquely personal meanings is redefined by Hunter 
in terms of 'a specific strategy whereby the student-reader is expected to perform a 
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certain representation of the 'self'. The process of producing a response in English is 
thus described by Hunter as 'an aesthetico-ethical' transaction available for scrutiny 
and correction within 'the normalizing practices of personal response pedagogy in 
secondary English classrooms. ' 116 The reading self in the English classroom is obliged 
to construct a life of his or her own choosing, which involves continuous self-scrutiny 
in relation to 'the text' in terms of how she or he feels or thinks or should behave. The 
project becomes the reader's own identity and Nikolas Rose writes of this 'obsession 
with personal identity, this tyranny of intimacy in which narcissism is mobilized in 
social relations and the self is defined in terms of how it feels. ' 117 
Hunter offers a unique way of interpreting histories of English teaching of 
divergent kinds in the name of 'governmentality'. For Hunter schools are historically 
and fundamentally institutions of governance. Rhetorics of liberation are likely to 
suppress key elements of school practices. Hunter relates the idea of governmentality 
to the historical shift that sees state education become a principal mechanism in 
person formation. This position clearly derives from a Foucauldian sense of a radical 
shift from sovereign power to governmentality. Government and education in this new 
state formation are one and the same. For Hunter, 'the literature lesson' serves as a 
paradigm for the subtle technique of a special ibrm. of goverrimentality, the ideal end 
product being self-government within a normative regime. The exertion of power in, 
the form of pastoral discipline is routinized in 'everyday' practices of reading, writing 
speaking and listening. The favoured practices of liberal English such as creative 
writing can be seen as offering a surface on which the self can be problematized. 
Hunter's description of the normative operations of the literature lesson doesn't 
include any possible reference to the case of language according to a sociolinguistic 
perspective; Hunter seeks in fact to deny the relevance of sociolinguistics as a form of 
critique of English teaching as this cuts across his desire to represent social / cultural 
critiques as falling into the essentially humanist rap of complete development. It is 
possible, however, to see some continuity between the Foucauldian description in 
Hunter of a managed environmen t in which the self is problematized in the literature 
lesson, and the corrective language practices of English teaching, where the self and 
language are seen as a unified whole to be monitored, fostered, corrected in a pastoral 
context. 
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Hunter represents English as being more consistent than Ball and is dedicated 
to a totalizing interpretation in the name of governmentality. Some questions arise, 
though, about Hunter's consistent insistence on privileging pedagogy above content as 
offering the truth about English. If it is pedagogical relations that supervene, why 
focus exclusively on English? Hunter's history of the subject focuses strongly on the 
pre-history of English in schools. The essential, governmental nature of English is 
expressed in terms especially of the formulations of James Kay-Shuttleworth and his 
pioneering ideas for the ideal form of the school and the ideal figure of the teacher. 
The history of the subject is subsumed under this prehistorical emphasis, collapsing 
differences and specific practices of the school subject, and overriding any sense of 
the shifting functions of state education. Hunter doesn't address socially exclusive 
language practices in public examinations in English. The dominance of standard 
English cannot be subsumed under his explanatory framework, nor can different 
levels of attainment that are directly related to language differences be shrugged off as 
'legitimate inequality'. 118 Hunter also doesn't address the school as defining specific 
and limited conceptions of literacy and operating a coercive delimitation of culture. 
The practice of moral management must be conducted around identifiable clusters of 
ideas and attitudes. These phenomena, as well as more obviously coercively corrective 
aspects of English teaching, cannot all be accounted for in terms of pastoral discipline. 
By focusing on pedagogical relations, and by redefining English as a 'human 
technology', Hunter usefully highlights historical features of the subject's 
constitution, but cannot negate questions about the subject's particular versions of 
culture and particular models of language. 
After Bullock: Towards The National Curriculum and the Contemporary 
Scene 
In The Preachers of Culture, Margaret Mathieson's defines 'the four main activities 
within English' as 'literature, creativity, discrimination, and classroom talk'. While 
acknowledging that there are 'conflicting views' of priorities in relation to these 
activities, they are represented as generally consensual features of subject identity. 
The Bullock Report represented the powerfully established 'liberal' view, on the 
whole, that promoted the idea that English was essentially about the 'dissemination of 
liberal culture throughout society. ' 120 Mathieson goes on to describe how the shift 
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from the grammar schools as the centre of concern for values in education to the then 
relatively new comprehensive schools, gave rise to anxiety over the curriculum in 
relation to the bands of students classified as 'the average and below average child. ' 121 
The question of how to construct an English curriculum that would now meet the 
needs of a new constituency within the comprehensive school gave rise to varied 
answers. Some schools adopted streaming as a way of sustaining the differentiations 
of the tripartite system. Many schools saw the comprehensive school as an 
opportunity to break down those old barriers in the name of 'mixed-ability' teaching. 
An effect of this shift in consciousness was to give rise to new questions about what 
was the proper role of subject English in relation to those four main activities: 
'literature, creativity, discrimination, and classroom talk 9.122 
Some developments occurred in English teaching to challenge prevailing 
hegemony in approaches to the main elements of English. In some cases the centrality 
of the very categories that Margaret Mathieson defines was challenged. This 
uncoordinated and disparate movement was in part a response to issues raised by the 
large scale changes occurring during the period of comprehensivization and after. In 
the work of Chris Searle - and in the Teaching'London Kids movement, for instance - 
English was rethought in terms of extending the liberal ideal to all independently of 
class and linguistic variation. 123 The challenges that occurred were political in 
character and began to raise explicit questions about the cultural politics of the 
subject. The comprehensive school had initiated a period of commitment to ideals of 
equality. Mixed-ability teaching had challenged existing assumptions and 
consciousness about class as a factor in educational success and failure had been part 
of a movement towards an attempt to realize the goal of equality. Ken Worpole, also a 
teacher at Hackney Downs school, had written about the potential for the ideas about 
literacy to be reorganized on more inclusive basis. 124 In the 'Literature Teaching 
Politics' movement -a series of conferences organized through the early 1980s, there 
appeared a few scattered pieces concerning the development of a theory informed 
basis for rethinking the politics of English teaching. Much of this work was concerned 
to demonstrate new applications of theory to a broader definition of the literary text, to 
pursue questions concerning canonicity as well as develop a sense of the impact of 
Cultural Studies on English teaching. 125 In both English in Education and more 
significantly in The English Magazine, later to become The English and Media 
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Magazine, theory appeared from time to time as offering prospects for new directions, 
new bearings in subject practice and identity. Richard Exon's populist account of 
post-structuralism and its impact on English appeared in The English Magazine. 'The 
Post-Structuralist Always Reads Twice' suggested new practices in relation to group 
readings of poetry. 126 More challenging to the given structure of the subject was Terry 
Eagleton's 'The Subject of Literature' tlýat also appeared in The English Magazine 
and that sought to question the liberal basis of the reading practices of English. It was 
this piece that prompted my own contribution, on A Level teaching, 'Redefining A 
Level', that attempted to demonstrate how ideas from theory and Cultural Studies had 
worked to transform the habitual practices of English at A Level in one specific 
context. These examples were sporadic intrusions and were never absorbed into the 
mainstream practices of the subject. Under pressure from the editor a section outlining 
problems with exam board moderators - guardians of subject identity - elements of my 
attempt to redefine A Level English had to be suppressed as open debate about subject 
controls in the face of attempts to redefine practices was felt to be botg naive and 
professionally dangerous. 
There were some attempts to redefine English syllabuses, though only rarely in 
the name of including significant components of theory or of restructuring the 
configuration of the subject in relation to theory. English examination syllabuses had a 
history of liberalization - especially in the cases of 100% coursework CSE syllabuses, 
the UCLES 9000 A Level syllabus that invited school to submit their own paper 10 -a 
third part of the final assessment - for coursework assessment based on their own 
practices and in the case of the AEB 660 A Level syllabus that allowed for 50% of the 
final assessment to be in the form of coursework - the contents of it to be significantly 
determined by participating institutions. These syllabuses had enjoyed a burgeoning 
during the late 1970s and 1980s and represented, it seemed to me. - the realization of 
the liberal model of the subject. They were largely self-regulated safely within the, 
accepted confines of the liberal idea of English that championed creativity and 
personal response, but that also retained a clear commitment to the centrality of 
literature. One serious example of an attempt by English teachers to establish, via 
official channels, a drastically new course was the 'Avon' Cultural Studies syllabus 
that never actually came to fruition, running into the government imposed restrictions 
on A Level coursework that came along with the National Curriculum restrictions on 
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coursework at GCSE, and that also had the effect of ensuring the integrity of the 
literature core of the subject at A Level. 127 The 'Avon' syllabus had been proposed by 
a consortium of teachers and was developed during a commission that I attended at 
the 1989 NATE conference held in Swansea. 128 The syllabus was to be organized 
around textual practices that eradicated the divide between the literary and the popular 
and that also attempted to undo the division in English between literary practices and 
practices that came under the heading of 'language'. Some of the material proposed as 
content of the syllabus - like the iconography of everyday objects - was deliberately 
construed to make this break with English explicit. A major issue, however, for those 
working on the syllabus and for the examining authorities we were consulting with 
was the question of the title of the scheme. 'Properly' speaking, it seemed appropriate 
to signal its difference from English by naming it simply as an A Level in Cultural 
Studies. I argued against this, as I imagined that it would have the effect of making the 
syllabus a minority affair that would have little impact on the general state of English. 
I argued for a title that would include English - English and Cultural Studies, for 
example - in order to attract the significant numbers drawn to A Level English and to 
retain the connection with English in order to shift the grounds of the subject. 
The National Curriculum in English 
While avant-garde syllabus development was halted by governmental intervention, the 
National Curriculum heralded the end of 100% coursework schemes at GCSE in 
English. In liberal organs the National Curriculum was represented as the dark 
triumph of right-wing bureaucratic ideological interference by government in the face 
of liberal expertise developed through the progressive history of the subject. For 
English teaching, the National Curriculum, I argued, broke the spell of the progressive 
myth. 129 General deflation and loss of faith among English teachers were 
accompanied by a sense of deskilling. 130 Professional autonomy had been significantly 
reduced and the centralized control of the specific details of the curriculum were 
experienced by English teachers particularly as a general loss of significance. There 
developed a strong sense of a powerful'opposition between the English teacher's 
commitment to the essentially liberal construction of the subject on the one hand and 
the restricting hand of government intervention. The view I took was that the National 
Curriculum remained organized by similar principles - and practices - that had 
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characterized English in comprehensive schools. GCSE schemes that had enjoyed 
100% Poursework had still been constrained by invisible but nonetheless powerful 
forces. 13 1 The uniformity of coursework contents seemed to represent a consensus that 
was operating a quite restrictive rather than an expansive and inclusive version of 
subject identity. Critical Theory and the English Teacher was critical of this structure 
of liberal English - and from the point ok view proposed by the book, the liberal / 
conservative hegemony in English was not much d istinguishable in fact from the form 
of English that the National Curriculum embodied. This seemed to me to be borne out 
in the fact that, though the occasion of some disgruntlement about a reduction in 
professional autonomy and some discontentment over forms of assessment, the 
contents of the National Curriculum were accepted. English teachers were teaching 
it. 132 
Interestingly enough, the most sustained account of contemporary English and 
debates on contemporary English teaching in schools in England and Wales has been 
managed by Brian Cox, the former Black Paper author who chose to champion the 
cause of English against the government imposed restrictions of English of the 
National Curriculum. As a Black Papen author, Cox had been sceptical of what were 
perceived to be liberal tendencies of comprehensive education: 'There is an urgent 
need for new conservative initiatives in education', he had once written. 133 When 
consulted during the production of the Bullock Report, Cox had advised against 'the 
dangers of popular culture. '134 As author of The Cox Report, though, Cox came into 
conflict with government. It is a symptomatic irony of the liberal-conservative alliance 
in English that Cox became a spokesperson for the subject in its argument with 
government. Cox claims that from 1991 to 1995 a 'small groups of Conservatives 
interfered with the National Curriculum in order to impose an extreme right wing 
version of the knowledge and skills necessary for the education of our children. ' 135 
Cox also laments 'The decision by Kenneth Clarke in 1991 to allow a small right- 
wing group to take over NCC and SEAC ... ' thus establishing his own position in 
contrast to this right-wing effrontery. 136 
Cox proposes five models of English that account for the diverse interests of 
the subject. These include: 'personal growth', 'cross-curricular,, 'adult needs', 
6 cultural heritage', and 'cultural analysis'. Cox represents these five versions or 
models as 'a broad approach to the subject which can unite the profession' echoing 
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something of the position of NATE, the influential body claiming to represent the 
interests of English teachers that Cox increasingly saw himself in allegiance with .1 
37 
For Cox there is no contradiction between his proposal of 'cultural heritage' and his 
simultaneous support for 'cultural analysis'. Cox sees no complications in putting any 
of the other, actually often conflicting views of English, side by side with one another 
in his total description of the subject. 138 To assure us of the completeness of his liberal 
reincarnation and in his consequent attempt to be as inclusive as possible, Cox is at 
pains to acknowledge that there is a 'great debate' about the status of literary theory in 
relation to English. He issues a necessary warning though, dismissing 'such changing 
critical fashions as structuralism, deconstruction, marxist criticism ... ' as though 
everything else, but especially the literary model of English subject identity he 
proposes, was everlasting and beyond the vagaries of 'fashion'. 139 In a move which is 
either astonishing for its naivetd or utterly disingenuous, Cox acknowledges in 
relation to questions of literature and canonicity that 'Classrooms cannot be isolated 
from such debates. ' He goes on to argue against the restriction of the canon, but never 
against the canon itself. 140 Cox cites Soyinka to the effect that we must open our 
minds to other cultures and refers self-applaudingly to Chapter 2 of The Cox Report 
where cultural analysis is represented as a significant (but not defining) mode of 
English. In a characteristic and familiar move, avoiding the entire phenomenological 
question about the identity of literature and the entire social question of the status of 
literature, effectively negating 'cultural analysis' of the subject, Cox asserts that 'study 
of literature' must involve 'honest discussion' about quality, and must be founded on 
'analysis and discrimination'. The assumption is that 'analysis and discrimination' 
could take place in some realm beyond theory, beyond 'cultural analysis' and that, 
anyway, we all already know what they are. 'As if to confirm the circularity and 
essential vacuity of his argument and his whole position, Cox resorts to the familiar 
liberal English statement concerning the state of contemporary culture, finding in the 
end his own version of a thoroughly Leavisite position: 'Culture seems to be drifting 
progressively downinarket as TV schedules'make plain'. 141 (Ironically, it's Cox, 
though, who finds 'ignorance and prejudice' in the actions of John Major in the 
reduction of coursework in English GCSE assessments. ) 142 Cox acknowledges, 
however, that there are such things as good films, good film being defined by what 
Cox himself has decided is good. Cox's cultural bearings have shifted little since his 
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Black Paper days, and it is worth reflecting on what is indicated about the state of 
English teaching that Cox became its spokesperson in 'the battle for the English 
curriculum. ' 143 If Cox was to be the advocate of the subject, this indicated very 
significant facts about the condition of English in schools, its attitudes towards 
linguistic and literary / cultural matters. 
Cox's ultimate appeal is to the idea of 'art' quoting from Bradbury: 
The real reason for taking criticism seriously is the desire to take art seriously, 
as an exploration, an investigation, a fundamental probe into our moral, our 
spiritual and our imaginative life. That depends on a desire for standards, for 
judgment, for the endless sifting of the better from the worse. 144 
Cox utterly endorses this view: this is the notion of English he claims 'many teachers 
of English' wish to see at the centre of English studies. In the end, this is the basis for 
Cox's position. What is best done within English is hardly a matter for argument, 
much less for the fads and fashions of theory, it is much more properly a matter for 
custom and practice. Cox asserts: 'The study of literature has never ceased to be at the 
centre in school programmes of English, and there is no reason why this should not 
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prevail in the future. 9 ew on English teaching encapsulated here clearly has 
no historical sense of the genealogy of the subject. 
Cox outlined his ten features which should be 'at the centre of the post- 1995' 
English CUrriCUIUM. 146 In it he includes the teaching of the LINC materials that were 
produced during the early 1990s under the government sponsored supervision of 
Ronald Carter. 147 The LINC materials sought to propose knowledge about language 
based to some extent on linguistics and sociolinguistic, to develop the (more 
Vygotskian) input into English of Barnes and Britton on language at least partially on 
more Hallidayan lines, giving some emphasis to language and the social and to 
theories about language. 148 Carter traces a natural progression from the Britton of the 
Bullock Report to the work of LINC and while on the one hand elaborating 'variation 
theory' that utterly problematizes the normative language practices of English 
teaching, still envisages a developmental model. The big question for Carter is 'To 
what extent can the above theories help teachers in their task of fostering language 
development?, 149 Carter is uncritical of the Cox Report with its five versions of 
English, and sees no problem with introducing a critical linguistic perspective into the 
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liberal framework of the subject. Carter is sanguine, in fact, that the National 
Curriculum will work in the tradition of Britton. The volume Knowledge about 
Language includes a section by John Richmond that is indicative of what I took to be 
the thoroughly untheorized political position being taken on language by the 
advocates of the LINC project. 150 For John Richmond grammar teaching in English is 
not a problematic question of linguistic ý cultural politics but is presented entirely as a 
question of pedagogic method. In an interesting version of language in practice he 
refers to 'a temporary derailment off the trains of grammatical connection between 
brain and pen' - as though without such temporary derailments the movement of 
grammar in writing might be smoothly running along parallel lines. 151 For a 
contemporary luminary of English teaching to represent grammar in this way 
indicates, perhaps, something of the condition of theory in English teaching in 
England and Wales. It is as though the whole question of grammar teaching could be 
reduced to a matter of pupil performativity with no sociolinguistic cbmplications. This 
seems surprising in a book explicitly purporting to deal with language issues in 
English teaching in the name of knowledge about language. In an attempt to address 
the English teacher, and to sustain the idea that English teachers have a natural sense 
of good language practices, the book as whole tends to eschew language theory, 
almost entirely neglecting sociological issues. 152 This seems to confirm the argument 
of the piece I wrote on the LINC project which proffered a range of interesting 
examples of work on language but that chose to ignore the constitutional language 
practices and ideas of English in its institutionalized formS. 153 
Language debates have always been close to debates about subject identity in 
English teaching and about education. Early concerns for the well-being of the masses 
at the turn of the century had identified the decline in the English language as a matter 
of urgent concern, 154 a position echoed in Newbolt and more recently in the 'Better 
English' Campaign. 'Better English' neatly represents the equivocal position of ý' 
English teaching in relation to language - or one influential set of its advocates at 
least. NATE had supported the 'Better English' campaign, headed by Trevor 
McDonald and had even featured a picture of the distinguished newsreader on a front 
cover of NATE News (Summer, 1996). 155 The confusion between ideas about 
language and empowerment and the acceptance of the dominant status of standard 
English indicates an amnesia of debates that were conducted in the 1070s in education 
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and in English. Writing about the recent politics of English teaching in relation to the 
National Curriculum, Ken Jones advocates 'that teachers of English sought a re- 
encounter with the concerns of that period', finding that the 1970s interest in 
language, culture and class had been unproductively deflected by other concerns. 156 
Jones is critical of the fact that English teaching allowed its ground to be 
occupied by debates that represented pressures outside itself. He finds that progressive 
English teaching lacked the very theoretical consciousness to resist the imposition of 
the model of English represented in the Cox Report: 
... the willingness of 'progressive' English teachers to recognize themselves 
in 
the report as it does on the substantial shift in position of the report's chief 
organizer. One of the reasons 'Cox' could accomplish the manoeuvre was a 
lack of self-awareness within progressive English teaching. 157 
Jones also finds a gap in the theoretical make-up of progressive English teachers in 
relation to 'social criticism'; 'although a penumbra of social criticism surrounded the 
intentions of many English teachers, for most of them 'progressive education' was 
articulated as a matter of method. ' 158 What's indicated here seems to me to be in 
accord with the position expressed in Critical Theory and the English Teacher and in 
the piece written about the National Curriculum, 'Key Stage 4: Back to the FutureT, 
where lack of political consciousness in relation to questions of subject identity had 
enabled the subject to be organized via the National Curriculum on grounds that 
emphasized traditional features of the traditional / liberal continuum. The political 
condition of English teaching in England and Wales also seemed to enable the 
transition to occur without great protest from English teachers. The element of 'social 
criticism' as expressed above by Jones had been a significant gap, although it had also 
been the case that social criticism had tended to take the form, when it did appear, of a 
post Leavisite rejection of commercial values and media forms often in the name of a 
'traditionalist' adherence to an alternative set of values embodied in literature, even 
where liýerature had been generously expanded beyond the canonical. In the end, 
Jones attributes the reductionist version of the National Curriculum in English to the 
failure of comprehensive education to rewrite the contents and structure of whole 
school curriculum: 'The comprehensive school lacked a comprehensive, remodelled 
curriculum. " 59 By the time the National Curriculum was in place and established in 
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schools, it had become, according to Jones, an accepted feature of the educational 
landscape, represented in the national press as a necessary fait accompli: 'a consensual 
feature of British life' 160 or 'part of the common sense of educational policy' .1 
61 It is 
tempting to regard the National Curriculum, as the end of English, certainly as the end 
of the progressive myth of English. 162 It continues to speak of a fractured subject, but 
one that retains governmental functions in relation to special cultural objects and 
probably more critically language. With its tiers and levels the National Curriculum in 
English is closely reminiscent of the 1864 requirements for a basic school curriculum. 
Meanwhile debates - both in the public sphere and within the institutions of the 
subject - about the identity of English hardly exist. NATE has embraced the 'Better 
English' programme and there appear to be no signs of significant change on the 
horizon nor of significant resistance from English teachers. 163 As I wrote in 'Key 
Stage 4: Back to the Future? ', English teachers are teaching the National Curriculum, 
are marking it and there is no apparent dissent. 164This acceptance surely indicates an 
acceptance of the modified Cox version of English, in all its enduring conservative 
attachment to standard English and literature. and its linguistic and cultural naivetd. 
The recent history of English teaching in England and Wales has been 
dominated by the National Curriculum, proindting a model of subject identity that is 
an amalgam of traditionalist and liberal elements. The National Curriculum imposes 
both testing and tiering both of which seem alien to the liberal incarnation of the 
subject. These changes and others impelled by the 1988 Education Reform Act and its 
1992 sister act centralize control and deskill teachers in relation to curriculum 
management. 165 With a weakening of local authorities under LMS, schools become 
individual entities that may compete with other local schools for student numbers and 
for a position in a league table, problematizing the idea of the community 
comprehensive school. Schools and their curricula have become subject to OFSTED 
surveillance, another factor in the erosion of teacher and school autonomy. In English 
particularly the idea of the self-regulating naturally evolving subject of Dixon's 
account is difficult to sustain in the face of the central control by government. The 
history of the development of the National Curriculum in English indicates that 
English teachers were not consulted to any significant degree and that the final 
product was established by committee and modified by government appointee. The 
national professional organization of English teachers, NATE, failed to organize any 
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large scale protest to the National Curriculum or to offer any viable arguments for 
anything that would be seriously alternative to it and during the period in question 
suffered from falling roles making local interest groups less viable. 166 
In the meantime some signs of practices outside the traditionalist / liberal 
alliance appear in fragmented form at various levels of the subject. Aspects of 
feminist criticism have been absorbed tifievenly into English teaching at various levels 
and there is evidence of concern with gender - now mostly addressing a perceived 
lowering of boys' achievements in the subject. There is a general acceptance of the 
value of multicultural literature in the English classroom. There is some incorporation 
of genre theory into practices that are organized around 'writing frameworks. 167 The 
National Literacy strategy with its 'literacy hour' has some potentially productive 
practices in teaching the serniotics of reading non-fiction texts in detailed ways. 168 
My own professional sense of the state of the subject is one of 
disempowerment and stasis - with a restriction in the nature of professional identity. It 
is possible at the same time to see new possibilities, though, in the critical habits of 
new generations of English teachers often with a background in critical theory, Media 
Studies or Cultural Studies. It's difficult to say how much this will impact on the 
given order of things - given that English teaching is constitutionally organized to 
resist such incursions. What's certain is that the horizons in English teaching in 
England and Wales remain dominated by the National Curriculum. From the point of 
view of the position expressed in Critical Theory and the English Teacher, at the level 
of practice the question is how to open language and textual work to alternative 
practices alongside the strictures of the National Curriculum. There is an attempt to 
illustrate how this kind of practice - working within and against English - might work 
in 'Key Stage 4: Back to the Future? '.
Other Contexts of English: Alternative Models and Debates 
Alternative models of subject identity are alive and well, however, though they tend to 
thrive in contexts other than England and Wales-. An interesting proposition would be 
to examine the various histories and lines of development of subject identity in the 
different national contexts of English. 169 The Australian context seems particularly 
energetic in exploring, sustaining and developing a range of perspectives and 
positions that represent abreak with literary models and growth model versions of 
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subject identity. 170 The 'critical literacy' movement, characterized by a broad 
approach to texts extending beyond literature and 'critical' techniques for reading has 
been influential in Australia. 'Critical literacy' aims to recognize and emphasize the 
role of the social in signifying practices, paying attention to matters such as the 
representation of gender and ethnicity. 'Genre theory', based in the sociolinguistics of 
Halliday, has also attained general currehcy and purports to offer a mode of English 
teaching that takes into account the relations between socially discursively determined 
'registers' and the dominance of standard forms of language. The most challenging 
position in English teaching in Australia comes from the application of the idea of 
education as a form of governmentality derived from ideas of Foucault via Ian Hunter. 
'Governmentality' applied to a rethinking of the contents of the English curriculum is 
propounded in the work of Annette Patterson and Bronwyn Mellor, and gives rise to 
some highly original, practical and productive work on reading practiceS. 171 One of 
the main advantages of this position is that it refuses to idealize the subject of English 
by giving priority to any one of the disparate aims of the subject in practice over all 
others. It has a rootedness, in other words, in the mundane functions of English in its 
institutional contexts. Where critical literacy Will tend to promote the idea of the 
liberation of the subject from ideological restriction via the application of certain 
critical reading techniques, critical literacy practices are likely then to come into 
conflict with the assessment system that figures so powerfully in schooling to 
determine differences of access. Critical literacy, in other words, is likely to be deeply 
embarrassed by the governmental functions of schooling. 
While it is the case that ideas like critical literacy and an associated range of 
concepts and practices have become part of what English is in Australia, and while in 
South Africa language policies in education are being informed by a sociolinguistic 
sense of the politics of language differences, English in England and Wales remains 
dominated by, the National Curriculum. 172 At the level of the influential professional 
body, NATE, discussion and debates remain structured around meaningful responses 
to poetry, and the frequently expressed dissatisfaction in the present regime of English 
harks back. to the post-Bullock liberal golden age. When recent discussion on literacy 
held in the NATE j ournal, English in Education, threatened to introduce a political 
dimension into the arena of English teaching, this was deftly avoided by keeping the 
discussion of theories of literacy away from any debate about the current constitution 
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of English, and by ensuring that the main participants, Colin McCabe and Brian 
Street, media and literacy theorists, were speaking to the subject at a distance 
themselves from its habitual concerns. 173 McCabe, in fact, calls for a 'comprehensive 
new settlement in the teaching of literacy' without any reference the state of things in 
terms of literacy in education nor within EAglish teaching. 
The Contemporary State of English 
The history of education since World War Two has been characterized by major shifts 
in the very nature of state education, its functions, forms and discourses. The vast 
expansion of education for the population as a whole - expressed in The 1944 Butler 
Education Act, in the Robbins Report and in Circular. 10/65 - was accompanied, 
unevenly, by liberalizing tendencies that found expression in the curriculum most 
persistently in English teaching. This liberal position never gained a complete 
ascendancy but remained the dominant discourse in the public arena in English until 
the National Curriculum, coming through the 1988 Education Reform Act, displaced 
its laissez-faire premises by a rather more traditionalist, prescriptive curriculum. For 
avant-garde liberals, this abrupt halt to their myth of progress came as a shock 
coinciding with the Education Reform Act's undermining of the project of community 
comprehensive education. 
I have argued that the National Curriculum, part constructed, part lamented by 
the former Black paper author, Brian Cox, as restricted, illiberal and unenlightened, 
has been possible due to the ideological structure of the subject, and the nature of 
subject identity, the history of the subject. The long-established political vacuum of 
the subject enabled the occupation of English teaching. The practices promoted by the 
National Curriculum were not so distant from the liberal form of the subject. The 
unresolved question of the place of literature, the unresolved issue of normative 
language practices, and the role of both these areas in assessment, clearly indicated 
that the subject lacked a politically conscious critical theory in relation to language 
and culture. In terms of the three main perspectives on subject history I have outlined, 
the National Curriculum can be interpreted in quite different ways. From the liberal 
progressive perspective, it will be seen as the more or less catastrophic intervention of 
government into the proper development of the subject. From the point of view of an 
ideological interpretation, it will seen as the reaffirmation of hegemonic versions of 
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culture and language, imposed through the details of the curriculum on the 
consciousness of the population. From the perspective of governmentality, the 
National Curriculum can be viewed as business as usual, since the details of the 
curriculum are subordinate to the pedagogic relations that enact the problematization 
of the self in the name of the cultivation of self-governance. From the point of view 
developed through my published works *on English teaching and finding its fullest 
expression in Critical Theory and the English Teacher, the present condition of 
English teaching is continuous with its historically dominant liberal form. The 
political issues involved in English teaching remain cultural and social questions 
about literature and language, as the ideological versions of the history of the subject 
might insist. The powerful and overarching idea of governmentality, however, negates 
the possibility of a liberationist philosophy or practice that is simply alternative and 
politically transparent. In the concluding section I hope to explore briefly how 
ideological and governmental critiques of English teaching might afford plausible 




English cannot plausibly remain simply what it has been. 
Nick Peim, Critical Theory and the English Teacher, p. 215. 
In the preceding chapters I've tried to define the distinctive nature of my published 
works on English teaching and its contribution to debates about subject identity. I 
have demonstrated some of 'the working out' behind the published work and located 
the work within a sense of the history of English teaching, taking into account 
different perspectives on the history of English teaching. I've tried to describe the 
context of my attempt to rethink English teaching in terms of my own career as an 
English teacher and in terms of the state of English teaching. In the account of theory I 
have given, I've attempted to define a fusion of elements that informed my thinking 
on English teaching, especially in relation to a rethinking of the centrality of literature 
in the subject and in relation to language and social difference. 
This work of challenging and redefining English teaching has continued and 
developed in my involvement in teacher training, in teaching degree programme 
education modules and involvement in European education networks. The 
distinctiveness of my contribution to rethinking English teaching has been recognized 
in invitations from major international conferences on English teaching and education 
in the UK, the USA, Australia and South Africa. I have continued to publish and to 
present conference papers on English teaching dealing with issues including the 
postmodern politics of English, English and national curricula in the UK and 
Australia, the future of English, rethinking the teaching of grammar (an attempt o 
revive debates about language in English teaching) and the professional identity of 
English teachers. 1 It has been partly through a sense of the international dimension 
that I have been able to develop the business of rethinking subject identity and the role 
of English teaching - or something deriving from it - in education, modifying the 
position expressed in Critical Theory and the English Teacher (1993). 
In this conclusion I want to consider a critique of the kind of alternative 
position I developed rooted in Ian Hunter's reading of Foucault. This is a critique that 
has been developed in Australia - in a context where critical theory is a much more 
familiar discourse in English teaching - evident, for example, in the fact that systemic 
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functional linguistics has become familiar among English teachers' everyday 
discourses on English. It has a more studied, developed and serious character than the 
more familiar and dismissive critiques of critical theory as 'barbarism' or as 'clever, 
shallow, influential literary theory 2 and the equally dismissive claims from within 
English studies that 'post-Marxisms, Foucauldianisms, cultural materialism, new 
,3 historicism, queer studies ... are all alieady part of English, anyway. 
In this conclusion, I hope to explain how the position taken in my published 
works on English teaching may answer what I have characterized as the 
6governmental' critique: firstly, by acknowledging the value of the emphasis it gives 
to English pedagogy as a form of human technology; but secondly, by clarifying the 
role of critique in relation to questions about the cultural politics of English teaching. 
In doing so I hope to clarify how my published works on English teaching may be 
seen to offer a contribution to questions about discourses of English, literacy and 
language in a range of educational contexts and how they may be seen to offer a 
contribution to questions about the cultural politics of education in a larger, less 
subject-bound sense. 
The Significance of English Teaching in State Education 
Accounts of English teaching provided by English teachers, have a perhaps 
understandable tendency to inflate the significance of the subject and the profession. It 
may be that the historically dominant form of English teaching has required this 
special sense of a grand mission. This can be related back to the early struggle for 
recognition of the subject and to both its traditionalist and its liberalist claims to be 
always about much more than itself. According to Robert Protherough and Judith 
Atkinson writing recently, English teaching makes special demands of the teacher: 'to 
be a special kind of person, to teach a subject that in many ways is more than a subject 
and that has repercussions outside the classroom walls, has imposed a special 
responsibility on English teachers. '4 English teachers are charged not only with, 
teaching a subject, but with offering a training in life itsetf. For Raymond O'Malley, 
'The purpose of English teaching' required the English teacher to enable their students 
'to face successfully every challenge and invitation of the life around them. 's 
Something of the impossibility of this mission is recogniýed in James Donald's 
description of 'the intractable problem of English' which is that 'it remained trapped 
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within its sense of being called to a social and cultural mission - whether healing the 
State or empowering people to escape its oppressions. ' 6 
During its early phase, English was represented as having a unifying, 
communal, social purpose. From the early statements of this socially cohesive 
function of the subject in Newbolt Report to the Spens Report of 1938, English 
teaching was seen as the social balm that could 'soften the distinction which separate 
men and classes in later life. 97 The authors of Englishfor Tomorrow (1997) see a 
correspondence between the early mission of national social cohesion for English with 
the aims of the contemporary National Curriculum: 'National Curriculum English is a 
version of the subject which greatly stresses the concept of the nation as enshrined in 
its literary heritage. 8 But, along with Gunther Kress (1995), they argue for a more 
inclusive sense of subject identity that can meet the need of students living within 
'fast capitalism'. 9 Here the idea of the needs of the students becomes the rationale of 
the subject and a means for advocating a particular subjectrnodel. Although shifted 
from the mission of social cohesion and the coherence of national identity, the sense 
of subject identity in this model remains tied to a vision of the social realm with 
which it is claimed to have special resonance. I English teaching in recent times has 
remained a significant site for discussions about education and culture and the proper 
social functions of their interaction. My published works on English teaching were 
predicated on a sense of the centrality of English in the curriculum and its cultural 
political significance. The nature of that significance, however, has been contested 
powerfully by commentators who have found the contents of English teaching to be of 
less significance than its exemplary pedagogy. 
Governmentality: An Alternative Perspective on English 
While John Dixon represented English as a vehicle for the completion of the proper 
cultural aspirations of the people and Terry Eagleton represented English as 'an 
ideology' hailing the liberation of literature as the release of democratic energies, 
there emerged amore sober account of the function English teaching within state 
education systems. As a challenge to the liberationist ambitions of the advocates of 
subject critique, Annette Patterson comments: 
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Generally, we've had such a good training, provided by Humanities Faculties 
in the free-wheeling, critical, resistant, self-reflective, hermeneutic practices 
typical of our fields of study (usually literature and the social sciences), that a 
term like governmentality triggers a rush to its assumed and endangered 
opposite, 'freedom'. 10 
According to this position, the resistance of would-be radical practitioners of English 
to the idea and practice of goverrimentality is a function of a certain kind of training, 
involving the cultivation of an interrogative, critical personal and professional style, 
forgetting the positive benefits of 'the modernist project of conquest through rational 
planning and action'. Those benefits are visible in 'compulsory education, universal 
entitlement to medical treatment, and systems of social welfare, public transport, 
sewerage and drainage. ' 11 
The resistance of English personnel to bureaucratic manoeuvre is almost 
legendary: most versions of professional journals in the English field bear 
witness to the ways in which we so expertly and consistently adopt the mantle 
of critique. We see ourselves opposed to the administrators, bureaucrats, and 
politicians and therefore best able to ask the tough questions of them. Our 
distrust of empiricism and our anti-positivist stances are legacies of an 
education in self-reflective, critical practices; and since empiricism, rationality 
and positivism are some of the featuresýýof governmentality, the administrators, 
bureaucrats and politicians become a rather easy target for our concerns. 12 
The really significant point of this position is to shift the emphasis for subject identity 
from 'theories' and 'models' to 'pedagogy': 13 'It is likely that a focus on theoretical 
'models' is not very helpful in understanding or governing the institution of 
English. ' 14 
The constitution of the subject - an issue I was increasingly anxious to address 
in the work I published on English teaching - is not, according to this view, to be 
located in the areas that my work was addressing: models of literacy, idLas about 
language, ingrained habits of thinking about subject content, its general value, its 
place in the curriculum. The 'true' identity of the subject is revealed in its specific and 
'rare' techniques for 'ethical' training. 15 
D- 
Reviews of English are traditionally located within a history and theory of the 
subject which do not provide a very useful guide to understanding its 
constitution. Instead, English had maintained a tenacious historical continuity 
with a set of ancient pedagogical practices, practices which date from early 
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Christian pastoral traditions, and from which it has withstood successive 
attempts to redefine its territory. 16 
This position stands as a useful reminder of the often forgotten component of 
pedagogy in discussions about the identity of English. The truly fundamental things 
about English teaching are concerned more with the 'ethical comportment of the 
English teacher' 17 which is no more than the by-product of governmental 
developments in the emergence of state-funded education in the nineteenth century, 
rather than a realization of the subject's freedom from governmental, bureaucratic 
constraint. 
It seems clear that this position may contradict the work of Critical Theory 
and the English Teacher and the other papers I published on English teaching. My 
work had focused steadily on models of English teaching that had given rise to what I 
interpreted through the application of certain types of theory as politically 
questionable in terms of their social effects. My work was founded on the very idea of 
critique. Literature and language - how these components of subject content were 
modelled and deployed - were the main focus for the critique I offered. The position 
that Annette Patterson outlines insists on the primacy of the governmental, of the 
subject English as a certain kind ofpedagogy as training in the cultivation of a certain 
type of person - or persona. The genealogical method from which this position arises 
avoids an essentialist theory of origins. The rise of English is traced through the 
emergence of the practice of pastoral ýurveillance of state education: with its emphasis 
on ethical comportment and the cultivation of the self-regulating subject. The 
occasion for this special procedure of governance might be, as in the case of David 
Stow, the teacher's presence in the school playground, bperating as a kind of kindly 
moral manager it might equally be the reading of a poem in the classroom, with the 
English teacher acting as a kindly ethical guardian, problematizing this response, 
gently correcting that response, but always cultivating a habit of reflexivity. This 
emphasis on the mundane particularities of subject erhergence effectively deconstructs 
ideological interpretations of its motivation. On this view the practices of state 
schooling, as well as its emergent rationales, may be seen to be, in reality, 
ideologically contradictory. ' 8 In the real world of polity and history contradictions 
happily live together. According to this genealogy, the school system, and the subject 
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identities that operate within it, are contingent conglomerates of principles and brute 
practices yoked by historical necessity and pragmatic efficacy together. 19 Hunter 
wants to deny the supervention of the ideological project, to deny the idea of state 
education as an ideological shackling of the mind and soul via the practices of an 
English that either lost touch with its 'true' working-class roots or that came 
increasingly to realize popular aspiratiofis for linguistic creativity and cultural 
development. Hunter sees similar tendencies at work in quite different critical views 
of education. Bowles and Gintis are given the same dismissive treatment as John 
Dixon or F. R. Leavis. 20 Both are the victims of a naYve privileging of principle over 
historical reality. Both inflate the missionary rhetoric of subject identity, partly as a 
function of professional status aspirations. By way of emphasizing the alternative 
nature of his approach, Hunter wants to represent James Kay-Shuttleworth as the 
worthy bureaucratic and true father of the subject and its proper governmental 
function. 
Rethinking Governmentality and English in Education 
Annette Patterson's position - developed through a reading of Hunter and through 
researches into early reading training practices - offers a necessary caveat to any 
rethinking of the function of English teaching in state schooling. 21 The case for 
governmentality as the necessary condition of state education that fundamentally 
determines its functions is convincing. Annette Patterson's Hunterian emphasis on 
pedagogy is appropriate to understanding the mechanisms and institutional 
determinations of the curriculum. Equally, however, there can be no doubt that the 
functions of education as governmentality are varied, often contradictory and 
unpredictable in their development. In historically recent times, the Butler Education 
Act of 1944, the Robbins Report of 1963 and its aftermath, Circular 10/65 and the 
1988 Education Reform Act have variously represented seismic shifts in the functions 
and agenda of state education with its manifold aims and contexts: and they have 
represented significant shifts in the conception and practice of the nature and 
functions of governmentality. The cultural bontexts of education have shifted, too. 
Schools have changed significantly as institutions in terms of how they see their 
'governmental' roles and functions. The professional identity of teachers has changed, 
with a range of positions being available to teachers in different traditions and 
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institutions. Governmentality is not a singular once and for all given phenomenon. it 
operates in various contexts with various different materials and with various effects. 
No doubt there are deep continuities in a characteristic form of English 
pedagogy and its effects in person formation in schooling. Nevertheless, the contents 
of these pedagogies cannot be permanently put under erasure as negligible. The self- 
regulating subject of English that celebrkes empire and that reads from a thoroughly 
personalist point of view is significantly different from the self-regulating subject of 
English that can produce an anti-sexist or anti-racist reading on demand. The form of 
governmental pedagogy that English inherited from Christian pastoral training, might 
be put to varied uses. There is no reason why governmental pedagogy could not also 
be turned against dominant forms of the subject where, for example, personalist 
ethical issues - as played out in the personal response game - get confused with 
linguistic capacities. This legitimately critical reading of the pedagogical effects of 
English teaching can be taken further to reveal the confusion evident in examining 
practices in English when a certain form of linguistic 'deportment' is incorrectly 
interpreted as linguistic excellence itself. It is in this area of the confusion of the 
'personal', the ethical and the linguisticithat the idea of governmentality might be 
most usefully and most critically deployed. This doesn't mean that the English teacher 
can step outside of the pedagogic structures that determine effects to some pure 
critical position. Nor does it mean that the critical English teacher escapes the logic of 
professional status aspiration. But, equally, it does argue against an acceptance of the 
dominant linguistic practices of English that key sociolinguistic positions and 
sociological analyses indicate cannot be reduced, as Ian Hunter might have it, to a 
general condition of legitimate inequality. 22 
Although genealogical in a 'deep' sense, Hunter's logic appears at times to be 
ahistorical. The expectations of state-funded education after 1944 have been quite 
different in significant ways from those expressed, for example, in The Newbolt 
Report, where the spiritual and linguistic health of the nation was a major and explicit 
concern. Since Newbolt the question of access has been a significant issue, and is 
evident in the movement towards circular 10/65 announcing the government's 
intention to introduce comprehensive education as well as in the Robbins Report 
(1963) with its recommendations for the dramatic expansion of access to Higher 
Education. 23 Contemporary issues in state education include concerns for the 
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problems of social exclusion - where schooling is seen as inadequate to the social 
needs of significant portions of the population. The analysis and critique of the social 
exclusion effects of public education embodied in the sociology of Bowles and Gintis, 
Bourdieu and Passeron and Paul Willis cannot be dismissed as merely functions of a 
misreading of the mundane governmental functions of schooling and the overinflated 
caste aspirations of critical intellectualS. 24 It seems that there remains an issue here 
concerning the teaching and measurement of learned capacities that involves 
examining the relations between the form and substance of the curriculum and the 
cultural attributes of social class groups. This seems to me to remain a problem across 
the curriculum and is not limited to the subject English. However, the issue is perhaps 
most interestingly and dramatically represented in the case of English. In the realm of 
secondary schooling in the field of textuality and language, English remains closely 
associated with forms of language and culture that are not so much the expression of 
learned capacities as the cultivation of a linguistic and cultural deportment -a set of 
social class attributes, as Bourdieu might have it. Paradoxically, this sociological 
analysis eems to me to be better informed by being placed alongside Ian Hunter's 
governmental vocabulary - rather than being set against it. 
Constitutional Questions of English Teaching 
The published work I undertook in the field of English teaching was never an attempt 
to release and liberate English from its institutional, discursive and ideological 
shackles, into some unrealizable non-governmental space of pure freedom. It wasn't 
an attempt o reconfigure the subject to realize its overarching cultural ambitions of 
full development. The project was conceived within a very specific context and was 
rather an attempt o redeploy the specific but considerable institutional, governmental 
power that English represented to the teaching and learning of modes of reading and 
modes of language use and knowledge that were directly informed by contemporary 
theory, aware of contemporary cultural conditions, alert to the political relations 
between language, culture and the social and the cultural bearings of comprehensive 
school populations. In terms of culture, this meant aking on the question of the 
textual realm of English teaching as well as arbitrary value ascribed to canonical 
literature and to the general category of literature. It meant also taking on the reading 
practices that had become institutionalized within English teaching and had been 
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represented by the subject as reading itself. It meant addressing the complex issue of 
the centrality and privilege accorded to standard English within English teaching. This 
was all a product of MY work in the classroom as an English teacher, and was the 
partial expression of my work as a departmental bureaucrat and as an accredited 
examiner of the subject. Much of Critical Theory and the English Teacher gave a 
detailed account of how practices in English could be transformed - as well as a 
critique of the given modes of English teaching. All of that work was rooted in the 
real institutional contexts, histories and practices of English teaching, and all of it 
recognized the governmental dimension and the contingent conditions of the subject. 
My published work on English teaching increasingly addressed the 
constitution of the subject. Annette Patterson seems to suggest that there is no 
constitution of the subject, rather there is a continuity of a 'rare' technology of person 
formation. This is rather like the distinction between surface structure and deep 
structure: the 'universal grammar' of English that gets manifested in various specific 
forms. These can always get retranslated into the governmentality model - and can 
redirect focus onto the structural, pastoral, corrective, normative pedagogic relations 
and practices that apparently conflicting pracýices rely on. But this is not to say that 
the differences are negligible, nor that all arguments about subject models are 
meaningless. While governmentality does seem to be an inescapable condition of the 
school as we know it, it doesn't automatically render differences negligible and it 
cannot deny the validity of questions about the cultural politics of specific forms of 
English teaching. 
The value of this genealogical approach is to remind us firstly of the deep 
structures that detennine practices and secondly of 'the hybrid reality' out of which 
educational practices are constructed and maintained . 
25 This anti-essentialist account 
may provide a useful deterrent also to the over inflated aspirations of certain accounts 
of subject change towards liberty and 'complete development'. 26 In the drive to define 
and assert the priority of deep structures the governmentalists have tended to 
underplay the specific surface differences of the subject. These surface differences 
remain significant, however, I have argued, in terms of how they interpellate the 
constituency of the subject - the extent to which they are culturally and linguistically 
exclusive being important to the normative functions of the subject. They remain 
significafit also in terms of how they powerfully define matters of literacy in the 
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public sphere. The fundamental categories of the National Curriculum in English - 
reading, writing and speaking and listening - come within the governmental scope of 
the subject and determine identities through practices that include examination and 
certification. 
Differences in subject paradigm are significant in terms of effects and are, 
clearly, available to change. The present'regime in English in England and Wales - 
expressed in The National Curriculum in English - indicates this. 27 The current 
constitution of English teaching in the National Curriculum arises from two key 
factors: governmental will - including a clear sense of what direction to pull the 
subject with a definitive paradigm of English; and the absence of a tradition of an 
alternative paradigm -a politically coherent, alternative version of English, that is - 
among body of English teachers who are now consigned to teaching the National 
Curriculum and who appear to have neither will nor means to resist it. The fact that 
English teachers have been able to work within the confines of the National 
Curriculum indicates the subject's current alignment with the contemporary neo- 
conservative hegemony in public ideas about education in England and Wales. 
It is historically the case that its patchwork practices were held to be the 
strength of English - ensuring that it remain resistant to ideological take-over, but this 
very decentredness can also be interpreted as a vacuity. 28 In spite of the efforts of 
NATE and others to make this very absence the principle of subject identity, the effect 
is a political unconsciousness at the heart of the subject. Hybridity itself cannot 
guarantee political and cultural neutrality. In the case of English teaching, the National 
Curriculum - itself arguably a hybrid of traditional and liberal components - is very 
blatantly culturally loaded. English teaching has not self-consciously opted for a 
hybrid model of subject identity that will cater for the interests and needs of its very 
varied constituency. It has, rather, inherited a series of practices and ideas that have 
been organized into a whole that has been subject in recent times to political 
appropriation by a right wing hegemony in education. 29 Neo-conservative initiatives 
in education have involved a significant return to traditional concerns f6r culture and 
for subject identity. Hence the demand in English in the National Curriculum for pre- 
twentieth century English literature, compulsory Shakespeare and the emphasis on the 
use value of standard English speak of a traditional model. The reduction of 
coursework and choice components at A level along with the general emphasis on 
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standards and inspection that came with the National Curriculum also suggest the 
triumph of right hegemony. As I argued, in 'Key Stage 4: Back to the Future? 00 the 
theoretical gap at the centre of the subject made it easy for government to impose a 
model. An explicit concern with definitions of literacy, however, with sociolinguistic 
questions and with a renewed sense of the problematics of the field of culture (none of 
which can be reduced to questions of peiformativity) - at least promise to reveal what 
kinds of choices are available to the future of English teaching in its significant role 
within the governmental arena of the school. Textual and linguistic theory offer 
opportunities for rethinking the links between with the social and cultural dimension 
of English teaching in its institutional contexts. 
English teaching and Cultural Authority 
The question of the cultural authority of the subject remains an issue, palpable in the 
National Curriculum and its particular conception of literature and language. The 
National Curriculum confirms deep-rooted conceptions of subject identity powerfully 
operative in English teaching. The contemporary English school curriculum retains 
anachronistic echoes of The Newbolt Report (192 1) and belongs, essentially, to a 
mode of thinking that is out of key with contemporary cultural and linguistic theory 
and conditions. Richard Johnson describes the national cohesion model of education: 
This nostalgia for 'cohesion' is interesting, but the great delusion is that all 
pupils - black and white, working-class, poor, and middle class, boys and girls 
- will receive the curriculum in the same way. Actually, it will be read in 
different ways, according to how pupils are placed in social relationships and 
culture. A common curriculum, in a heterogeneous society, is not a recipe for 
'cohesion', but for resistance and the renewal of divisions. Since it always 
rests on cultural foundations of its own, it will put pupils in their places, not 
according to 'ability', but according to how their cultural communities rank 
along the criteria taken as the 'standard'. A curriculum which does not 
4explain itself, is not ironical or self-critical, will always have this effect. 31 
The published work I produced between 1984 and 1995 on English teaching was an 
attempt o address the issues of the curriculum 'in a heterogeneous society', 
attempting to define a theoretical position and a practice which would enable the 
political dimension of the subject o become visible and that would write a sense of 
cultural politics into the constitution of the subject. Theory was a means for achieving 
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the element of 'explaining itself' that Richard Johnson refers to above as a necessary 
condition for engaging with differences of cultural community in the school 
population. In its efforts to rethink the linguistic and cultural field of the subject, my 
work attempted to take into account 'the borrowing, mixing and fusion' of everyday 
cultural practices that characterize contemporary cultural conditions: 
In formulations like these, culture is thought of as a homogeneous way of life 
or tradition, not as a sphere of difference, relationships, or power. No 
recognition is given to the real diversity of social orientations and cultures 
within a given nation-state or people. Yet a selective version of a national 
culture is installed as an absolute condition for any social identity at all. The 
borrowing, mixing and fusion of elements from different cultural systems, a 
commonplace everyday practice in societies like [ours], is unthinkable within 
this framework, or is seen as a kind of cultural misrule that will produce 
nothing more than a void. So the 'choices' are between ... a national culture or 
no culture at all. 32 
English had, it seemed to me, determined culture in a more or less singular manner. It 
had failed to give sufficient recognition and space to 'the real diversity of social 
orientations and cultures' among the diverse populations of secondary comprehensive 
schools. The application of theory to the traditional and established stuff of English 
also finds an echo in the attempt of Michael Apple (1996) to rethink the cultural 
politics of education: 
A common culture can never be a general extension to everyone of what a 
minority mean and believe. Rather, and crucially, it requires not the stipulation 
of the facts, concepts, skills, and values that make us all 'culturally literate', 
but the creation of the conditions necessaryfor all people to participate in the 
creation and re-creation ofteanings and values. 33 
This seems to me to argue for a much more dynamic and open conception of subject 
identity than has been the case in the institutions of English teaching. There remains a 
powerful conception of the potential function of state education involving notions of 
recognition of diversity, inclusivity and. democracy. This is visible in the some of the 
work of Henri Giroux and Michael Apple in North America where the cultural politics 
of education is directly addressed in relation to questions about the distribution of 
knowledge, cultural authority, access and empowerment? 4 Writing recently, Andy 
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Green (1997) has formulated the imperatives of state education specifically around 
matters of culture, democracy and identity: 
The major dilemma for government and educationalists in the coming decade 
will revolve around how to reconstruct cultures of citizenship and nationhood 
in ways which are appropriate to modem conditions and yet conducive both to 
a deepening of democracy and to a strengthening social solidajity. 35 
Although, of course, how you see these issues very much depends on your position. 
The contemporary and thoroughly postmodem emphasis on performativity in 
education and the centralization of controls of the curriculum, for example, seem to be 
very much at odds with the inclusive, democratic view expressed above by Green. The 
role of theory in my work on English teaching was to provide the means through 
which the contest of different notions of subject identity could be made visible and 
meaningful and could be related to larger questions about the functions of state 
education. Commentators on contemporary education have urged the need for a 
refreshed sense of direction. 'The challenge of the modem era, ' Stuart Ranson (1994) 
has written, is 'the creation of a moral and political order that expresses and enables 
an active citizenship ... that has the capacity to participate actively as citizens in the 
shaping of a learning society and polity., 36 But the validity of this challenge won't be 
recognized uniformly by all those who are engaged in the field. Pierre Bourdieu puts 
the case in more agonistic terms: 'Evqry field is the site of a more or less openly 
declared struggle for the definition of the legitimate principles of division of the 
field. 07 My work on English teaching was an original contribution to this process of 
contest. In it I sought to make explicit questions about theory and culture in English 
teaching to generate a debate about subject identity in ways that I was also able to 
enact as a classroom teacher of English and Media Studies in a comprehensive school, 
as a head of department and as a teacher trainer. In all these aspects of my work I 
continued to rethink the implications of the relations between English teaching in its 
institutionally powerful form, in its various alternative guises and the textual, 
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m0 Redefining A Level 
The subject which is called English is not and has never been 
easy to define. Nowadays there is quite a lot of disagreement 
about what English is and about what it ought to be, differences 
that are felt at many different levels - from the ministerial right 
down to the ordinary English teacher. There are even people - 
some of whom are teaching the subject in schools and in 
universities, in FE colleges and polytechnics - who appear to be 
claiming that English, stfictly speaking, should no longer exist. 
Terrv Eagleton's 1985 NATE address didn't seem to be going 
quite that far (though some of his writing has done)-, but it did 
offer a challenge to most currently accepted definitions of the 
subject, a challenge based on the idea of incorporating within the 
s* -political' in . ubject an 
explicit awareness of the 'political'. The 
this sense - to put it very simply - refers to the various ways in 
which it is possible for men aný women to organize their'lives or 
to have them organized, as social groups and as individuals 
within social groups. Such an approach to English would seek, 
for example, not only to understand the 'political' contents of 
texts, but also to understand the 'political' significance of the 
existence of the subject English itself, and. as Eagleton's article 
suggests, the 'political' dimension of language. 
might not readily be assumed perhaps to have read their post- 
structuralists, to have cleconstructed the literary canon. to have. 
encountered alternative rhetorics in the subject which it is their 
business to guard and protect - perhaps even less to have 
confronted the political implications of these moves. I "'Ould. 
however. like to argue and, hopefultv, to demonstrate that. even 
though Dallas and East Enders haven't vet made their \vay onto 
the set text lists, it is possible to teach Eriglish at A level as an 
alternative form of discursive practices' without having to make 
too many concessions to the restrictions of certification (,.., o that 
you end up subverting the ideals you wanted to realize). I Aant 
to suggest that it is possible to construct a practice of A Level 
English which incorporates a wider conception of cultural 
studies, signifying practices and rhetoricý a practice \N hich offers 
an alternative mode of understanding the nature of'reading' 
which does not baulk at the polit I cal Implications generate(I hý 
the recent development,., in literar\ theor\. 
NICARAGUANSTUDIES? 
Let me beLin with an exaniplt! oI , ne specific lcs-, on Recenik I 
-tk A j-- I r: -1., 1,1 If LI ýfot-n 1ý IIId ClIt', ---- ýý IF". ---- ýý I "I 1ý: II 'I IE I". I, 'I- ---.. . - 
For English teachers wantinp to accept the challenge to redefine a recording of a C4 programme on Nicaragua With verý little 
their practice at sixth form level. for instance. the first and most introduction, theý watched as Susan Niciselas's \Aord,, were 
massive impediment might appear to be the constraints imposed spoken over some of the ima. ges , he'd collected as ý111 Oh,, cr\cf 
hý the boards. Without at least their acquiescence. the during the pre-revolutionar\ period We heýtrd, amoný ()the' 
possibili ties of practicalk implementing a re-reading and re- things, about 'readirip the sigw, ', about the complex Ot storl 
\A, riting of English are lik- el\ to appear remote. The which each image didn't tell, about their absences and gall'- 
hcu 11 \vith frow the administrators, examiners and moderator-, of the exam svstem about herself as heint! ver,, much excluded to 
'Therc v, a director\, of terniN at the cnd of thiý -Wwk: 10 
events she was trying to make images of. The narration spoke 
also of the uses which had been made of her photographs by the 
producers of the magazine she'd been working for, uses she had 
had no hand in controlling. 
Here, I'd thought. - was simply a useful opportunity to explore 
some points about serniotics (and the commercial distribution of 
political images); but the programme went on to show images of 
-missing' persons, a defiant public funeral procession for a dead 
young woman guerilla. and the text told the story of the first 
incident in which Susan Meiselas had become actively involved 
when she had informed a group of students the number of an 
armoured car which had opened fire on them. -1 
It emerged that there were two main strands in the learning to be 
had from the Nicaraguan video: one was to illustrate and 
develop some points about signification and textuality; the other 
was to introduce a specific and specifically political topic. In this 
case. and in accord with the general response of the students. the 
second strand turned out to be dominant. The main focus of 
interest turned out to be more on immediate matters of content - 
what had been and what was going on in Nicaragua, an issue of 
contemporary world politics (very little to do with eternal 
verities). Students wishing to explore this text will need to 
acquire some knowledge of its context (and therefore will need 
to consider the relations between text and context, in some way, 
at the level of political literary theory), of the politics of central 
America and. judging from the reactions of these students, will 
want to find out more about the particular recent history which 
gave rise to the images and the commentary they saw and heard. 
They may want to read something of the work produced by the 
Nicaraguan poetry workshops, to read 'Nicaragua for 
Beginners', to compare this video with televised images of 
insurgence in South Africa, or to consider other examples of the 
photography of political events, by way of extension. Tle issues 
that they might want to tackle and towards which they might be 
directed could include some reflections on how specific political 
struggles will give rise to certain kinds of texts and to certain 
modes of interpretation; or might involve looking at various 
kinds and uses of rhetoric for various political purposes. Any of 
these would involve some direct consideration of how the 
literary object is related to political events and forces. 
The point of this description is merely to give an indication of 
one kind of possible activity teaching A level English literature 
on an alternative syllabus which has been reconstructed to 
incorporate something of the message implicit in Mie Subject of 
Literature'. Whether or not students choose to explore the 
Nicaraguan topic further, they have the option, on the syllabus 
which we curently teach. to submit work produced from such a 
venture for examination. It may well be objected that neither the 
topic nor its cursory treatment properly belong to the subject(s) 
gathered under the sign 'English Literature'. While arguments 
still persist over what constitutes a legitimate text or approach 
(see Roger Knight's article in the TES Jan '85 attacking the 
erosion of traditional values in English), the kind of project 
sketched above is quite within the requirements of the sYllabus I 
teach. and would probably fall into the category of *non-fiction', 
a major element in its coursework component. (The 
organization of this syllabus is flexible enough to allow for a free 
interpretation of what texts and what approaches are possible 
within the stipulated categories, as well as allowing for a freedom 
of exchange among them. ) 
%Iv own teaching of A level English Literature and the teaching 
of'some Of mv colleague%. then. is an attempt to institute a 
practice of 'aiternative criticism* within the examinations system 
and under the traditionally accepted name of the subject. The 
broad aim, of the project are to activate and develop awareness 
, if itic operations of 
idcologý in literature and the media, to 
. -, tjbIi%h. 
that i%. ways of reading texts and 
inderstanding tcxtualitv. to explore cultural mythologies and 
. hclr production: and u -hile doing so to attempt to go some way 
towards deconstructing the power relations within the 
classroom. This is an attempt to evolve. at A level, a teaching of 
'literature' which deals frankly with matters of ideology and 
ideological conflicts, which examines ideas, feelings. ways of 
seeing by which men and women experience and construct their 
social lives - and attempts to do this from a point of view 
constructed in the light of certain developments in cultural and 
literary theory. 
THE GENESIS OF AN ALTERNATIVE A LEVEL 
SYLLABUS - 
This syllabus, when constructed a few years ago in a Swindon 
comprehensive, was initially designed as 'alternative' in its 
method of assessment. It was born from the desire to liberalize A 
level in the way that CSE and 0 level had been for years. Its 
inception meant that teachers and students had greater freedom 
to determine possible content and approaches. There remained 
the standard Shakespeare paper, there was a 'Comment and 
Appreciation' paper and the third component was the school's 
assessment, which in our case consisted of a folder of end-of. 
course coursework comprising of four main essays on each of the 
novel, poetry, drama and non-fiction ,. 
This remains the basic 
structure, Each component counts for a third of the total marks. 
There are only four set-texts: two Shakespeare plays and two 
usually brief texts which can be taken into the 'Comment and 
Appreciation' exam which is designed to examine close-reading, 
interpretation skills. 
We had designed a course which would allow for intensive study 
of only a few texts, which w9uld enable us to teach our A level 
students 'to read' and which would have scope and occasion for 
them to become readers of fiction, poetry, drama and non- 
fiction more than the standard A level allowed. The intention 
was to create the most minimal syllabus possible at A Level and 
we felt we had achieved this. In a school in which the 0 level and 
CSE courses had been very open and coursework oriented, and 
in which the value of reading fiction of quality had been 
emphasised, our A level students, though almost exclusively 
from culturally innocent backgrounds. covered a great deal of 
individual reading. The A level syllabus - with no specified texts, 
genres or periods for the coursework - was as open as we could 
hope an A level syllabus to be. 
In recent years, my own teaching of this syllabus has become 
'alternative' in other senses, based on a re-reading of the 
theoretical base of the subject. This doesn't mean that (good 
old) English Literature had to be abandoned for media studies, 
that Janc Austen has to be replaced by Mills and Boon, nor that 
the Nicaraguan novel is to oust the great tradition of English 
fiction. It means a broadening of the content of the subject and a 
redefinition of its orientation which will perhaps best be 
explained, in the case of this syllabus, by a description of how it 
can work... 
ALTERNATIVE SHAKESPEARES OR 
SHAKESPEARE THE FEMINIST? 
But how does an English teacher who aspires to eschew the 
values and practices ofliberal humanism teach The Shakespeare Paper, the bastion of traditional literary values and reading 
techniques, politically? There*s no esc; ping this component of 
the course which the controllers ofthe examiners insist on for 
alternative syllabuses a an insurance of parity with the 
conventional exam. 
One way in which I tried to begin to tackle this area was to 
organize a residential course with our local drama advis'er. 
involving four days off timetable for thirty lower sixth students 
on Othcllo. using various kinds of role-play and other drama 
exercises to activate a productive mode of working with the text. 
The drama activities were designed to cmphasise the role of 
these readcrs. working co-operatively a-, a group. a% makers of 
joint meanings: interrogating Wes. looking at diffetcnt ways of 
presenting tlýe narrative structure. creating different possiýle 
We read the play with the students. discussed it generally and in 
detail, and taught it as an interrogative, feminist text. 
Students were assigned topics to prepare for discussions. In this 
case we chose and allocated the breakdown of issues which 
included: the Othello mvth - its construction within the text, 
Brabantio and Venetian power politics (or, how Othello got 
away with it), sexual politics and the language of love, the social 
hierarchy and reputation. Emilia',., role as feminist conscience, 
Bianca and the meaning of the word *whore', Othello's marriage 
to Desdemona, [ago's role as purveyor of male attitudes - and 
others. As a group we performed various acts of sacrilege on the 
play to highlight these issues, comparing it with Dallas and 
D. vnasty, for instance, and transposing it into 'alien' contexts. A 
group reading of the play emerged which took into account the 
warfare state, the abuse of women, sexual politics and the 
politics of success. All the time we insisted that our 
interpretations were group productions, chosen and directed by 
everyone involved, conducted as a corporate enterprise. 
f ý1ý: tLlf CS 011 dCa". FO I inst a nce, each , tudeilt ýk a. s j! j\ C Ia role 
trorn the play (including the Turkish navy and third gentleman) 
to he interviewed by the rest of the group. 'Telephone 
C()nversations' were set up between the roles. Groups were 
asked to present the play as a series of ten stills, identifying ten 
k-eN moments in the narrative. The course culminated in the 
prt 
I : sentations. by four different groups. of ten to fifteen minute 
, crsions of the play from four different per-spectives to which 
ihev'd been introduced by a visitingspeaker \A ho'd given a talk 
on 11jerarv theorv. Thev created a mar\ist Othello - highlighting 
the importance of status and the struggles for pow, er in the pla\ , 
a frilinist 01hello - looking at women's situations and attitude, 
to \vomen. a version which emphasised racist attitudes and 
()thcllo*,, racial isolation, and a commercial Othello - exploring 
what a trailer for an American soap opera might look 
like 
AS YOU LIKE IT 
Teaching As You Like It this year to a larger group in the upper 
sixth, some students Immediately after the initial reading 
described the play as 'essentially a feminist text'. A lively and 
sometimes heated debate ensued to question the implications of 
that bold assertion, in relation to the text and more generaliN. 
We discussed what we understood feminism to be, authorial 
intention (can a twentieth century perspective be applied to a 
seventeenth centurv text), whether or not the ending could he 
seen as a happy con clusion since it seemed to crush many of the 
questions the play had raised about gender determinations. The 
students then took on the task of identifying the issue-, which 
they would share out aniong themselves to lead subsequent 
discussion and analvses. Because of the experiences of their 
lower sixth year. there was no need to prompt them into 
identifying some of the main issues as centring on power 
struggles of various kinds, patriarchy. class divisions. the 
pastoral myth, the ambiguity of the ending, Touchstone ; III(] 
, 
laques as subversive elements - as well as the roles and the 
tiarrative structure. At all st. wes in the discussions there was a 
deliberate attempt to relate issues and details to theory. 
The role-play eames in this case particularly seemed to throw tile 
gýips in the text into sharp rellefand to attack the text", 
pretensions to unity. When question,, such as: 'What \xas your 
mother like, Rosalind? ' are brought into play, for c\arnple, the 
text as a construction of language comes much more into [tic 
foregroundý the idea of characters ; I-, people I-, less tenable th , III 
looking at character roles as signitters within I restricted svst, 11) 
of signification, functioninij s to reveal. We g to exclude as much a 
were able to discuss the implications for the play a-, an 
ideological construct quite explicitly having identified and 
explored this phenomenon. Students were also introduced at this 
stage to some of the main idea,, of post-structuralisin in simple 
form in order to clarify and to feed into the various readiIILý', Ot 
the text that \, \ere ernerging (see 'directorý ofternis' at the end ot 
this article): temuality and intcrtcxtualO . 
language, Vý I itim! ýv, 
difference, presence-In-absence, dctcrral of nicaning, demli kit 
the author, Foucault'-; notion of competing discourses, langu, wc 
and repression, in order to clarify and to feed 11110 tile VatIOUS 
reading of the text that were emerging. 
The discussion Ies,, ons oil the issues the group had Identitled 
provided note,, ý% hich ýý, ere then iedi,, tributcd , ind which 
provided other texts for consideration. enabling t rchnement ill 
the application of ideas to textual cictail to remam within tile 
influence of the students thcrilsekes. Fhere was a "'i-cal LIC-11 ot 
plav' involved in these discussions de-swiled to release in(] nuke 
available the potenti; iI pic. i. sure of the tc\t'. Ideological content. 
tCXtLlclI , 'ZIPS IIILI TC\tLl, li ý: OIISMICUOII C. In 
he lllldCl', tO0LL tOl 
example, hv conductinii mi cilquirv into tile rn\,, Icrý I ot tile 
missing mothers. beginnint! hom PlUrher's ic, iding of N'LlchcIll 
as a detective storv. 
%Nhen a colleague and I came to team-teach this te\t the 
f, jj()%A-inL, ýear to a group of ten upper sixth student,, preparing 
t()r their impending exam, we had a number of experiences oC 
productlVe reading to draw upon. From a feA pretatory 
discussion sessions we began to examine Othello's apparent 
concern " ith questions 
d-status 
and ,, ender. Our group fociisw. d increasingk on the roles and position-, ot 
,,, )men, on niale attitudes to wortien, on m. de honding, male 
, e\ualitv, ternale sexuality and male amtudcs to ternale 
, c\ualito, i the dominating perspecti%e that cmergcd ý%as teminist. 
Working in this kind of way, emphasising textual ideology and 
creating the conditions in which students actively produce 
meanings and interpretations, seems to me to come closer to 
achieving a learning co-operative working towards commonly 
shared aims than other practices I've been involved in. This kind 
of methodology seems to me to be not only ideologically 
preferable. but a more effective preparation for thýe demands of 
the exam. Fluency of ideas, close knowledge of textual detail 
seem to be acquired more readily when students are more 
comprehensively engaved in creating and testing their own 
readings: and wken they're given awareness of the kinds of 
choices and equipment - literary critical, ideological - than can be 
brought to bear on the operation of reading. 
The issues of feminism, for instance, which may appear to 
dominate the teaching/learning, described above, are bound to 
engage the attention and interest of students today. The majority 
of them are likely to be girls and they are likely, whether girls or 
not, to have strong opinions on the subject aný to have already 
have begun to think about it, one wav or another. politically. It 
seems to me to be one of the more important ways in which we 
can explore Shakespeare's plays, not so much for their received 
wisdom as for their capacity to engaee our attention in a range of 
personal political issues. 
if we can't escape from the exam's will to impel the teaching of 
Shakespeare, this fact needn't be simply an occasion to lament, 
nor to revert cynically to old formulae and worn-out ideas (no 
matter how enthusiastic and engaged our teaching of them) 
simply to get them through the syllabus. As Jonathon Dollimore 
writes: 'Teaching Shakespeare's' plays... is unlikely to bring 
down capitalism, but it is a point for intervention". (Political 
Shakespeare. ed. Dollimore and Sinfield, 1985) 
ASH WEDNESDAY: DISMEMBERING THE TEXT 
I'd like to go on to describe the teaching of another set text, 
although set texts don't dominate the syllabus I've described. 
The authors of the 'Comment and Appreciation' paper have 
demonstrated their enlightenment by allowing the designated 
texts into the exam room: thus asserting that English is not about 
learning or knowing an object in the conventional sense. It is 
more about mastering a discourse: having available appropriate 
responses to whatever happens to be deemed worthy of inclusion 
on the list of texts. 
Last year a colleague and I decided that we would team-teach 
Ash Wednesdav. ýVe were interested in exploring the idea of 
demystifying a text via the application of some semlotic and 
'deconstructive* techniques, without working out too much of 
this in advance. We wanted to attack conventional notions of 
textuality. Ash Wednesda 
,y seemed a good choice, partly 
because 
it's brief, partly because its inaccessibilitv (not to be 
underestimated) lends itself to a suspension of the question 
about meaning, and partly because it is an established item in the 
canon which in some quarters engenders reverence. We chose a 
joint-teaching, approach not just to share ideas. but also to 
attempt a decentring of the role of the teacher. 
So we began simply by asking our students to describe in their 
own terms linguistic features in section 1. They came up with a 
fairlý lengthy list. identifying key words, repetitions. frequent 
negatives. typography, absence of punctuation, the frequent use 
of -F, irregular line divisions, elements of religious language, and 
variations in similar syntactic structures. It was thus easier to 
begin with their perceptions aboutA. %h WednesdaY as a verbal 
construct. rather than asking, for anything in the way of 
interpretation and the nuances of 'response'. We raised the 
question of meaning at this point, only to deflect it bv 
introducing two quotations which we thought would be useful in 
our group reading of the rest of this text. The first was from 
Barthes: 
... the goal ot literary work (of literature as work-) is to make the 
reader no longer a consumer, but a producer of text ... 
-4' 
000* 
the other from Genette: 
... the real author of the narrati-e Is not on1v he who tells it. 
but 
also, at times, even more he who hears it ... 
We also produced sheets which gave simplified accounts of 
Saussurian linguistics introducing the notion of language as a 
system of differences, the relationship between signifier and 
signified, langue and parole and which gave an account of some 
of the post-structuralist dcvelopnient% of the theory of language 
and literary production. The writings of Barthes. berrida, Lacan 
and Foucault are notoriously difficult. but some of their central 
ideas are easy enough to communicate quite simply, and 
students, on the whole, can only vain frorn a deepening of their 
theoretical armoury. It is quite possible, in my experience, it) 
introduce and discuss with , *k level students, for example, the 
idea of the reader as producer, or the death of the author: in 
fact, students warm readily to notions of democratizing reading 
which grant them equality of voice. Other ideas which are 
teachable, which we taught, and which provide an alternative 
and in some ways radical critique of common sense notions ot . 
lanizuage and media include: (icnotation and connotation. 
metonymy, the text as mvtholový , the 
dominance of tile 
signifier, the cultural prOdUCtion of reality. signification is pla\ 
language is metaphor, undecidability, presence in absence. 
inescapable textuaht%, meaning as repression, the creation of thL 
unconscious in ljjrjjzujj! e, tile icquisition of language lis 
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repression, the production of human subjects in language, 
discourse and the transmission and resistance of power. 
Not all of these may seem to have any direct bearing upon 
teaching a group of A level students, most of whom are unlikely 
to be signing up for avant-garde university courses in cultural 
studies and serniotics. how to read Ash Wednesday for the 
-Comment and Appreciation' paper. As analytical tools, 
however, they seem to be sharper than, say. ideas about imagery 
and movement, tone and rhythm. With Ash Wednesday we 
taught these ideas quite explicitly in order to provide a frame of 
reference within which the text could be studied and prepared 
for the purposes of the exam, and as issues which the analysis of 
this text could illuminate. We hoped to liberate Ash Wednesday 
from its limited (for the students anyway) status as an element of 
high'. remote culture uncontaminated by more immediate 
issues, such as the 1984/85 miners' strike and the risings in South 
Africa which were raging at the time. To attempt to illuminate its 
position within a network of discourses was an attempt to 
indicate a connection between its literary status and those 
contemporary historical events. 
In order to free Ash Wednesday and our students from the 
pieties which are sometimes used to enshrine it, we devised a 
number of strategies. We chose for our second annual residential 
course for A level students the subject of 'poetry'. An invited 
speaker came to talk about alternative approaches to poetry, but 
instead of offering a lecture, produced sheets containing 72 
questions on What is Poetry? to be answered with ticks, crosses 
or questions marks, and to be discussed: 
9 The language used in poet . ry is a special kind of language 
10 The language used in poetry is everyday language used in 
an unusual kind of way 
II All the figures of speech used in poetry occur frequently in 
everyday language 
12 A poem can employ any vocabulary at all 
13 Some words are not suitable in poetry 
14 The language of poetry should be as close to ordinary 
speech as possible 
15 The language used in poetry should be as remote as 
possible from everyday speech 
34 A poem is never complete 
35 A poem is complete when the author says it is 
36 The final version of a poem by the author is the best 
correct one 
37 Every part of a poem contributes towards the meaning of 
the whole 
38 The statement in 37 is not true for everyday utterances 
39 It is in poetry that the language of a nation is exemplified 
at its best 
4() Definitions of poetry are almost limitless but they always 
agree on this central fact: that it is man speaking to men. 
of his and their condition. in language which consists of the best words in the best order. language used with the 
greatest possible inclusiveness and power (Bullock 
Report. 1974) 
. 41 The heritage of English Poetry *is part of the common inheritance which helos to build un a nntinnni 
all) can agree to 
57 A poem has a different meaning every time it is read 
58 A poem can mean anything its reader wants it to mean 
59 A poem's meaning changes over time 
60 The meaning of a poem lies within it 
61 The meaning of a poem is made by the reader 
62 The poet conveys a message to the reader in a poem 
63 What the poet meant to say can be recovered simply from 
the text 
64 The poem always says more than the poet realises 
65 The poet rises above the preoccupation of his/her day in 
what s/he writes 
66 The poet is always under the sway of the ideas and 
prejudices of his/her time 
67 The poet expresses his/her experience in a poem 
68 Each great poem is unique and individual, with very little 
relation to earlier poems 
69 Eaqh poem, great or otherwise, always owes most to other 
poems 
70 Any poem only acquires meaning in relation to other 
poems 
The point of the exercise is to open the question about what 
constitutes poetry and to put that question into a context in 
which cultural artefacts and their status are likewise questioned. 
One way of putting it is to say that the students' latent notions of 
poetry and its functions - and their ideology of poetry - is deconstructed by calling into question and doubt its implicit 
fundamental formulation. 
With the focus directly on Ash Wednesday, we then dividedthe 
group into six and gave each sub-group the task of presenting 
one section of the poem in a particular mode. We produced a 
video of the performance of Ash Wednesday which included, for 
example. section two presented by a group in the role of a poor 
theatre troupe running short of scripts stumbling across a 
tattered copy of the poem and trying to make sense of it in a 
fumbling dramatic reading: The event culminated in an 
irreverently sing-song version of section six with guitar 
accompaniment. These were set against a religious, candle-lit 
rendering of section rive, a contemporary dance group's version 
of section three, a television production team's version of section 
four, and a street performers' version of section one. 
Back in the classroom. we discussed and set up activities that 
involved playing with the text: treating the poem as a collage, for 
example. chopping it up and rearranging it to see if there was any 
difference, reducing the poem to not more than twenty lines; 
performing imaginary transpositions into other media. asking 
ourselves what kind of novel could you make of it, what kind of 
video, film, painting or music. We compared its use of 
metonymy with the song'Walk Away Renee'by The Four Tops 
and with the opening sequence of the Clint Eastwood film For a 
Fistful of Dollars. We encouraged and discussed questions about 
what kinds of poetry are likely to appear on A level set text lists: 
why T. S. Eliot on Anglo-Catholic religious experience? Why not 
Bruce Springsteen on Vietnam? Or 'Wham'*s account of inter- 
personal relationships? 
consciousness and to forge invisible links of union between This cleconstruction. or dismembering. of T. S. Eliot was those who at their first meeting may think they have little conceived and performed. as I've said. very much as a group 
in common' (Spens. 1938) operation. It depended for its existence on the active 
42 Poetry provides us with a common system of values participation of the students. not simply 
in offering their own 
43 Every cultural document is also a reýord of barbarism readings of the text, which at many stages they were not 
in a 
.W Occasionally poets are added to the list. but generally position to produce. but more in 
developing an attitude which 
there is wide agreement over the centuries as to which was prepared to raise questions about the nature of poetry 
(and 
poets in a language are the best of this poetry). its social functions and its status as Literature and 
4i Great poetry is universal and speaks to all people in all as exam 
fodder. Knowledge of the text acquired in this way is 
' times just as sound as any afforded by (say) 'close-reading 
55 A poem always has a hidden meaning (which your teacher 
approaches: and most student; enjov being irreverently 
subversive about Literature: it's fun and affirms their right to the 
5(1 
knows and mi LN tell vou) 
A poem hasa single meaning which all readers (or almost 
pleasure of the text. no matter how apparently inaccessible the 
text in question. as members ofa reading community. 
COURSENVORK 
-Fhc coursework component represents the most open area of tile 
,, vIlabus It I,, designed hv the school, assessed by the school in 
ne2oliation with the moderator. and may be modified from vear 
to vearaccording to -shifts in practice. A-, many have testified. 
coUrsem ork at A level has many advantages, not just in teim-sof 
offering. greater freedom of choice of content for tile teacher(,, ). 
Coursework make,, it possible to restructure teaching stýles to 
make significant Atcrations in emphasis - to teach in a much 
rTlorC open kind of way, to fllow, for creative manipulation ind 
indi,. idualitv. 
In our particular version I,, it's evolved there are no real 
restrictions on what texts are acceptable. The possibilities ire 
-jul\ limitless - an almost dreadful freedom. Tile lower , I\th ýcýil 
,:. i n he ýipproached I-, entireiv introduc-orv and exploratorv. 
imok for example. an III troduction to ideas on literature and 
learning ho% to read arld hom to operate I,, a group. 
mAint! decisions ibout %khat to diNcuss. \N hat to write abotit. 
%01,11 kind, of di"CUNSIOn 11)LI \kritini! ýirc most useful , Intl mo,, t 
. iprropri. itc to the ISSUC it) 
hand. Sludent,, me in\ ited it) become 
Icii% cit:. idcr,, oI niim thim--,: I) 
I Ins. tc I c\ i,, ion 
. 




tiction". flon-tiction and ot 
Enizlish lessons too. Les,, ons are condlicted as a torum tot dell"Ic 
within which an a%karcness ot thcorctical issues is cultiý-itcd "Id 
alternative reading strategies are prc,, ented The traditiOnal 
canon of Literature is tit) longer CXClIhj%'Cl%' LIC1111111,111t, thokwh 'k 
great deal of time Is to g1\111g NRILIC[ItS JCCCI, ý.10 , IICIJ 
cultural capital. We Also ittempt it) pro\ide them ý% ith i critical 
of 1" and apparatus tor reading it as group and is tit(], \ idual icýi c. 
for challenging its primacv 
A wav of 1! 1vInj! 1111 idea (it hmA 
11111, COUT-SC 11,1" I)CCII t, ILII-'ilt ind 
, ut)lcct,, tacklcd as cour,, o: learned is to i! l\ e e\, iniples ot %ooTk or 
beine tackled at the moment it, the %arious designitcd 
Calej! orle-': 
THE NOVEL 
Little Red Ridmý Hood - the ch. inging 
fate of t taiiý tale. 
popular' Black -\jjjCFjCýjjj %k'OjjjCjj", 110%'Cl-I ( 
\1,1\; i . 1nd 
Alice Walker)ý Nth and -'Mh ccnturý 
represent ' illon" of %%onicil 
in Englt,, h fiction ý /I on a Wmtcr'ý \ Qli, a 
rravc/It'r, and I lic 
idea ot -metafiction'. Jo,, cph Cormid And ot mycrialism. 
the %ýirious accounts (it ýkomcri*,, rolcý, in the ficlion" ot 
1) 11, 
Lawrenceý \%onicn mid , t)cict\ in Jmic 
Awicii and Flimim" 
I Lirdy-, a ý, ur\eý it \,, omcn In hicTa(urc 
Im,, cd tit) c\u, tL ý,, noill 




War and protest poetry through the twentieth century; Pablo 
Nerucla and T. S. Eliot - twentieth century ideologies compared; 
Nicaragua and the idea of poetry workshops. Blake and Billy 
Bragg - poetry and the promotion of social change: images 
ýf 
Black America in popular music, race and the poetry of Lorna 
Goodison; forms of popular music - subversion or diversion? 
DRAMA 
Poor theatre; images of women in American and English soap 
opera compared; South Africa and the drama of social protest-, 
Look Back in Anger and Plenty - post-war disillusionment in 
Britain; the drama of the American dream - O'Neill and Miller; 
Harold Pinter's mystery plays-, King Lear. Coriolanus, and 
solidarity with the oppressed; Shakespeare's comedies of sexual 
politics. 
NON-FICTION 
Mining communities - Lawrence. Orwell and the Battle for 
Orgreave; Enid Blyton and class representations in children*s 
fictions; the theoretics of feminism; masculinity and Men (by 
Philip Hodson); Vietnam: Rambo and Haunted Heroes; 
linguistics. education and social class; comparing Freud and Jung 
on religion; theories of language - and the implications for the 
idea of literature; the meaning of football hooliganism (Knuckle 
Sandwich). 
The above examples emphasize the importance of contemporary 
social issues and cultural forms to our teaching of A level. The 
topics any student chooses arise from their own and the group's 
reading through the course. The lists I've given don't include 
much of the standard literature that many students also opt for. 
But students who do (say) choose to write about the love poetry 
of Wyatt and Donne. the novels of the Bronte sisters or 
Shakespeare's tragedies for their coursework are doing so in a 
context which has encouraged them to approach whatever 
they're reading and writing about, from 'Born in the USA' to 
All's Well That Ends Weil. as cultural constructions produced. 
purveyed and reproduced within specific political and cultural 
conditions. 
CONCLUSION 
The real goal of a truly radical 'deconstructive' approach to 
English A level might well be to dissolve the subject altogether 
and to transform the vacant space with a redefined set of 
practices addressed to a reconstituted group of people. There is 
certainly a strong need to dismantle the barriers which keep post 
16 education an arena for the socially undesirable separation of 
the'academic' from the 'vocational', and which keep English 
falsely distinct from history, sociology and media studies. At 
present. though. it is possible to woýi towards occupying English 
with freshly defined purposes and practices. While the signifier - 
'English' - remains, the signified - what and how people get 
taught - may yet be considerably revised. 
If 'Literature is what gets taught', it is possible for teachers to 
exert what power they have to redefine the boundaries of the 
subject, to enact the death of literature on behalf of and with the 
connivance of the people they teach. I would add that if we 
genuinely aspire to challenge current modes of subjectivity. 
working in institutions as steeped in the rituals and ideology of 
power as schools are, we should also be aiming to enact. in some 
measure at least, the death of the teacher: but that's another 
story. Nick Peim 
( Nick Peim teaches In a Leicestershire Sixth Form College. ) 
IRECTORY OF TERMS 
ne language of post-structuralism is notoriously difficult, its 
texts notoriously obscure, its authors likewise elusive, at times it 
seems, deliberately arcane. All the main ideas of post- 
structuralism, though, can be translated into simpler terms. All 
of the terms below can be taught to A level students during their 
course in various ways, not necessarily by direct and explicit 
explanation. 
SEMIOLOGY: the 'science of signs'. Tbe idea originates from 
Ferdinand de Saussure, who, in the early part of this century, 
wrote: 'A science is conceivable which would study the life of 
signs at the very heart of social life. ' Serniology aims to 
understand the production and dissemination of signs in relation 
to the social order which produces and receives them. Language 
is a sign system. Television is another. Newspapers form another 
sign system. Serniology concerns itself with many different sign. 
systems and its implications reach into many different areas of 
interest: sociology, history, philosophy, as well as what is known 
as English. 
POST-STRUCTURALISM is a movement of various directions 
in different fields which had been identified especially with the 
writings of Jacques Lacan, Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault 
and, to some extent. the later work of Roland Barthes. The 
recently (re)discovered writings of Mikhail Bakhtin have also been of interest to post-structuralists ideas. Post-structuralism 
isn't exclusively to be identified with the work of these authors. One of its implications is to do away with the idea of the author 
in its current form. 
Post-structural. ism may be crudely characterized as denying any fixity of meaning, whether it be in language. in a text or in a human subject. It emphasizes, rather, a division or play of 
meanings and meanings ubject to a range of different factors 
and not reducible to any given structure. In literary criticism 'deconstruction' is its main product. though the implications of 
post-structualist psycho-analysis also have a bearing on the 
understanding of textual processes - if you want them to. 
A SIGNIFYING PRACTICE: simply refers to an established use 
of signs to produce meanings. Examples would be: cinema, 
television, novels, mathematics, shampoo bottle labels, etc. 
A DISCURSIVE PRACTICE: is a domain of language use with a 
specific place in culture and history, like, say. literary criticism, 
philosophy, Christianity, education, post-structuralism. 
Discursive practices are to be closely related to insiitutional 
practices. 
An INTERROGATIVE TEXT: is a text which has the effect of 
calling things into question -among which may be included its 
own status as a text. Obvious examples could be The Waste 
Land, King Lear, almost any text by Kafka or Brecht. Woza 
Albert!, Paris, Texas and almost any'modemist'tcxt. No text is 
interrogative in and of itself, though, and in the right (or 
wrong? ) hands any text can be made to do interrogative work. 
FEMINISM: is not a specialist erm at all. but its role in *political 
criticism' might have a slightly different emphasis from its more 
common uses. Feminism might revive an interest in women's 
writings, might provide the impetus for a complete re-reading of 
an established author, like Freud or D. H. Lawrence, to take 
obvious examples. Feminism might provide new insight into old 
texts, might have a lot to say, for instance, about the madness 
and death of Ophelia in Hamlet (or the roles, textual and social. 
assigned to women in The Otterbury Incident. I Ain David, the 
complete works of Enid Blyton, and so on. ) Feminism, by 
challenging accepted norms and by attacking the accepted 
gender division - male and female - can be a far-reaching, wide- 
ranging and explosive means of re-examining all kinds of cultural 
practices. 
TEXTUAL GAPS: the gaps in a text say a great deal about its 
ideological construction. What is left out and not said is as 
important as and not altogether separable from what is said. To 
take the example of As You Like It. a major gap in this text is thd 
mothers. There are plenty of fathers, but no mothers. So we ma%. 
. 
suspect a patriarchal ideology to be at work. Gaps may be of thi,:, 
relatively simple kind. or may be of a more complex nature and 
impact. Some texts, like The Waste Land, will expose their gaps 
., hamelessl)- 
Others, like the so-called *realist novel'. seek to 
conceal gap% in their construction. 
DECONSTRUCTION: is a bi( g and difficult term. 
Deconstruction seeks. to put it too crudelv and too quickly. to 
question thzý text's claim to unity of purpoýse. Deconstruction has 
become awidely used term and an established practice in 
literary critical institutions. Its originator, Jacques Derrida, has 
upbraided some of its American exponents for employing a 
tamed version which effects -institutional closure'. Derriýa 
wants deconstruction to have challenging political implications 
and to explode not just textual mythsýbut also, for instance, the 
economic interests they might serve. 
Deconstruction emphasizes instability of meaning, its unfixed 
nature and seeks. among other things. to undermine the 
authority upon which any attempt to fix (or affix) meanings 
relies. beconstruction sees the production, reception and 
dissemination of meanings as problematical. In its most radical 
form it aims to subvert the dominant modes of thinking in our 
culture. All the same, it can retain more modest aims which any 
En glibh teacher can put into practice with (say) a fourth year 
mixed ability class working on television soap operas, 
magazines. or Macberli. 
TEXTUAL IDEOLOGY: is the set of ideas or norms which seem 
to be at work in any text. or which give the text its illusory unity. 
No text can claim to be free from ideology, either in its 
production or in its reception. The word ideology tends to 
suggest a political bent, but it may encompass the political in the 
wider sense. for instance. of the politics of gender. The textual 
ideology of Mein Kampf would be fascism or nazism. of Das 
Kapital would be communism, of Great Expectations would be 
difficult to define, but no less operative because more elusive. 
LANGUAGE/WRITING AS DIFFERENCE: emphasizes the 
effect of writing in articulating - dividing up - not experience itself. but ways of organizing 0 
., our thinking about experence within language. According to Saussurian linguistics, language is 0 a system of differences. Post-structuralism plays upon this point 
to emphasize the slipperiness of meaning. A word means what it 
means only because it doesn't mean something else. The 
meanine of one word is only present by the absence of and its 
difference from others. There's no looical connection between 
word and thing and you can tease outthe implications of these 
7 
ideas until nothing i; but what is not. Writing complicates this 
point about language further by taking away even the presence 
of a speaker that might verify or guarantee a particular use of 
language. 
PRESENCE IN ABSENCE: is a way of referring to the principle 
outlined above. The mothers in As'You Like It (like the poor 
and the blacks in Dallas or the slaves in certain representations 
of ancient Athenian democracy) arc glaringly present because 
they're not there. This is a way of talEing a0bout textual gaps. 
DEFERRAL OF MEANING: is a post-structuralist idea about 
language. related to difference, which refers to the way that 
meanings are always both incomplete and about to come. though 
never quite arriving. 
DEATH OF THE AUTHOR: is a phrase originating from Roland 
Barthes. Barthes savs that the effort of literary work is (or 
should be) to make the reader a producer of the text. The death 
of the author means the birth of the reader. The reader's 
liberation movement takes away authority from the author. 
emphasizing the role of the reajer in making the text. 0 
OPEN TEXT/CLOSED TEXT: this idea refers to the text's 
attempt to fix meaning and to restrict the freedom of the reader. Ail open text gives the reader the liberty to make whatever 
sihe likes of itself. A closed text denies *options. A closed text is likely to be more ideolo, _, ically rigid and one of the aims of deconstruction might be-to prise it open. There are of course. dearees of closedness and openness in all texts. Closed texts . 
might be. say. DrNo or Rambo; open texts - Hatpuler. The Waste 
Land. 
INTERTEXTUALITY: indicatcb the dependence of texts on each 
other to achieve their effects. No novel could function as a novel 
without there being novels which it. in an indirect way, refers to 
and gains force from. Even the most original, avant-garde of 
texts refers in its originality to the conventional texts it is 
different from. The Waste Land. with its scandalous use of 
quotation, offers an extreme and very obvious case of 
intertextuality. 
COMPETING DISCOURSES: refers to the way that within any 
culture there will be certain ways of speaking, writing, 
representing and thinking which compete with one another. In 
our own time the discourse of feminism competes with the 
discourse of masculine domination, the discourse of the peace 
movement with the discourse of deterrence and the warfare 
state, and so on. 
SIGNIFIER AND SIGNIFIED: refer to the two parts of a sign. 
The signifier is the part that points, as it were - the sound or 
shape of a word. The signified is what it points to - the meaning. 
Post-structuralism emphasizes the failure of one to adhere to the 
other, and proclaims the domination of the signifier. 
LANGUE AND PAROLE: Saussure distinguished between 
: langue', the language system as a whole. and 'parole% the 
individual utterance which depends on langue. The trouble with 
langue is that i6 very difficult to get hold of. 
DENOTATION AND CONOTATION: are effects of signs. 
Denotation tends to restrict and limit possible meanings. 
Conotation suggests and opens up meanings. 
METONYMY: is where one thina stands for another or where a 
part may stand for a larger whole. The view at the beginning of 
Coronation Street may be a metonyrn for Manchester or for 
working-class life in Manchester in the late twentieth century. 
Similarly. the apparently trivial pop song. 'Walk Away Renee', 
may be a metonym for being black in modern urban America. 
TEXT AS MYTHOLOGY: emphasizes the ideologically loaded 
nature of texts. Various mvths mav be at work in various texts. 
The myths of our own cultitre are 6ny and varied and are 
born. sustained and developed in the dominant media of our 
time. 
SIGNIFICATION AS PLAY: refers to the ceaseless movement 
involved in the use of signs. One signifier mobilizes many others 
into play and can point towards many (different) signifieds. 
Language. signs. meanings are never at rest. 
LANGUAGE AS METAPHOR: all language is, in a sense, a 
subhtitute for something else, and is therefore metaphoric. 'Cat', 
the word, for instance, does not refer to a cat. but the the idea of 
a cat and this referral involves a metaphoric substitution. 
Deconstruction tries to identify and expose the hidden 
metaphors in our language which we have ceased to read as 
metaphors. 
LANGUAGE AND REPRESSION: 'Language is fascist'(R. 
Barthes) because it compels speech. Language uses us and 
decides what can and what cannot be spoken. In this sense 
language is repressive. According to Jacques Lacan, even to 
acquire language in the first placý involves repression in the 
individual on a pretty massive scale. 
LANGUAGE AND THE UNCON'SCIOUS. Lacan claims that in 
aquiring language the unconscious is created. The unconscious 
contains everything that isn't said and that can't be said. but like 
langue is the condition for what can be said. The unconscious, 
according to Lacan. is sti uctured as a language. language divides .C usas human subjects and isa s% mbolic order to which we must 
submit and relinquish our desire. Lacan puts this rather 
poignantly: I am not a poet-, but a poem. A poem that is being 
written... ' 
17 
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